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A.

BACKGROUND

Project Title

Vassar Solar Project (Conditional Use Permit 13-001)

Lead Agency Contact Person

Oksana Newmen, Planner III

and Phone Number

Merced County Community and Economic
Development Department
2222 M. Street, Merced, CA 95340
(209) 385-7654

Date Prepared

August 1, 2013

Study Prepared by

EMC Planning Group Inc.
301 Lighthouse Avenue, Suite C
Monterey, CA 93940
Ron Sissem, Principal Planner
Janet Ilse, Senior Biologist
Bill Goggin, Senior Biologist
Teri Wissler Adam, Senior Principal

Project Location

The 39.9-acre project site identified as APN 066-061013 is located on the north side of Vassar Avenue in
unincorporated Merced County. The site is
approximately 0.5 miles south of the southern city
limits of Merced and 700 feet east of State Route 59
(Los Banos Highway)

Project Sponsor Name and Address

Ecos Energy, LLC
322 South 9th Street, #1600
Minneapolis, MN 55402

General Plan Designation

Agricultural

Zoning

A-1 (General Agricultural)

Project Location and Setting
The proposed project is solar photovoltaic (PV) power generation system that would produce
3.0 megawatts (MW) of power. Nearly all of the on-site project improvements consist of solar
panel arrays, and related inverter and transformer equipment mounted on portable skids. These
improvements would be constructed within a development area of about 29.1 acres of a
39.9-acre parcel (“project site”) identified as APN 066-061-013. The remaining 10.8 acres are
comprised of setbacks from each side of the subject parcel within which no development other
an access road and an underground interconnection cable would be constructed. The proposed
EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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project also requires switchgear equipment, which would be mounted by Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E) on an existing electrical pole located along State Route 59 (Los Banos
Highway). Figure 1, Project Location, shows the project location in a regional context as well as
a vicinity context. Primary access to the site is provided by Vassar Road via State Route 59. The
highway is located about 450 feet to the west of the project site.
The project site, adjacent parcels, and land throughout the area have historically been in
agricultural production where the quality of soils permits. Crop types grown on the project site
have included cotton, corn, and tomatoes. An irrigation canal operated by the Merced Irrigation
District traverses the northern boundary of the project site. With the exception of the agricultural
support commercial uses that border the western boundary of the project site that front on State
Route 59, all other immediately adjacent parcels are in grassland or agricultural production.
Agricultural support commercial uses that front State Route 59 are also located immediately
northwest and southwest of the project site. A number of single-family homes are located on
parcels adjacent to or nearly adjacent to the project site, including on parcels that are primarily
in commercial use. Figure 2, Project Area Features and Land Uses, shows an aerial photograph
of the project site and the immediate vicinity on which existing land uses, zoning, and specific
features are shown. Figure 3, Site Photographs, shows existing conditions on the site and
adjacent properties.

Land Use and Zoning
Figure 2, Project Area Features and Land Uses, illustrates the land use designation and zoning
classification for the project site. The Merced County Year 2000 General Plan (General Plan) land
use designation for the project site is Agricultural and the zoning is A-1 (General Agricultural,
20-acre minimum parcel size). The adjacent parcels are also designated Agricultural and zoned
A-1, General Agriculture. The project site is not within the County’s Agricultural Preserve.
Examples of permitted and conditionally permitted uses the A-1 zone include agriculture,
agriculturally-related manufacturing or retail, recreation, mineral extraction, energy production
intended for on-site use, and housing. Energy production intended for off-site use requires a
Conditional Use Permit, as defined in County Code Section 18.02.020.
The project site is located contiguous to, but south of the City of Merced Sphere of Influence
boundary as described in the City of Merced Vision 2030 General Plan (City of Merced and QuadKnopf 2012). The City of Merced (City) Sphere of Influence boundary generally lies outside the
city limits, but is co-terminus with in many areas. The boundary defines the probable ultimate
physical boundaries and service area of the City to the year 2030 as determined by the Merced
County Local Agency Formation Commission. The project site is within an “Area of Interest”
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Project Area Features and Land Uses
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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3

State Route 59/Los Banos Hwy.

View looking east down Vassar Avenue from
1 State Route 59 with project site behind
commercial building to the left

View to south along western property line to
commercial uses and residential uses (at right)
3
located along State Route 59 - project site is
to the left

Vassar Ave.

1

2

View to northwest across project site from
nearest home along Vassar Avenue

Source: Google Earth 2011
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Project Site Boundary
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View to southwest across site towards
4 commercial uses and residential uses (at right)
located along State Route 59

Figure 3

Site Photographs
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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as identified in the City of Merced Vision 2030 General Plan. An Area of Interest is described as an
area located outside the City’s Specific Urban Development Plan/Sphere of Influence boundary
that is not currently planned for annexation, whose development may impact City planning
efforts and that may be added to the Specific Urban Development Plan/Sphere of Influence
boundary in the future (City of Merced General Plan, page 3-9). Please refer to the “Project
Duration/Service Life” section below for more information about the relationship between the
project duration and the City’s land use vision.

Proposed Project Improvements
The applicant has submitted a Conditional Use Permit application for the proposed project. The
project would generate a total of about 3.0 MW of electrical power. The power would be
purchased by PG&E and fed into the regional electricity grid. Solar panels and associated
equipment would be placed within 29.1 acres of the 39.9-acre site as illustrated in Figure 4,
Preliminary Site Plan – Array Layout. The remaining 10.8 acres at the periphery of the array
layout would remain vacant. The vacant areas are comprised of buffers located between the solar
panel arrays and the boundaries of the project parcel. The setbacks, which vary in width from a
minimum of 44 feet to a maximum of 174 feet, are shown in Figure 5, Development Setbacks.
About 14,976 solar PV panels would be installed on the project site to generate
3.0 MW of electricity. The panels would be organized into six “subarrays”. The entire group of
subarrays is referred to as an “array field”. An example of an array field is shown in Figure 6,
Representative Array Field Photograph. Individual panels would be mounted on a total of 312
tracker racks with 48 panels per rack. The racks are termed “tracker” racks because they will be
powered by motors that rotate the racks (and panels) to track the path of the sun over the course
of the day to maximize exposure of the panels to the sun. The racks will be powered by tracker
motors that are mounted on the tracker racks. Each of the 312 racks will be supported aboveground on 18 H-beams that are driven into the ground.
Electricity produced by the panels would be transmitted by wiring placed underground in
conduits. The wiring would converge at one of two equipment pads located in a vehicle
accessible aisle in the center of the arrays. Each equipment pad would contain three 500 kilowatt
inverters and a 500 kilovolt ampere transformer mounted on a portable skid. A representative
illustration of an equipment pad is shown in Figure 7, Representative Equipment Pad and
Switchgear. The equipment pads would be wired underground to switchgear equipment that
would be placed by PG&E on an existing electricity pole located along State Route 59.
Representative switchgear equipment is also shown on Figure 7. The power would be fed into
the existing electricity grid via connection to PG&E’s pole-mounted 21 kilovolt (kV)
transmission line located along the highway. The applicant intends to obtain an easement from
the adjacent property owner to the west in which wiring from the site to the off-site electrical
pole would be placed in a trench.
EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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The panels would be mounted on tracker racks that are aligned in east-west rows. At their
maximum tilt towards the south, the lowest edge of the panels would be approximately two feet
above the ground surface and the highest edge would be about 6.5 feet above the ground. The
perimeter of the array field and the switchgear pad would be enclosed in a seven-foot, chain-link
fence with a barbed-wire topped rampart. A controlled access gate would be located along
Vassar Avenue. Access from Vassar Avenue would be via an approximately 87-foot long paved
road. At the gate to the facility, the road would consist of gravel and extend north to the second
of the two equipment pads. Parking spaces for two maintenance vehicle would be placed at each
of the equipment pads. Pole mounted motion detection lights would be installed at the entrance
gate and the equipment pads. The lights would only illuminate when movement is detected and
would be pointed downward and shielded.

Project Duration/Service Life
The applicant is seeking a Conditional Use Permit to enable operation of the project for up to
30 years. The applicant has a contract with PG&E to purchase power from the proposed project
for 20 years. The solar equipment to be installed is guaranteed for a minimum of 25 years. The
equipment would have a useable life beyond the 20-year contract with PG&E. After 20 years,
PG&E could be willing to enter into a new contract with the applicant or other owner of the
project to continue to purchase power. The duration of the new contract, if one is offered by
PG&E, would not be known until that time. The proposed 30-year operations horizon would
enable the owner of the project and PG&E time to renegotiate a new contract after 20 years and
would enable the project to operate to and incrementally beyond the guaranteed service life of
the equipment. Decommissioning the project prior to the equipment guarantee period of
25 years would result in unnecessary loss of the capital value of the equipment. It is possible that
the applicant could seek to renew the Conditional Use Permit after 30 years.

A new

environmental review process, public review, and public hearing process would be required for
this to occur.
If PG&E does not offer to continue to purchase power after 20 years, the facility would be
decommissioned as described in the “Project Decommissioning” section below. Also, per the
decommissioning plan, if the project were to cease operations for more than 12 months at any
time, the project owner would be required to decommission the project and restore the site to
pre-project conditions.
As described in the “Land Use and Zoning” section above, the project site is located contiguous
to, but south of the City of Merced Sphere of Influence boundary, but within an “Area of
Interest” that may be added to the Sphere of Influence boundary in the future. The Sphere of
Influence defines areas that the City envisions annexing within the next 20 years to enable urban
development.

10
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Figure 4

Preliminary Site Plan - Array Layout
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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Figure 5

Development Setbacks
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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Source: ECOS Energy/Google 2013

Figure 6

Representative Array Field Photograph
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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Equipment Pad

Switchgear
Source: ECOS Energy/Google 2013

Figure 7

Representative Equipment Pad and Switchgear
Vassar Solar Project Initial Study
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Facility Construction Process/Schedule
The facility would be constructed over a period of about four to five months. If the project is
approved, the applicant anticipates initiating construction in the fall of 2014. The probable
sequencing of construction activities is as follows:


Site preparation: Minimal if any grading will be required. Existing slope and drainage
characteristics of the site would not require alteration. No import of fill or export of
graded material is expected.



Posts and electrical switch mounting: The H-beam posts on which solar panel tracker
racks would be installed and the main electrical switch mounting would be installed. The
posts would be driven into the ground using a small mobile pile driver. The two portable
equipment skids on which the inverters and transformers are placed would be
constructed and the equipment installed.



Trenching: Trenches needed to install underground electrical conduits that link together
the subarrays to the equipment pads and the equipment pads to the off-site switchgear
equipment would be excavated. Trench dimensions are expected to be about 42 inches
deep by 24 inches wide.



Tracker racks and panels: The tracker racks would be installed on the H-beams and the
solar panels mounted on the tracker racks. Switchgear equipment would be mounted by
PG&E on its electrical pole along State Route 59. Solar panels would then be cleaned
and the entire system tested and commissioned for operation.

Access to the project site during the construction phase would be via State Route 59 to Vassar
Avenue.

Project Operations
Operations and maintenance activities would be limited to monitoring facility performance,
performing scheduled maintenance on electrical equipment, system adjustments as needed, and
an annual washing of the PV panels with water. The proposed project would operate only during
daylight hours and would require up to two personnel for periodic on-site operation,
maintenance, and security. Scheduled system inspection and maintenance would occur monthly.
No new permanent on-site or off-site maintenance facilities or structures would be required.
During the operational phase, minimal amounts of water would be required for panel washing
and maintenance uses. The panels would be washed one time per year with water use estimated
at 4,000 gallons. There are no utilities available at the project site. Therefore, water for panel
washing will be trucked to the site.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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Project Decommissioning
The County requires applicants for solar power generation projects to submit a plan for
decommissioning solar photovoltaic projects and restoring project sites to pre-project conditions.
To meet this requirement, the applicant has submitted a basic decommissioning and site
restoration plan as part of the project application. At the end of the project service life, project
improvements would be removed and the site restored. Project improvements would also be
removed and the site restored in the circumstance where the facility is not in use/operation for
more than 12 consecutive months. The process would include three primary steps: 1)
dissembling and packaging modules for removal and recycling or otherwise ensuring removal; 2)
removing associated infrastructure and equipment; and 3) restoring the site to its pre-project
condition.
During the construction and operation phases, the proposed project would generate nominal
quantities of solid waste including construction debris and waste from construction workers and
packaging materials. Upon decommissioning of the project, the majority of project
improvements/facilities would be dissembled and reused or recycled.
The solar panels would likely be sold into a secondary solar panel market. Module component
materials lack toxic metals such as mercury, lead, or gallium, and the majority of the
components of the solar installation are made of materials that can be readily recycled. If the
panels can no longer be used in a solar array, the silicon can be recovered, the aluminum resold,
and the glass recycled. The modules contain two plastic materials (polyvinyl fluoride and ethyl
vinyl acetate) that may not be easily recycled. In that event, other waste generated would be
disposed of at the nearest licensed landfill. Other components of the solar installation including
H-beams and tracker racks can also be recycled because they are made from galvanized steel.
Equipment such as inverters, transformers, and switchgear can also either be reused or recycled.
The extensive recycling potential of decommissioned equipment would enable the County to
comply with waste diversion and recycling regulations.
Underground conduit and wire can be removed by uncovering trenches and backfilling when
done. No import of topsoil is anticipated for backfilling the trenches. The electrical wiring is
made from copper and/or aluminum and can be reused or recycled.
Since little to no site grading is needed to construct the facility, no site grading would be needed
to restore the site to its pre-project contours and conditions. The site would then be re-seeded to
complete the restoration process.

20
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Merced County Approvals Required
Merced County has jurisdiction over the review and approval of the project. The Merced
Planning Commission will be requested to take action on the following:


Adoption of the Mitigated Negative Declaration with appropriate findings;



Approval of the Conditional Use Permit; and



Adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring Program.

Merced County would also issue the following ministerial permits for the proposed project once
the above-listed actions are taken:


Building Permit.

Other Public Agencies Whose Approval is Required
The following responsible and/or trustee agencies may have discretionary authority over
approval of certain project elements, or alternatively, may serve in a ministerial capacity:


Regional Water Quality Control Board - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) General Construction Activity Stormwater Permit Section 402
(SWPPP);



California Department of Fish and Wildlife – Review of potential impacts on relevant
special status species;



California Department of Transportation – Review of project effects on circulation
conditions on State Route 59;



San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District – Review of proposed project against
applicable air quality rules and regulations; and



Merced County Airport Land Use Commission – Review of project land use
compatibility with operations of the Merced Municipal Airport.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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B.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving
at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” as indicated by the checklist on the
following pages.
 Aesthetics

 Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

 Population/Housing

 Agriculture and Forestry
Resources

 Hazards & Hazardous
Materials

 Public Services

 Air quality

 Hydrology/Water Quality

 Recreation

 Biological Resources

 Land Use/Planning

 Transportation/Traffic

 Cultural Resources

 Mineral Resources

 Utilities/Service Systems

 Geology/Soils

 Noise

 Mandatory Findings of
Significance
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C.

DETERMINATION

On the basis of this initial evaluation:


I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

9

I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the
project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and
an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or
“potentially significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one
effect (1) has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable
legal standards, and (2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.



I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potentially significant effects (1) have been analyzed adequately
in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards,
and (2) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE
DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the
proposed project, nothing further is required.

August 1, 2013
Oksana Newmen, Planner III

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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D.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Notes
1.

A brief explanation is provided for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are
adequately supported by the information sources cited in the parentheses following each
question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced information
sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved
(e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer is explained
where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project
will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening
analysis).

2.

All answers take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as onsite, cumulative as well a project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well
as operational impacts.

3.

Once it has been determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the
checklist answers indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than
significant with mitigation, or less than significant. “Potentially Significant Impact” is
appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are
one or more “Potentially Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an
EIR is required.

4.

“Negative Declaration: Less-Than-Significant Impact with Mitigation Measures
Incorporated” applies where the incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an
effect from “Potentially Significant Impact” to a “Less-Than-Significant Impact.” The
mitigation measures are described, along with a brief explanation of how they reduce the
effect to a less-than-significant level (mitigation measures from section XVII, “Earlier
Analyses,” may be cross-referenced).

5.

Earlier analyses are used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier document or negative
declaration. [Section 15063(c)(3)(D)] In this case, a brief discussion would identify the
following:
a.

“Earlier Analysis Used” identifies and states where such document is available for
review.

24
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b.

“Impact Adequately Addressed” identifies which effects from the checklist were
within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to
applicable legal standards, and states whether such effects were addressed by
mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis.

c.

“Mitigation Measures” - For effects that are “Less-Than-Significant Impact with
Mitigation Measures Incorporated,” mitigation measures are described which were
incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the extent to which they
address site-specific conditions for the project.

6.

Checklist references to information sources for potential impacts (e.g., general plans,
zoning ordinances, etc.) are incorporated. Each reference to a previously prepared or
outside document, where appropriate, includes a reference to the page or pages where
the statement is substantiated.

7.

“Supporting Information Sources” - A source list is attached and other sources used or
individuals contacted are cited in the discussion.

8.

This is the format recommended in the CEQA Guidelines as amended October 2010.

9.

The explanation of each issue identifies:
a.

The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and

b.

The mitigation measure identified, if any to reduce the impact to less than
significant.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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1.

A ESTHETICS

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic
vista? (1,2,3,4,9)









b. Substantially damage scenic resources,
including but not limited to trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a
state scenic highway? (1,2,3,7,8,9)









c. Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings? (1,2,3,4)









d. Create a new source of substantial light or
glare, which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area? (3,10,11)









Comments:
a,c.

At a broad level, the General Plan identifies general views of both the Coastal and Sierra
Nevada mountain ranges and the Merced River, San Joaquin River, and Bear Creek
River corridors that are visible from public roadways and developed areas as major
scenic vistas that need to be protected (General Plan, page VI-39). The Merced County
General Plan Public Review Draft Background Report (Mintier and Associates 2007),
(hereinafter “GPU Background Report”) identifies the “natural, rural, and agricultural
aspects of the County, as experienced through the panoramic views of the coastal ranges,
the Sierras, and the agriculturally rich valley floor” as the primary scenic resources
within the County (page 8-112). The GPU Background Report also notes that
agricultural uses are an important visual characteristic of the County and that the
“conversion of agriculture lands to urban uses reduces the scenic resource of the rural
agricultural landscape” (page 8-116).
There are no scenic vista points or locations identified in the General Plan or the GPU
Background Report that warrant specific protection.
The project site and parcels on the north, east, and south are currently in agricultural use
and agricultural use is the predominant land use in the broader vicinity of the project site.
However, existing commercial uses are located adjacent to the site on the west and to the
northwest and southwest, all along State Route 59. Refer back to Figure 2, Project Area
Features and Land Uses for the types and locations of surrounding land uses.
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The topography of the site is essentially level. There are no unique or significant views
across the project site of the Coastal or Sierra Nevada mountain ranges, and the project
site is not within the vicinity of any major river corridors.
State Route 59 is the dominant public viewpoint from which views towards the project
site would be available. Other minor rural roads are located in the vicinity, but the
volume of traffic on these roadways is negligible relative to that on the highway, which
in the project vicinity (counted at West Dickenson Ferry/East Mission Road intersection
with State Route 59), carries an average of approximately 8,200 daily trips (California
Department of Transportation 2011). Photograph 1 in Figure 3, Site Photographs,
includes representative image of an existing views towards the project site from the
highway. The proposed project will also be visible from a number of the scattered singlefamily residences in the immediate area, especially those located along Vassar Avenue as
shown in Photograph 2 in Figure 3) and to a lesser, but notable extent, from homes
along East Mission Avenue to the north and Rita Mae Avenue to the east.
The primary components of the proposed project that affect its visibility are the solar
array field, the inverters/transformers located in the two equipment pads that would be
placed in the center of the array field. The maximum height of the solar arrays would be
about 6.5 feet above the ground when maximally tilted towards the south. The inverter
units/transformers would each be about eight feet tall.
The solar arrays would be the most visible component of the proposed project as seen
from both directions of travel on State Route 59. The solar arrays would be
intermittently visible in the distance for traffic traveling northbound and southbound on
the highway. As travelers approach the site, it would be partially to wholly screened
from view by existing commercial and residential uses along the east side of the
highway. The closest portion of the array field would be about 700 feet from the
highway. At this distance, where visible the solar array field would appear as a dark
“band” in the distance, but individual components of the project would not likely be
highly discernable. Because of their minimal vertical profile, the solar panels may be
minimally visible above the horizon line, but would not block existing views or vistas
over the site that are now available from State Route 59. This would also likely be the
case with the equipment pad improvements, which would be about two feet taller than
the maximum height of the arrays, but whose full profile would not be visible because
the inverters/transformers are located within the array field. Travel speeds on State
Route 59 are relatively high, estimated at an average of 50 miles per hour or higher.
Hence, where intermittent views to the site area available, the duration of view would be
very short. Further, as drivers on the highway pass by the project site, the line of sight to
the project site is perpendicular to their direction of travel. This reduces the potential that
views to the project site would be a primary focus of drivers or passengers.
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The switchgear equipment would be mounted on an existing PG&E electrical pole along
State Route 59. It resembles typical transformers mounted on electrical poles. It would
not create a notable change in visual conditions.
Project improvements would be highly visible from the three or four homes located on
Vassar Avenue closest to the project site as well as from several homes that front on or
are near State Route 59 to the west and north of the project site. The nearest home on
Vassar Avenue is approximately 300 feet south of the nearest edge of the solar array
field. At the closest, homes along State Route 59 are from about 500 feet from the array
field. Approximately 13 homes are located along both sides of Rita Mae Avenue, the
nearest of which is about 850 feet from the closest portion of the array field. At further
distance, the closest of the several homes to the north along East Mission Avenue are
about 1,100 feet from the array field.
The project site has historically been in agricultural production. Its visual character is
representative of agricultural uses throughout the County. The site does not contain
unique visual features or attributes that warrant special consideration. Existing
developed commercial uses along State Route 59 impart a nominal urban visual
character to the immediate area as seen from State Route 59 and nearby residences. The
visual character of the site will change as with implementation of the proposed project.
However, because the site does not contain unique or notably valuable visual resources,
the project would not result in the loss of significant visual resources. For these reasons,
the proposed project would not substantially degrade the existing visual character of the
site as viewed from State Route 59 and the impact would be less than significant.
Views from nearby residences to the site will change. The magnitude of perceived change
will decline with distance from the project site. Due to the low vertical height of the solar
panels, even from the closest residences along Vassar Avenue and State Route 59, the
solar array field would not be highly visually intrusive and would not block existing
views or vistas over the site. The visual character of the proposed project would not be
notably different from the existing commercial uses that border one side of it and which
are visible from many of the nearby residences. Views of agricultural lands and
agricultural landscapes would continue to be the dominant views available from nearby
homes. For these reasons, the proposed project would not substantially degrade the
quality of the site or its surroundings as viewed from nearby residences and the impact
would be less than significant.
b.

State Route 59 in the project vicinity is not designated by Caltrans as a scenic highway.
There are no other state highways in the nearby project vicinity. Because the project site
is not within a scenic highway corridor, the proposed project would have no impact on
scenic resources within a scenic highway corridor.
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d.

The project site has historically been used for agricultural purposes and as such there are
no sources of light or glare or historic buildings or features present.
The potential for glare from a PV panel surface exists when the angle of the sun to the
surface is such that light is reflected toward a viewer. PV panels are most efficient in
terms of generating electricity when they absorb as much sunlight as possible and reflect
as little sunlight as possible. Therefore, PV panels are designed to produce minimal glare,
Nevertheless, solar radiation passing through a glazing material can be transmitted,
reflected, or absorbed. When light strikes glass, some of the light is reflected from the
surface, and some is refracted and passes through the surface. Photovoltaic systems do
not produce as much glare and reflectance as standard window glass, car windshields,
steel, or even plastic. The glass covering the panels is textured and covered with an antiglare coating to diffuse sunlight that is reflected.
While solar PV panels are designed to maximize absorption of sunlight and minimize its
reflection, it is possible that a nominal amount of daytime glare could be created.
However, the panels would rotate over the course of the day to maximize exposure to
the sun. The tracker racks to which the panels are fastened would rotate ever several
minutes as the sun moves across the sky. If nominal glare was created, it would not be
directed towards one location for more than a few minutes.
The project site is located within the boundary of the airport land use plan for the
Merced Municipal Airport. Information and policies regulating new development
proposed within the airport land use plan boundary can be found in the Merced County
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (Mead & Hunt 2012). The project site is located
within compatibility zone B2, Inner Turning Zone and Outer Approach/Departure
Area, for the airport. Within this zone, noise impacts from aircraft overflights can be
medium to high, with aircraft generally overflying at altitudes less than 600 feet.
Policy 1.4.3 in the County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan lists certain types of projects
or actions proposed within an airport area of influence which have potential to be
incompatible with airport operations may be subject to review by the Merced County
Airport Land Use Commission. Projects with the potential to create visual hazards to
aircraft in flight, including projects with potential to generate glare in the eyes of pilots
using the airport, are included on the list. While the proposed project is not expected to
generate glare that could impair flight operations, project review by the Airport Land
Use Commission would be consistent with County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan.
Use of solar power as an alternative form of energy production has raised concerns
regarding potential glare effects of PV systems and the potential for glare to adversely
affect air traffic. PV panels are most efficient in terms of generating electricity when they
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absorb as much sunlight as possible and reflect as little sunlight as possible. Photovoltaic
systems by design do not produce as much glare and reflectance as standard window
glass because the design criteria is to maximize refracted light through the protective
glass panel covering the PV components. Light that is not refracted through the glass
surface to the PV cells below is reflected from the panel surface or absorbed into the glass
itself.
Large solar PV installations on and next to U.S. Air Force bases, air-freight bases and
commercial airports have been deemed “No Hazard to Air Navigation” by the Federal
Aviation Administration. Such solar arrays are noted as a reflecting body in the region
just as features such as lakes or glass/steel reflective office buildings, but are not
categorized as any type of hazard. Panel glare would be directed skyward, especially
during the period from May to August. If a direct line of sight to the glare generating
panels on the site were available from an aircraft, the duration of the glare effect would
be momentary.
At the speed at which aircraft travel, the angle between the sun, the PV panels and the
aircraft would change quite rapidly and exposure to glare would be minimal. Even if an
aircraft were descending at an angle sloped directly at the solar array with the sun
directly behind the aircraft, any glare which might occur from solar panels would be
below the pilot’s horizon. It is possible that a limited number of aircraft approaches to
the airport in the late afternoon could be from the northwest (over the site) when panels
are titled to the south and west and the sun is behind the aircraft. Even in this case, the
effect of glare would be momentary and would not significantly affect a pilot’s view of
the airport (EMC Planning Group 2012, page 4-43).
For the reasons described above, the magnitude of potential glare issues for the proposed
project is considered less than significant.
Regarding sources of nighttime lighting that would affect nighttime views, the proposed
project includes motion detection lighting only at the site entrance and the two
equipment pads for security reasons. No continuously illuminated nighttime lighting is
proposed. That which is proposed would be of minimal intensity, only illuminated on an
intermittent basis when motion is detected, and would be located at significant distance
from the nearest homes. Lighting would not be substantial and would have a less than
significant impact on nighttime views.
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2.

A GRICULTURE

AND

F OREST R ESOURCES

In determining whether impacts on agricultural resources are significant environmental effects
and in assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland, lead agencies may refer to the California
Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the California
Department of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts on agriculture and
farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest
land, including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment
project; and forest carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by
the California Air Resources Board. Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?
(1,2,3,4,12,13,14,15,16)









b. Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use, or a Williamson Act contract?
(3)









c. Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)),
timberland (as defined by Public Resources
Code section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?
(4,5)









d. Result in the loss of forest land or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use? (4,5)









e. Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to nonagricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
(3,4)
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Comments:
a.

The project site has historically been and is currently in agricultural use.
Approximately 60 percent of the 39.9-acre project site is classified as Farmland of
Statewide Importance and approximately 40 percent is classified as Unique Farmland as
mapped by the California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program (FMMP) and illustrated on the Merced County Important Farmlands
Map (Sheet 1) (California Department of Conservation 2010). Figure 8, Important
Farmlands Map, shows the FMMP farmland classifications for the project site.
According to the broad analysis contained in the Natural Resources Conservation
Service Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part (1999), the project site is
comprised of three soils types that include Landlow silty clay loam (approximately 11.3
acres of the entire site or approximately 28.5 percent), Lewis silty clay loam
(approximately 13.1 acres of the entire site or 32.8 percent), and Yokohol clay loam
(approximately 15.4 acres of the entire site or 38.7 percent). Landlow silty clay loam and
Lewis silty clay loam soils are considered candidates for classification as Farmland of
Statewide Importance. Yokohol clay loam is considered a candidate for classification as
Unique Farmland.
The County has determined that conversion of productive farmland to urban use is a
significant impact which requires mitigation. Productive farmland includes farmland
classified as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique
Farmland. The proposed project is located on 29.1 acres of the 39.9-acre project site.
Consequently, conversion of the site to the proposed use would convert productive
farmland to a non-agricultural related use. This is a significant impact of the proposed
project. The County requires that conversion of important farmland to non-agricultural
use be mitigated by placement of a permanent agricultural conservation easement on
agricultural land of equal or greater value than the quality of agricultural land being
converted at a ratio of 1:1.
The applicant and the farm operator have noted that historically, about a third of the
39.9-acre site, which roughly corresponds to a central band which trends from southwest
to northeast across the property, has exhibited very low agricultural crop productivity.
This area of the site is classified as the Lewis silty clay loam component of the site soils.
The stated reasons for low productivity include high alkalinity and high water table. In
this regard, the applicant has represented that the agricultural value of the site, or at least
a portion of it, does not warrant classification as productive farmland. To further
investigate this possibility, the applicant retained Alluvial Agricultural Consulting to
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prepare a detailed evaluation of the agricultural quality of the site soils that would
provide more refined information than contained on the Important Farmlands Map or in
the Soil Survey of Merced County, California, Western Part. The applicant consulted the
Merced County Agricultural Commissioner’s office for a list of qualified consultants; the
consultant was selected from that list. The results of the detailed analysis are included in
Appendix A.
The site specific analysis was based on field investigation and on chemical and physical
lab analysis of soil samples taken from across the project site. The analysis classified
about 23 percent of the site as Landlow silty clay loam, 32 percent as Lewis silty clay
loam, and 45 percent as Yokohl clay loam as illustrated in Figure 9, Soils Map.
Fundamental soil characteristics used to determine agricultural productivity and
farmland mapping classification include acid/alkali balance, water table depth, soil
sodium content, and rooting depth. Based on analysis of these factors for each soil, the
consultant concluded that the 32 percent of the site comprised of Lewis silty clay loam
does not warrant classification as Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide
Importance, and is not/cannot be used to grow high value crops as is required for
classification as Unique Farmland. This conclusion has been reviewed and verified by
County staff with input from the Merced County Agricultural Commissioner’s office
(Email communication with Oksana Newmen, Planner III, Merced County Planning
and Community Development Department, July 16, 2013). Hence, per the County’s
productive farmland conversion mitigation approach, conversion of this portion of the
site to non-agricultural use would not be a significant impact and would not require
mitigation. The soils on the remaining 68 percent of the 39.9-acre site, or about 27.1
acres, have characteristics that warrant their classification as Prime Farmland.
Conversion of these soils to non-agricultural use is a significant impact and requires
mitigation as discussed above.
The proposed project would be constructed on 29.1 acres of the 39.9 acre site. The solar
array field is located roughly in the center of the 39.9 acre site. Conversion of productive
farmland within the solar array footprint would occur at approximately the same ratio as
would occur for the broader site. Therefore, a permanent agricultural conservation
easement must be placed on 19.8 acres (68 percent productive farmland conversion x
29.1 acres) to meet the County’s mitigation requirement.
It should be noted that the significant impact from conversion of productive farmland
would not likely be permanent. The service life of the project is potentially limited by the
duration for which the solar panels will continue to effectively generate power and by the
duration of the applicant’s power purchase agreement with PG&E. As required by the
County, the applicant has submitted a basic site decommissioning plan. As a condition
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of project approval, the applicant will be required to restore the site to its pre-project
condition to enable its continued productive use, including its potential use for
agricultural production. The applicant’s decommissioning plan includes a condition that
the project be decommissioned and removed and the site restored to its pre-project
condition if the project sits idle for more than 12 months for any reason.
Implementation of the decommissioning plan at the end of the project’s life, along with
implementation of the following mitigation measure, would reduce the impact of
productive farmland conversion to a less than significant level.

Mitigation Measure
AG-1. The applicant shall provide a permanent conservation easement over 19.8 acres (68 percent
of the 29.1 acres in which development is planned and classified as productive farmland) of
farmland classified as Farmland of Statewide Importance or better to ensure that the
impact of converting productive farmland to non-agricultural use is mitigated at a 1:1 ratio
consistent with the County’s mitigation practice. The easement shall be implemented by the
project applicant or through payment to a qualified third party land trust with 501(b)(3)
status, subject to review and approval of the Merced County Community and Economic
Development Department and must be recorded or verified prior to approval of a building
permit.
b.

The project site is located in the General Agriculture (A-1) zone district. The A-1 zone
allows a variety of uses, including agriculture, agriculturally-related manufacturing or
retail, recreation, mineral extraction, energy production intended for on-site use, and
housing. Energy production intended for off-site use requires a Conditional Use Permit
as defined in Merced County Code Section 18.02.020. The proposed project includes a
request for a Conditional Use Permit for production of energy for off-site use, and with
approval of the Conditional Use Permit, would be consistent with the zoning for the
project site.
The project site is not encumbered by an existing Williamson Act contract. Therefore,
the project would not conflict with a Williamson Act contract.

c,d.

The project site is not zoned for forest land or timberland and contains no forest
resources.

e.

The proposed project would not create conditions during either its construction or
operation that result in land use conflicts with adjacent agricultural uses. The proposed
project does not include residential or commercial uses that could be adversely affected
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by nuisances such as noise or dust generation or hazards from application of agricultural
chemicals that are generally associated with agricultural activities. Consequently, the
proposed project would not introduce uses that are incompatible with the continued use
of adjacent lands for agricultural production. Further, the proposed project would not
result in the extension of infrastructure or services that could motivate adjacent land
owners to consider conversion of their land to alternative, more intensive urban uses.
Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would have a less than significant
impact from creating changes that could facilitate conversion of farmland to nonagricultural uses.
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3.

A IR Q UALITY

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management or
air pollution control district may be relied upon to make the following determinations. Would
the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan? (17,18,19)









b. Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation? (17,18,19)









c. Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions,
which exceed quantitative thresholds for
ozone precursors)? (17,18,19)









d. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations? (3,4,17,18,19)









e. Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people? (3)









Comments:
a-c.

The project site is located within the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin (“air basin”), which
includes the counties of San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Merced, Madera, Fresno, Kings,
Tulare, and central and western Kern County. The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution
Control District (“air district”) has primary responsibility for assuring that federal and
state ambient air quality standards are attained and maintained in the air basin. The air
district currently has two documents that serve as the clean air plan for the air basin. The
first is the 2004 Extreme Ozone Attainment Demonstration Plan. This plan was approved by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 2010, but subsequently withdrew this
approval as a result of litigation. The air district is currently working on an update to the
plan. The second plan is the 2006 PM10 Plan (supplemented by the 2007 PM10 Maintenance
Plan and Request for Redesignation).
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These plans quantify the necessary emission reductions to attain air quality standards,
and present strategies for attainment of air quality standards. The plans are based on
population forecasts, vehicle miles traveled, economic activity, and other factors that
influence emissions.
The air basin is in nonattainment for the state one-hour ozone, eight-hour ozone, PM10
standards, and PM2.5 standards, and in nonattainment for the federal eight-hour ozone
and PM2.5 standards. The air basin is a severe nonattainment area for state one-hour
ozone standards, and in extreme nonattainment for federal eight-hour ozone standards.
The proposed project would result in air pollutant emissions that are regulated by the air
district during both its construction and operational phases, as described below.
The most significant volume of air emissions would be generated during project
construction from use of equipment on the site and from vehicle trips to and from the
site. The construction phase would include four stages: site preparation, post installation
and electrical switch mounting, trenching, and tracker rack and panel installation.
The total construction period would be approximately four to five months. An average of
20 construction workers would be needed on the site each day during the construction
period. It can be assumed that some workers would carpool, resulting in approximately
16 worker trips per day. Approximately 64 materials delivery vehicle trips with trip
origins in the project vicinity (about three per week) and up to 50 transport trucks (about
2.5 per week) primarily carrying solar PV panels with the trip origin assumed to be the
San Francisco Bay Area are anticipated.
Section 4.3.1, Thresholds of Significance for Project Construction Impacts, of the air
district’s Guide for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts (San Joaquin Valley Air
Pollution Control District 2002), identifies the air district’s approach for addressing
construction phase impacts of proposed projects. As described on page 24 of that
document, project construction activities produce a range of emissions, but PM10 is the
pollutant of greatest concern to the air district. PM10 emissions can result from a variety
of construction activities, including excavation, grading, demolition, vehicle travel on
paved and unpaved surfaces, and vehicle exhaust. Construction-related emissions can
cause substantial increases in localized concentrations of PM10, as well as affecting PM10
compliance with ambient air quality standards on a regional basis. Large construction
projects lasting many months may exceed the air district’s annual threshold for NOx
emissions and could expose area residents to diesel particulate. The air district requests
that it be contacted for analysis recommendations for large construction projects.
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Also as described on page 24 of the Guide for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts,
the air district’s approach to CEQA analyses of construction PM10 impacts is to require
implementation of effective and comprehensive control measures rather than to require
detailed quantification of emissions. The air district states that there are a number of
feasible control measures that can be reasonably implemented to significantly reduce
PM10 emissions from construction. Compliance with Regulation VIII for all sites and
implementation of all other control measures indicated in Tables 6-2 and 6-3 of the Guide
for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts (as appropriate, depending on the size and
location of the project site) constitute sufficient mitigation to reduce PM10 impacts to a
less than significant level. Regulation VIII and other control measures are discussed
below.
The proposed project is not assumed to be a large project in the context of the air district
terminology. While it does involve development of nearly 30 acres, the proposed project
required no mass grading and little to no fine grading. These activities are generally the
most common and substantial sources of significant PM10 emissions from new land
development projects. Only nominal use of heavy equipment (e.g. transport trucks
delivery of solar panels and other hardware) is required.
During the operation of the project, no area source emissions would occur, as it involves
no on-site use of energy. The only sources of emissions during the operational phase
would be vehicle emissions from infrequent worker trips to and from the project site for
maintenance, and one annual water truck trip for delivering water to clean the solar
panels. Regular maintenance would occur two times per month. Air emissions volumes
from maintenance worker and water truck trips would generate minimal air emissions
and would be below the air district thresholds for PM10 and other criteria air emissions.
In its letter to the County dated February 12, 2013 containing its comments on the
applicant’s Conditional Use Permit application for the proposed project, air district staff
acknowledged that the “project specific criteria pollutant emissions would have no
significant adverse impact on air quality” (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control
District 2013). The project description provided to the air district by the County has not
changed since the air district submitted the letter.
Because construction emissions would be negligible and can be mitigated with
implementation of air district control measures and operational emissions would be well
below air district thresholds established to attain and/or maintain conformance with
state and federal air quality standards, the project would have no impact from
obstructing implementation of air quality plans designed for this purpose, and impacts
regarding violation of air quality standards, or from a cumulatively increase in any of the
emissions for which the air basin is currently in nonattainment would be less than
significant.
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The air district has established regulations governing various activities that contribute to
PM10 levels, principally the fugitive dust rules collectively called Regulation VIII. Several
components of Regulation VIII specifically address fugitive dust generated by
construction related activities. Compliance with Regulation VIII required measures
(summarized below), and implementation of other control measures indicated in the Air
Quality Guide Table 6-3 would constitute sufficient mitigation to reduce fugitive PM10
impacts to a less than significant level. The control measures listed below are required by
Regulation VIII for all construction projects.
•

All disturbed areas, including storage piles, which are not being actively utilized for
construction purposes, shall be effectively stabilized of dust emissions using water,
chemical stabilizer/suppressant, covered with a tarp or other suitable cover or
vegetative ground cover;

•

All on-site unpaved roads and off-site unpaved access roads shall be effectively
stabilized of dust emissions using water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant;

•

All land clearing, grubbing, scraping, excavation, land leveling, grading, cut and
fill, and demolition activities shall be effectively controlled of fugitive dust
emissions utilizing application of water or by presoaking;

•

With the demolition of buildings up to six stories in height, all exterior surfaces of
the building shall be wetted during demolition;

•

When materials are transported off-site, all material shall be covered, or effectively
wetted to limit visible dust emissions, and at least six inches of freeboard space
from the top of the container shall be maintained;

•

All operations shall limit or expeditiously remove the accumulation of mud or dirt
from adjacent public streets at the end of each workday. (The use of dry rotary
brushes is expressly prohibited except where preceded or accompanied by sufficient
wetting to limit the visible dust emissions. Use of blower devices is expressly
forbidden);

•

Following the addition of materials to, or the removal of materials from, the surface
of outdoor storage piles, said piles shall be effectively stabilized of fugitive dust
emissions utilizing sufficient water or chemical stabilizer/suppressant;

•

Within urban areas, trackout shall be immediately removed when it extends 50 or
more feet from the site and at the end of each workday; and

•

Any site with 150 or more vehicle trips per day shall prevent carryout and trackout.
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The air district’s Rule 9510, Indirect Source Review is also germane to the proposed
project. This rule is intended to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides and PM10 contained
in exhaust from construction vehicles and from operation development projects.
According to the air district’s comments on the Conditional Use Permit for the proposed
project, the proposed project meets the criteria for applicability of this rule based on the
project exceeding 9,000 square feet of a use not specifically listed in the rule. Therefore,
the applicant would be required to submit an application to the air district that identifies
expected air emissions to be generated by the project and the on-site measures that the
applicant would implement to reduce emissions to achieve emissions reductions
consistent with the rule. The air district staff report for adoption of Rule 9150 indicates
that only development projects with both nitrogen oxide and PM10 levels below two tons
per year are exempt from Rule 9150. An applicant may reduce construction emissions
on-site by using less polluting construction equipment, which can be achieved by using
add-on controls, cleaner fuels, or newer lower emitting equipment. For operational
emissions, emissions reductions can be achieved through any combination of on-site
emission reduction measures or fees.
If the applicant demonstrates as part of the Rule 9510 application that NOx and PM10
emissions are below two tons per year, the project would be exempt from compliance
with Rule 9510. If not, the applicant’s compliance with the rule will be required.
d.

Children, the elderly, and the chronically or acutely ill are the population groups most
sensitive to substantial air pollutant concentrations. Carbon monoxide is the primary
source pollutant of local concern for impacting sensitive receptors. Substantial
concentrations of carbon monoxide can be generated by vehicles that idle for long
periods of time in one location under congested traffic conditions. Under certain
meteorological conditions carbon monoxide concentrations close to a congested
roadway or intersection may reach unhealthy levels, affecting local sensitive receptors.
Typically, high carbon monoxide concentrations are associated with roadways or
intersections operating at unacceptable levels of service (level of service “E” or below),
indicating congested conditions. The proposed project would result in minimal increases
in traffic volumes at any location as described in the Transportation/Traffic section of
this initial study. Consequently, it would not create a substantial increase in traffic
congestion or existing concentrations of carbon monoxide at any location along the
routes that project related traffic would travel.
Substantial concentrations of diesel emissions also have potential to adversely affect
sensitive receptors. Significant cancer risk from diesel exhaust exposure is associated
with prolonged and long-term exposures. The air district only considers projects such as
truck stops, transit centers, and warehousing where significant numbers of diesel
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powered vehicles will be operating as having potential to create risks from toxic diesel
particulate emissions. The proposed project would generate only a minor, short-term
increase in on-road diesel emissions resulting from a minor, short-term increase in
transport truck trips. On-site construction equipment would also generate diesel
emissions. However, intensive use of diesel equipment is not required (i.e. minimal
earthwork and movement of materials), nor would such use be for a long duration.
Further, sensitive residential uses are located no closer than about 300 feet from areas of
the site where construction equipment activity would be concentrated. For these reasons,
the proposed project would not result in prolonged exposure of sensitive receptors to
substantial diesel emissions and its impact would be less than significant.
e.

The proposed project does not include any components that would result in the emission
of significant odors and would have no impact.
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4.

B IOLOGICAL R ESOURCES

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on
any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or
US Fish and Wildlife Service? (20,36.37)









b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
or US Fish and Wildlife Service? (20)









c. Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands, as defined by section 404
of the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.),
through direct removal, filing, hydrological
interruption, or other means? (20)









d. Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites? (20)









e. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance? (20)









f. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan? (20)
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Comments:
Information provided in this section is based on the information contained in the Biological
Resource Evaluation Survey Report - Vassar Solar Project (hereinafter “biological survey report”)
prepared by EMC Planning Group in 2013 and included in Appendix B of this initial study.
Please refer to Appendix B for more detail on each of the topics discussed below.
a.

Based on conclusions reached in the biological survey report, the project site does not
contain special status plant habitat. Consequently, the proposed project would have no
impact on special status plant species.
Special status animal species with potential to utilize the site as habitat include the San
Joaquin kit fox (Vulpes macrotis mutica), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), and protected
nesting and migratory bird species.
Regarding San Joaquin kit fox, the biological survey report includes a conclusion that
the nearest recorded observation of this species was documented approximately seven
miles southwest of the site in 1986. Based on the site location and the distribution of kit
fox occurrences in the site vicinity, the site is not essential to the regional movement of
kit fox populations. Suitable breeding habitat on the site is considered absent; however
the species may forage or migrate through the area. To address potential impacts to kit
fox during the construction period mitigation measures BIO-1 and BIO-2 as described
below will be implemented to reduce potential for harm to kit fox. Please refer to
Appendix B for more information on this potential effect of the proposed project.
Regarding potential impact on Swainson’s hawk, impacts to this species can occur
indirectly from conversion/loss of its foraging habitat and directly from disturbance to
nesting birds during the construction of a project. The site has historically been used for
agricultural production. The foraging quality of agricultural land is largely contingent on
the types of crops that have been grown – some are more favorable as foraging habitat
(e.g. alfalfa) than others (e.g. cotton). For the past six years, the site has been used to
grow cotton and corn – two crops that do not provide valuable foraging habitat for
Swainson’s hawk. Based on the cropping history of the site and on communications with
the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), the site is not assumed to
provide valuable foraging habitat and conversion of the site to non-agricultural use
would have a less than significant indirect impact on Swainson’s hawks.
As part of the biological reconnaissance survey of the project site and vicinity conducted
on April 20, 2013, a nesting Swainson’s hawk was identified at a location approximately
0.33 miles north of the site. In response to this detection and in consultation with
CDFW, three subsequent focused Swainson’s hawk surveys were conducted on June 2,
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2013; June 26, 2013; and July 15, 2013 to determine the presence of nesting Swainson’s
hawks at the site and within one mile of the site. The three focused surveys were
conducted consistent with methodology provided by CDFW as described in the
biological survey report. The first of the focused surveys reconfirmed the presence of the
nest at .33 miles to the north. However, this nest was not occupied during the second
and third surveys, which indicates that the nesting effort was not successful. No other
nesting Swainson’s hawks were detected within 0.5 miles of the project site.
Based on CDFW guidance, direct impacts to nesting Swainson’s hawks are of concern if
construction activities involving heavy machinery and other intensive disturbances are
proposed within 0.5 miles of an active nest. At this time, there are no known active nests
within 0.5 miles; construction of the proposed project is not expected to have a
significant direct impact on nesting Swainson’s hawk. However, there remains a
possibility that prior to the initiation of construction, which is expected in the fall of
2014, Swainson’s hawks could establish nests within 0.5 miles of the project site.
Mitigation measure BIO-3 below requires that pre-construction surveys for nesting
Swainson’s hawks be conducted if construction if proposed during the nesting season. If
nests are detected within 0.5 miles at that time, consultation with CDFW would be
initiated and impact minimization measures implemented in consultation with CDFW
to ensure that potential impacts on the species are reduced to a less than significant level.
Please refer to Appendix B for more detailed information.
Regarding other protected raptors and migratory bird species, trees and shrubs within
and adjacent to the project site have the potential to provide nesting habitat No evidence
of nesting activity was observed during the biological site reconnaissance. However, if
active nest(s) of protected bird species should occur, site preparation and construction
activities conducted during the nesting season could result in the direct loss of nests,
including eggs and young, or the abandonment of an active nest by the adults. The loss
of individuals of these species or abandonment of their nests would be a significant
impact. Please refer to Appendix B for more detailed information. Implementation of the
mitigation measure BIO-4 below would reduce the potential impact to a less than
significant level by ensuring that a pre-construction survey for protected raptors and
migratory bird species is conducted and if nesting birds are detected, that appropriate
impact avoidance measures are implemented.

Mitigation Measures
BIO-1. Prior to commencement of grading activities, the developer will arrange for a qualified
biologist to inform workers of the potential presence of San Joaquin kit fox, their protected
status, work boundaries, and measures to be implemented to avoid loss of these species
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during construction activities. Avoidance and minimization measures may include, but not
be limited to measures identified in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Standardized
Recommendations for Protection of the San Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or During Ground
Disturbance (USFWS 1999) including the following measures:
a.

Any trench or pit deeper than two feet will include ramps of either fill or planks to
prevent kit fox from becoming trapped in the trench or pit.

b.

Pipes, culverts, and other hollow materials greater than four inches in diameter
will be stored in a manner that will prevent kit foxes from using these materials as
temporary refuge. In addition, these materials will be inspected for kit foxes daily,
prior to the onset of construction activities.

c.

During construction activities, all food-related trash items will be enclosed in
sealed containers and regularly removed from the project site to avoid attracting
wildlife to the project site, and pets will not be allowed on the construction site.

d.

No firearms shall be allowed on the project site.

e.

To prevent harassment, mortality of kit foxes, or destruction of dens by dogs or
cats, no pets are permitted on the site during construction.

f.

Use of rodenticides or rodent traps shall be prohibited on the project site during
project construction to avoid the potential for secondary poisoning of kit foxes and
other predators and scavengers or prey species. Information about the ban of
rodenticides and rodent traps, and their potential effects on sensitive wildlife species
in the region, shall be provided as part of the education program. No rodent
trapping (live or lethal) is permitted on the project site. If rodent control is
conducted, zinc phosphide should be used because of proven lower risk to kit fox.

g.

Any contractor, employee, or military or agency personnel who inadvertently kills
or injures a kit fox shall immediately report the incident to their representative.
This representative shall contact the CDFW immediately in the case of a dead,
injured, or entrapped kit fox.

BIO-2. To prevent excluding the San Joaquin kit fox (and other migratory wildlife species) from
utilizing the site during operation, fencing surrounding the proposed project shall be
designed to allow passage by kit fox and their prey species. Fencing specifications shall be
indicated on all constructions plans submitted with the construction permit package and be
approved by the Merced Community and Economic Development Department. At a
minimum, fencing shall be installed with a five- to seven- inch separation from the bottom
of the fence and the ground. The bottom edge of the fence will be wrapped back to form a
smooth edge and avoid injury to wildlife moving under the fence.
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BIO-3. The project applicant shall be responsible for avoiding, minimizing, and/or mitigating for
potential impacts to Swainson’s hawk during construction. One or more of the following
measures shall be implemented, depending on construction timing and pre-construction
survey results, if such surveys are required:
a.

If construction of the proposed project will occur outside of the nesting season
(September 16 to February 28) for Swainson’s hawk, no additional surveys or
mitigation measures are required.

b.

If construction is proposed during the nesting season (March 1 to September 15), a
qualified raptor biologist shall conduct pre-construction surveys for Swainson’s
hawk nests. If new, active nests are found and located within a 0.5 mile radius of
heavy equipment operations or construction activities, the applicant shall consult
with the CDFW to determine the appropriate course of action, based on the
guidance provided in the Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to
Swainson’s Hawks in the Central Valley of California (CDFG 1994) to reduce
potential impacts on nesting Swainson’s hawks and to determine under what
circumstances equipment operation and construction activities can occur. Possible
measures to reduce potential impacts could include creation of buffers, limits on the
timing or location of use of equipment, limits on the types of equipment used to
reduce noise intensity, etc. Equipment operation and construction activities shall
be suspended until CDFW provides direction.
If no nests are identified within 0.5 miles during the pre-construction surveys, no
additional surveys or mitigation measures are required.

BIO-4. If construction activities will occur during the breeding season (March 1 through midSeptember), the project applicant will retain a qualified biologist to conduct a survey to
determine if active nest(s) of birds are present within 250 feet of the project site. The survey
will occur no more than 14 days prior to commencement of grading or construction
activities. If project activities are delayed or suspended for more than 14 days during the
breading season, the survey shall be repeated. If active passerine (perching birds and
songbirds) nest(s) are found, clearing and construction within 250 feet of the nest site will be
postponed or halted. If an active non-listed raptor nest is found, a 500-foot buffer will be
maintained. If an active listed (e.g., protected) bird nest is found, a 0.5-mile buffer will be
maintained. Buffers will be maintained until the nest(s) are vacated and juveniles have
fledged and there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting, at the discretion of the
biologist in coordination with the CDFW.
b.

The project site does not contain riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities.
Consequently, the project would have no impact on these types of protected habitats.
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c.

The project site does not contain wetland habitat. Consequently, the project would have
no impact on protected wetland habitat.

d.

The project site does not contain wildlife movement corridor habitat other than possibly
for locally common wildlife species. The project would not substantially interfere with
the movement of wildlife species. The project site does not contain native wildlife
nursery habitat. The proposed project would have a less than significant impact on
wildlife movement.

e.

Local policies and ordinances regarding the conservation of biological resources address
resources that are not present within the project site. The proposed project would;
therefore, not conflict with such policies or ordinances.

f.

The project site is located within the boundaries of the Recovery Plan for Upland Species of
the San Joaquin Valley, California. Of the 11 species covered in the plan, one species, the
San Joaquin kit fox, has a low potential to occur on the project site. Discussion regarding
San Joaquin kit fox, above, includes measures designed to mitigate potential impacts to
this species. No additional measures are required. There are no other adopted Habitat
Conservation Plans, Natural Community Conservation Plans, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plans applicable to the site.
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5.

C ULTURAL R ESOURCES

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as
defined in section 15064.5? (3,4,21)









b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to section 15064.5? (3,4,21)









c. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature? (22, 23, 24)









d. Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
(3,4,21)









Comments:
a,b,d. Information in this section is summarized from the Cultural Resource Assessment for the Ecos
Energy Solar Photovoltaic Power Generation System Project (Peak & Associates 2013).
Peak & Associates conducted background research, considered the results of an archival
records search produced by the Central California Information Center, and conducted a
field reconnaissance of the project site as a basis for evaluating the potential presence of
prehistoric or historic cultural resources within the project site. Peak & Associates
concluded that there is no evidence of prehistoric or historic period cultural resources
within the project area. Nevertheless, as with any inspection of the ground surface, there
is always a remote possibility that previous activities (both natural and cultural) have
obscured prehistoric or historic period artifacts or habitation areas, leaving no surface
evidence that would permit discovery of such resources if they were to be present and
obscured. Damage to such resources if they were uncovered would be a significant
impact. For this reason, implementation of mitigation measures CR-1 and CR-2 below
will be required to ensure that if prehistoric or historic resources are uncovered during
site preparation or excavation activities, appropriate actions are taken to reduce potential
impacts to a less than significant level.
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Mitigation Measures
CR-1. The following language shall be included on any permits issued for the project site,
including, but not limited to the Conditional Use Permit and building permit, subject to
the review and approval of the Merced County Community and Economic Development
Department:
In the event that any prehistoric or historic-era subsurface archaeological features or
deposits that could conceal cultural deposits are discovered during ground disturbance
activities, all ground-disturbing activity within 50 meters (165 feet) of the resources shall be
halted and the Merced County Community and Economic Development Department shall
be notified. The County shall consult with a qualified professional archeologist retained at
the applicant’s expense to assess the significance of the find. If the find is determined to be
significant by the qualified, representatives of the County and the qualified archaeologist
shall meet to determine the appropriate course of action, with the County making the final
decision. All significant cultural materials recovered shall be subject to scientific analysis,
professional museum curation, and a report shall be prepared by the qualified archaeologist
according to current professional standards.
If the archaeologist determines that some or all of the affected property qualifies as a Native
American Cultural Place, including a Native American sanctified cemetery, place of
worship, religious or ceremonial site, or sacred shrine (Public Resources Code Section
5097.9) or a Native American historic, cultural, or sacred site, that is listed or may be
eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1, including any historic or prehistoric ruins, any burial
ground, any archaeological or historic site (Public Resources Code Section 5097.993), the
archaeologist shall recommend to the County potentially feasible mitigation measures that
would preserve the integrity of the site or minimize impacts on it.
CR-2. The Merced County Community and Economic Development Department shall ensure
that the following language is included in the project Conditional Use Permit and building
permit in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(e), in the event of discovery
or recognition of any human remains during construction-related ground disturbance
activities:
If human remains are found during construction there shall be no further excavation or
disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent human
remains until the Merced County Sheriff’s Department contacts the Merced County coroner
to determine that no investigation of the cause of death is required. If the coroner
determines the remains to be Native American the coroner shall contact the California
Native American Heritage Commission within 24 hours. The California Native American
Heritage Commission shall identify the person or persons it believes to be the most likely
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descendent of the deceased Native American. The most likely descendent may then make
recommendations to the applicant for the excavation work, for means of treating or
disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and associated grave goods as
provided in Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. The applicant or his/her authorized
representative shall rebury the Native American human remains and associated grave
goods with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject to further
disturbance if the following occurs (a) the Native American Heritage Commission is unable
to identify a most likely descendent or the most likely descendent failed to make a
recommendation within 24 hours after being notified by the commission; (b) the descendent
identified fails to make a recommendation; or (c) the landowner or his authorized
representative rejects the recommendation of the descendent, and the mediation by the
California Native American Heritage Commission fails to provide measures acceptable to
the applicant. Prior to recommencing ground-disturbing activities within 50 meters (165
feet) of where the remains were discovered, the applicant shall implement any additional
measures the County determines are feasible after consultation with the coroner, and, if
necessary, the most likely descendent and California Native American Heritage
Commission.
c.

The project site is located on the Modesto Formation as mapped by the United States
Geological Services. In the San Joaquin Valley, the Modesto Formation forms ancient
alluvial fans of the San Joaquin River and can be divided into upper and lower members.
The upper member is composed primarily of unconsolidated, unweathered, coarse sand
and sandy silt. This unit may range in age from about 9,000 to 26,000 years.
Remains of land mammals have been found in the project region at various localities in
alluvial deposits referable to the Modesto Formation. A number of sites in Merced
County that have yielded vertebrate fossils found in the Modesto Formation, such as
specimens of horse, camel, deer, bison, mammoth and camel. Specimens from sediments
referable to the Modesto Formation have been reported at other locations throughout the
San Joaquin Valley (EDAW 2009, page 4.5-7).
It is possible that previously undiscovered paleontological resources could be present in
sediments of the Modesto Formation that underlie the project site. While construction
activities for the project do not require deep trenching or excavations into the soil, it is
possible that construction activities could potentially disturb unknown subsurface
paleontological resources. Destruction of significant paleontological resources would be
a potentially significant impact. Implementation of the following mitigation would
reduce this potentially significant impact to a less than significant level.
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A search of the University of California Paleontological Museum records for
paleontological resources in Merced County and the project area was conducted to
determine if known paleontological resources have been recorded within the project site.
None were recorded.

Mitigation Measure
CR-3. Prior to the start of any grading or excavation activities, the applicant shall inform
construction workers of the possibility of encountering fossils, the appearance and types of
fossils likely to be seen during construction activities, and proper notification procedures
should fossils be encountered. This worker training shall be prepared and presented by a
qualified paleontologist or archaeologist.
If paleontological resources are discovered during earth-moving or trenching activities, the
construction crew shall immediately cease work in the vicinity of the find and shall notify
the Merced County Community and Economic Development Department. The applicant
shall retain a qualified paleontologist to evaluate the resource and prepare a proposed
mitigation plan. The proposed mitigation plan may include a field survey, construction
monitoring, sampling and data recovery procedures, museum storage coordination for any
specimen recovered, and a report of findings. Recommendations determined by the County
to be necessary and feasible shall be implemented before construction activities can resume
at the site where the paleontological resources were discovered.
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6.

G EOLOGY

AND

S OILS

Would the project:

a. Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk
of loss, injury, or death involving:

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact







No
Impact



(1) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map
issued by the State Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42? (2,3,4)









(2) Strong seismic ground shaking? (2,3,4)









(3) Seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction? (2,3,4)









(4) Landslides? (4)









b. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil? (3)









c. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in
on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse? (2,4)









d. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property? (2)









e. Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater? (3)
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Comments:
a.

There are no known active faults on the project site and the project site is not located
within an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone (GPU Background Report, page 10-5).
While there is no record of seismic activity originating in Merced County, there has been
documented shaking from earthquake centers outside of the County (GPU Background
Report, page 10-5). Figure 10-2 of the GPU Background Report depicts areas of the
County that may be subject to severe seismic damage (Zone III) or moderate seismic
damage (Zone II). The project site is located in Seismic Zone II and can be expected to
experience moderate ground shaking, with moderate potential for damage to developed
uses. While the proposed project does not include development of habitable structures
whose damage during a seismic shaking event could pose a risk to public safety, is
possible that damage to project improvements could occur during such an event. Because
the project is a power generation facility, damage to equipment could expose the public
to indirect risks. This is a potentially significant impact.
Specific liquefaction hazard areas have not been identified in the County. However, this
hazard exists throughout the San Joaquin Valley where unconsolidated sediments and a
high water table coincide. The potential for liquefaction is recognized throughout the
San Joaquin Valley and the risk is assumed to be present at the project site. The soils
present at the site are characteristic of locations where the water table is generally high; a
generally prerequisite condition for elevated liquefaction potential. However, this would
require verification and additional investigation is needed to determine the full extent of
this potential hazard across the entire project site and to ensure the project is designed to
address the hazard if it is present. While the proposed project does not include
development of habitable structures whose damage from ground failure due to
liquefaction could pose a risk to public safety, is possible that damage to project
improvements could occur during such an event, and indirectly, present a hazard to the
public. This is a potentially significant impact.
The project site is relatively flat and there is minimal risk of landslide.
As discussed above, impacts from an increased risk of harm or property damage from
seismic shaking and liquefaction hazards are considered to be potentially significant. A
detailed design level geotechnical report has not yet been prepared for the proposed
project, but is required by the County prior to issuance of a building permit to ensure that
buildings and structures are properly designed to withstand design level seismic events
including groundshaking and ground failure (liquefaction) and to account for site
conditions such as expansive soils that could result in damage to improvements.
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Implementation of the following mitigation measure would reduce potentially significant
impacts from seismic shaking and liquefaction to a less than significant level.

Mitigation Measure
GEO-1. The applicant shall submit a detailed, design level geotechnical report prepared by a
registered engineer to identify foundation, structural, and other development design
standards to be implemented and that identifies specific engineering methods to address
seismic shaking, potential liquefaction hazard, potential ground subsidence hazard, and
expansive soils conditions at the project site. Development design shall be consistent with all
applicable federal, state and local seismic standards. The applicant shall incorporate all
recommendations from the geotechnical report into the design of the project. Building plans
and design drawings shall be subject to review and approval by the Merced County
Building Department for consistency with the recommendations prior to issuance of a
building permit.
Implementation of this mitigation measure is the responsibility of the applicant with
oversight from the Merced County Building Department.
b. The project site is nearly level. The applicant has stated that minimal to no mass grading
will be required during the construction phase. Consequently, exposure of soils to
potential erosion from wind or surface water runoff would be significantly reduced. The
site contains three soil types: Landlow silty clay loam (approximately 11.3 acres), Lewis
silty clay loam (approximately 13.1 acres), and Yokohol clay loam (approximately 15.4
acres). These soils generally have low to moderate erosion potential. Significant
trenching is required to place power transmission lines underground. If proper erosion
control measures are not put in place at the site, wind and/or storm water erosion of
exposed soils could occur.
The applicant will be required to obtain coverage under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) General Construction Permit for discharges of storm
water associated with construction activities. The NPDES construction permit requires
implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program that includes storm
water best management practices to control runoff, erosion, and sedimentation from the
site both during and after construction. This issue is discussed in the Hydrology and
Water Quality section. Implementation of mitigation measure HYD-1 listed in that
section would reduce potential erosion impacts to less than significant.
c.

According to Figure 10-4 of the GPU Background Report, the project site is located
within a large area of the County that is susceptible to ground subsidence, primarily due
to hydrocompaction of soils resulting from substantial groundwater pumping.
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Subsidence potential is generally higher where soils are high in silt and/or clay content,
as exhibited by soils present at the site. There is risk that project structures could be
damaged as a result of ground subsidence. Therefore, this impact is potentially
significant. Implementation of mitigation measure GEO-1, which requires preparation of
a detailed geotechnical analysis, would reduce this impact to a less than significant level.
The analysis will include project design recommendations that consider and mitigate
potential damage to project improvements from potential ground subsidence.
d.

All soils on the project site have expansive properties. Expansive soils require particular
engineering design, site preparation, and construction practices to prevent structural
damage resulting from soil movement associated with moisture level changes.
Implementation of mitigation measure GEO-1, which requires preparation of a detailed
geotechnical analysis which would include analysis of engineering limitations of site
soils, would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. The analysis will include
project design recommendations that consider and mitigate potential damage to project
improvements from expansive soils.

e.

The proposed project does not include, or require, installation of a septic system.
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7.

G REENHOUSE G AS E MISSIONS

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
(3,25,26,27,28)









b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
(3,25,26,27,28 )









Comments:
a,b.

In 2006, California passed Assembly Bill No. 32, the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006. AB 32 limits statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) to 1990 levels and
establishes a goal of achieving these emissions reductions by 2020 (representing a
25 percent reduction in emissions). Since AB 32 was adopted, the state has passed
additional legislation and a number of state agencies have prepared plans and adopted
rules whose consolidated purpose is to implement AB 32.
In August 2008, the air district adopted a climate change action plan to provide guidance
to assist lead agencies, project proponents, permit applicants, and interested parties in
assessing and reducing the impacts of project-specific GHG emissions on global climate
change consistent with AB 32. In December 2009, the air district adopted the Guidance
for Valley Land-use Agencies in Addressing GHG Emission Impacts for New Projects under CEQA
that contains related guidance and policy.
The air district guidance and policy rely on the use of best performance standards to
assess significance of project-specific GHG impacts. Best performance standards are
defined as the most effective achieved-in-practice means of reducing or limiting GHG
emissions. Projects implementing best performance standards would be determined to
have a less than cumulatively significant impact. Otherwise, demonstration of a
29 percent reduction in GHG emissions from business-as-usual is required to determine
that a project would have a less than cumulatively significant impact. The guidance does
not limit a lead agency’s authority in establishing its own process and guidance for
determining significance of project related impacts on global climate change.
The air district has not provided guidance for construction phase GHG emissions
thresholds or reductions. Merced County has not yet adopted a climate action plan for
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the purpose of locally implementing actions needed to attain AB 32 reduction goals.
Consequently, AB 32 remains the applicable greenhouse gas reduction plan for the
proposed project.
Qualitative GHG Inventory. A qualitative GHG inventory has been developed that
identifies changes in GHG emissions in the form of carbon dioxide (CO2) that would
result from implementation of the proposed project. These include elimination of
existing baseline GHG emissions created by pumping water to irrigate approximately 40
acres of agricultural crops (assumed to be cotton) on the site, off-setting of GHG
emissions produced by PG&E by largely using fossil fuel to generate electricity, and
generation

of

GHG

emissions

during

project

construction,

operations,

and

decommissioning.
Under existing baseline conditions, GHG emissions are generated by use of electricity to
pump water needed to irrigate the 40 acres of cotton crop that would be replaced with
solar PV arrays. Cotton generally requires about 2.5 acre-feet of water per acre per year
or about 100 acre-feet per year (32,850,000 gallons) for the 40 acres of the project site.
Typical energy intensities contained in Appendix G of the Local Government Operations
Protocol or as may have been updated based on information obtained from utility
providers, in this case PG&E, can be used to estimate electrical demand per unit of water
demand and GHG emissions volumes per unit of energy consumed. The Local
Government Operations Protocol energy use factor for off-site water pumping is 1,450
kilowatt hours (kWh) per 1,000,000 gallons of water pumped. Agricultural water
pumping for the existing agricultural use therefore generates demand for approximately
47,630 kWh or about 47.6 megawatt hours (MWh). Based on PG&E’s projected
estimate that in 2013, 0.196 metric tons of CO2 are produced for each MWh of electricity
it produces, the proposed project would eliminate generation of about 9.3 metric tons of
CO2 per year or about 186 metric tons of CO2 emissions over the 20-year project service
life by eliminating the need to pump water for agricultural production.
At a capacity of 3 MW, assuming the proposed project produces at capacity for eight
hours per day, 365 days per year, the proposed project would generate a maximum of
about 8,760 MWh of electricity annually. The electricity would be fed into the regional
electricity transmission grid and is intended to off-set or replace an equivalent amount of
electricity that is now produced by PG&E using fossil fuel. As noted previously, the
projected GHG emission factor for PG&E electrical generation in 2013 is 0.196 metric
tons of CO2 produced for each MWh of power generated. Using this emission factor the
proposed project is expected to off-set about 1,717 metric tons of CO2 in 2013 (if
construction were assumed to be completed in 2013) that would otherwise be generated
through fossil-fuel based electricity production. Due to reductions mandated under AB
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32, the PG&E emissions factor is projected to decline over time, such that the volume of
emissions off-set annually by the project would also decline. For example, in 2015, the
emissions factor is expected to drop to about 0.177 metric tons per MWh and further
drop to 0.131 metric tons per MWh in 2020.
The proposed project would generate very nominal GHG emissions during its
operational phase. Worker trips to the site two to three times per month would be the
only regular source of potential emissions.
The proposed project would also produce a limited volume of GHG emissions, largely
from the minimal number of vehicle trips generated during the short-tem
decommissioning process. Though an estimate of total trip volume is not currently
available, the average daily vehicle trip number would likely be similar to that generated
during the construction process, but for a fewer number of days.
In summary, the proposed project would generate a limited volume of GHG emissions
during the short-term construction phase, a very small volume of GHG emissions during
its 20-year service life, and a limited volume of GHG emissions during the short-term
decommissioning process. Typically, the vast majority of GHG emissions from a land
development project are generated during its long-term operational phase - the opposite
is the case for the proposed project. The proposed project would off-set a significant
volume of GHG emissions that would otherwise be generated by PG&E to produce
electricity using a fuel mix that remains predominantly composed of fossil fuels. The
volume of GHG emissions off-set is expected to be significant greater than the volume
generated by the proposed project. Therefore, the proposed project is expected to have a
beneficial impact regarding GHG emissions and would be consistent with AB 32.
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8.

H AZARDS

AND

H AZARDOUS M ATERIALS

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials? (3)









b. Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment? (3,4)









c. Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile
of an existing or proposed school? (3,4)









d. Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code section
65962.5 and, as a result, create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment? (29)









e. For a project located within an airport landuse plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport
or a public-use airport, result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area? (4,10)









f. For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area? (4)









g. Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?
(2,3)









h. Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands
area adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?
(2,3,4)
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Comments:
a,b.

Transport and use of hazardous materials in large quantifies is regulated. In accordance
with the State Health and Safety Code, Merced County requires preparation of a
hazardous materials business plan for storage of more than 55 gallons, 200 cubic feet, or
500 pounds of hazardous materials on any site. Any quantity of hazardous waste
generated on a site also requires a hazardous materials business plan. The contents of a
hazardous materials business plan are identified in Health and Safety Code Section
25504, and include annual inventory of hazardous materials; emergency response plans
and procedures; mitigation procedures; evacuation plans; and annual safety training for
employees.
Construction or operation of the proposed project will not result in the need to store
hazardous materials in volumes that would trigger the need to prepare and implement a
hazardous materials business plan. While it may be necessary to periodically transport
incidental volumes of fuel to the site during the construction process to support the use of
construction equipment, such transport is routine and would be conducted by licensed
fuel haulers. Other types of hazardous materials would not likely be required in more
than nominal volumes to construct the project, as the primary construction activity is
assembly of prefabricated metal parts and installation of electrical systems needed to
convey power to the existing transmission grid. The power generation system involves
no mechanical moving parts, hence, use of lubricants, solvents, etc., would not be
required in any significant volume during operations.
Given the minimal need for the transport, use, or storage of hazardous materials during
construction or operation, the proposed project would have a less than significant impact
from hazards to the public or environment from the routine use or accidental release of
hazardous materials.
The project site has historically been used for agricultural crop production. It is possible
that agricultural chemicals may have accumulated over time in the on-site soils. Since
the proposed project does not include residential or commercial uses where people could
be exposed over the long term to such chemicals if they were present, significant hazards
to public health from release of such chemicals is not expected. Further, the proposed
project would little to no grading such that a substantial percentage of the project site
soils are not likely to be disturbed during construction. Therefore, the proposed project
would not create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through exposure
of the public to agricultural chemical residues.
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c.

The project site is not located within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.

d.

Based on a search of the California Department of Toxic Substances Control Envirostor
website using the project site address of 221 Vassar Avenue, there are no hazardous
waste sites subject to Government Code section 65962.5 located on the project site.

e,f.

The project site is located within the boundary of the airport land use plan for the
Merced Municipal Airport. Information and policies regulating new development
proposed within the airport land use plan boundary can be found in the Merced County
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (Mead & Hunt 2012). The project site is located
within compatibility zone B2, Inner Turning Zone and Outer Approach/Departure
Area, for the airport. Within this zone, noise impacts from aircraft overflights can be
medium to high, with aircraft generally overflying at altitudes less than 600 feet. There
are no height restrictions for development within zone B2. Since the proposed project
does not include residential development or other types of development that facilitates
congregation of people at the site, it would not result in increased exposure of people to
noise or other aircraft operations safety concerns.

g.

The project site does not contain transportation facilities that serve as an emergency
evacuation route and would not result in development that would impair the
implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan.

h.

Figure 10-13 of the GPU Background Report illustrates areas of the County subject to
varying degrees of wildland fire threat. The entire project site is defined as containing
“No Fuel”. Therefore, there is no risk of the proposed project exposing people or
structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires.
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9.

H YDROLOGY

AND

W ATER Q UALITY

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements? (3)









b. Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the
local groundwater table level (e.g., would the
production rate of preexisting nearby wells
drop to a level which would not support
existing land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted? (3)









c. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site? (3)









d. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface run-off in a manner which
would result in flooding on- or off-site? (3)









e. Create or contribute run-off water, which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned storm water drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted run-off? (3)









f. Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality? (3)









g. Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on Federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or
other flood hazard delineation map? (2)









h. Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows? (2)
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

i. Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the
failure of a levee or dam? (2)









j. Cause inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow? (4)









Comments:
a,f.

The proposed project would not result in wastewater generation during its operation, so
would not violate wastewater discharge requirements.
The proposed project would not be a significant source of contaminants that may have
potential to degrade surface or groundwater quality.
The primary potential surface water quality impacts of the proposed project are related to
erosion and sedimentation during the construction phase. The project site does not
contain soils that are highly erodable. Nevertheless, potential remains that sediment from
the site could be transported off the site during a storm event and result in sedimentation
of downstream water bodies.
The State Water Resources Control Board has established a construction General Permit
that can be applied to most construction activities in the state. Projects that disturb more
than one acre of land during construction are required to file a notice of intent to be
covered under the National NPDES General Construction Permit for discharges of
storm water associated with construction activities. The NPDES construction permit
requires implementation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that
includes storm water best management practices to control runoff, erosion, and
sedimentation from the site both during and after construction.
Developers of construction projects in Merced County may obtain NPDES permit
coverage by filing a Notice of Intent to be covered under the State Water Resources
Control Board Order No. 99-08-DWQ, NPDES General Permit No. CAS00002, Waste
Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Storm Water Runoff Associated with
Construction Activity. Although soil erosion potential during project construction is not
expected to be substantial, construction activities would disturb more than one acre and
an NPDES General Construction Permit would be required. Implementation of the
following mitigation measure will ensure that potential erosion/sedimentation water
quality impacts of the proposed project will be reduced to a less than significant level.
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Mitigation Measure
HYD-1. The applicant shall prepare and implement a SWPPP in compliance with the
recommendations in “Developing Your Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan – A Guide
for Construction Sites,” prepared by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Prior to initiation of ground disturbance activities, the applicant shall submit a SWPPP to
the Merced County Community and Economic Development Department. The SWPPP
shall include best management practices that will be utilized to minimize erosion potential
and minimize conveyance of eroded soils off of the project site or into on-site surface water
features. Best management practices included in the SWPPP shall be included as
contractor work specifications.
Implementation of the mitigation measure is the responsibility of the applicant with
oversight from the Merced County Community and Economic Development Department.
b.

Water demand during the construction phase would be minimal and required primarily
for dust suppression and the first washing of PV panels. During the operational phase,
approximately 4,000 gallons of water per year would be required to wash PV panels one
time per year. Water for panel washing would be trucked to the site. Regardless, if water
supply is obtained directly or indirectly from groundwater, the very small increase in
demand would not cause substantial depletion of groundwater resources.
The proposed project would result in a negligible increase in impervious surfaces.
Equipment pads for the inverters and transformers would total about 800 square feet or
less than 0.01 percent of the 29-acre portion of the site where solar arrays would be
placed. The interior gravel vehicle access way would be at least partially permeable.
Stormwater runoff volume from these surfaces would be minimal and percolate back to
groundwater as under existing conditions; as no storm drainage facilities would be
required. The proposed project would have a less than significant impact from depletion
of groundwater supplies and would not interfere with groundwater recharge.

c,d.

The proposed project would require little to no fine grading during the construction
phase and would not substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the project site.
The proposed project would result in a negligible increase in impervious surfaces and;
therefore, would not result in a significant increase in storm water runoff. The applicant
plans to plant the site in ground cover once facility construction is complete. This would
reduce the storm water runoff coefficient for the site relative to existing conditions with
the result that runoff under post-project conditions would be reduced relative to existing
conditions. The proposed project would have a less than significant impact resulting
from an increase in erosion/siltation or from flooding on- or off-site as a result of
changes in surface runoff conditions.
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e.

The proposed project would not substantially alter the existing drainage pattern on the
site, nor would it result in a substantial increase in stormwater runoff. The applicant
plans to plant the site in ground cover once facility construction is complete. This would
reduce the storm water runoff coefficient for the site relative to existing conditions with
the result that runoff under post-project conditions would be reduced relative to existing
conditions. No impacts to existing or planned storm water drainage systems are
anticipated and additional sources of polluted runoff are not expected.

g,h.

According to Figure 10-7 of the GPU Background Report, the project site is located
within a 100-year flood hazard area (GPU Background Report, page 10-24). The Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s Flood Insurance Rate Map 06047C0440G shows
flood hazard potential at a more localized scale. The project site is located in flood
hazard zone AO-1. This indicates that the site is subject to flooding during a 100-year
flood event to a depth of approximately one foot.
The project does not include habitable structures and would not attract concentrations of
people who would be at risk at the site in the event of flooding at the site. The solar
arrays would be placed on poles such that risk of damage to the panels from flooding
would be substantially reduced. Nearly all of the electrical cabling on-site would be
placed underground and constructed to meet relevant electrical codes such that damage
potential would be reduced. The finished elevation of the equipment pads would be one
to two feet above the existing ground surface. This would afford a level of protection
from potential flood events. Given these considerations, the proposed project would not
expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding.

i.

There are eleven dams within or adjacent to Merced County with significant potential of
failure (GPU Background Report, page 10-6). As shown on Figures 10-8 through 10-11
of the GPU Background Report, the project site is not within the inundation area of any
dam. .

j.

The project site is not located near a coastal area where potential tsunami hazards may
exist, nor is it located near enclosed bodies of water on which sieches could be generated.
The project site and surrounding properties are level; there is no risk from mudflow. The
proposed project is not at risk of inundation by tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
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10. L AND U SE

AND

P LANNING

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Physically divide an established community?
(1,3,4)









b. Conflict with any applicable land-use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but
not limited to, the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect? (1,3,5)









c. Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan? (1,2,20)









Comments:
a.

Agricultural uses are adjacent to the site on three sides, commercial uses on the fourth
side. The project site and surrounding parcels are currently in agricultural use. The
proposed project would not physically divide an established community.

b.

The Merced County General Plan includes a range of policies that prioritize the
conservation of productive agricultural land. Productive farmland which includes land
classified by the California Department of Conservation as Prime Farmland, Farmland
of Statewide Importance, or Unique Farmland. Soils within the project site are classified
as Farmland of Statewide Importance and Unique Farmland. However, as described in
the Agriculture and Forest Resources section of this initial study, additional analysis of
the quality of on-site soils has shown that a portion of the site does not warrant
classification as productive agricultural land. Nevertheless, conversion of the site to a
non-agricultural use would conflict the following Merced County General Plan policies:
Agriculture Goal 2. Productive agricultural lands are conserved.
Agriculture Objective 2.A. Agricultural areas are protected from
conversion to nonagricultural uses.
Agriculture Objective 2.A Policy 1. Conversion of agricultural land
into urban uses shall be allowed only where a clear and immediate
need can be demonstrated, based on population projections and lack
of land availability for nonagricultural uses.
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Land Use Goal 7. Conservation of productive agricultural and other
valuable open space lands.
Land Use Objective 7.A. Conversion of productive agricultural and
other valuable rural land to urban uses is minimized.
Land Use Objective 7.A. Policy 1. Conversion of agricultural and
other rural land into urban uses shall only be allowed where a clear
and immediate need can be demonstrated based on anticipated
growth and availability of public services and facilities. For proposals
to expand an existing community into rural lands the available
vacant land inventory within the urban boundary shall also be
considered.
Because the project is in conflict with County agricultural preservation policies,
mitigation is included in this initial study (refer to mitigation measure AG-1 in the
Agricultural and Forest Resources section), the implementation of which would reduce
the project conflict with such policies to less than significant.
The project site has an Agricultural land use designation and is located in the General
Agriculture (A-1) zone district. The A-1 zone allows a variety of uses, including
agriculture, agriculturally-related manufacturing or retail, recreation, mineral extraction,
energy production intended for on-site use, and housing. Energy production intended for
off-site use requires a Conditional Use Permit as defined in County Code Section
18.02.020. The proposed project includes a request for a Conditional Use Permit for
production of energy for off-site use, and would not conflict with the zoning for the
project site provided the Conditional Use Permit is approved.
c.

The project site is not within the boundary of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state
habitat conservation plan and, therefore would not conflict with such plans.
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11. M INERAL R ESOURCES
Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Result in loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to
the region and the residents of the state? (1,2)









b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site
delineated in a local general plan, specific
plan, or other land-use plan? (1,2)









Comments:
a,b.

Much of Merced County’s mineral wealth is located in the east and west foothill areas.
The County’s mineral resources are almost all sand and gravel. Active mining is
occurring in concentrated locations on both the east side and west side of the County
with a sand deposit located in the Atwater area. Mining activities are generally located in
the alluvial flood plain deposits of the Los Banos Creek and the off-channel flood plain
of the Merced River (General Plan, page VI-17).
The GPU Background Report has identified approximately 38 square miles of Merced
County as being within in ten aggregate resource areas that contain approximately 1.18
billion tons of aggregate resources. This amount is adequate to satisfy the projected
demand for construction aggregate in the County through the year 2049. According to
Figure 8-11 of the GPU Background Report, the project site is not located within one of
the ten identified resources areas. The GPU Background Report also does not list the
project site as an area containing other mineral resources such as gold, gypsum, and
copper (GPU Background Report, page 8-48). Consequently, the project site is not
known to contain recoverable aggregate resources and the proposed project would not
result in the permanent loss of availability of known mineral resources.
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12. N OISE
Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or in applicable
standards of other agencies? (2,3,4,5,31)









b. Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive ground-borne
vibration or ground borne noise levels? (3,4)









c. Result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
(3,4,31)









d. Result in a substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the
project? (3,31)









e. For a project located within an airport landuse plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport
or public-use airport, expose people residing
or working in the project area to excessive
noise levels? (3)









f. For a project located within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive noise
levels? (3,10)









Comments:
a,c.

Merced County Code Section 18.41.070 contains performance standards for noise
exposure. Noise levels at the property line of the parcel on which a noise generating use
is located must not exceed 65 dBA Ldn when residential uses are adjacent to the parcel
or 70 dBA Ldn when the adjacent use is non-residential. No standards exist for noise
generated during construction other than a limits on the hours during which construction
is permitted in or adjacent to urban areas (7 AM to 6 PM).
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The project site is currently used for agricultural purposes; existing noise generation from
the site is minimal. Existing ambient noise levels in the vicinity are most directly affected
by traffic on State Route 59. Per Table 11-1 in the Merced County General Plan Background
Report, in 2007, the 60 and 65 decibel contours were located approximately 426 feet and
198 feet from the highway centerline, respectively. The project site is located
approximately 700 feet from the highway. Consequently, ambient noise volume at the
site is likely to be approximately 55 decibels.
There are active agricultural uses both within and adjacent to the project site, and
agricultural operations will continue to occur on adjacent properties into the foreseeable
future. As a result, agricultural-related equipment and processes periodically contribute
to the existing ambient noise environment in the project area, but to a lesser degree than
traffic noise from State Route 59.
The closest sensitive noise receptors to the project site are four homes located on Vassar
Avenue and several homes that front on or are near State Route 59 to the west and north
of the project site. The nearest home on Vassar Avenue is approximately 300 feet south
of the nearest edge of the solar array field. At the closest, homes along State Route 59 are
from about 500 feet from the array field. Approximately 13 homes are located along both
sides of Rita Mae Avenue, the nearest of which is about 850 feet from the closest portion
of the array field. At further distance, the closest of the several homes to the north along
East Mission Avenue are about 1,100 feet from the array field.
During the operational phase of the project, noise generation from the power generation
system would be limited to that created by inverters and transformers, which are located
in the interior of the solar array field. These are assumed to run continuously during
daylight hours. Noise levels from representative types of inverters that would be used
have a noise intensity of about 65 dBA at a distance of approximately 10 feet. A typical
transformer would result in average sound levels of 58 dBA Leq at the source based on
National Electrical Manufacturers Association requirements (National Electrical
Manufacturers Association 2000).
Noise intensity declines with distance from the source. Generally, doubling the distance
from the noise source results in a one-quarter decrease in noise intensity. Because noise
from the transformers would not exceed 65 dBA Ldn at the source, noise from this
source would not exceed standards at the project site property line and would not
significantly impact the noted sensitive uses. Noise from the inverters also would not
exceed standards at the site property line and would not significantly impact sensitive
receptors as noise intensity would decline substantially by the time it reaches the
property line.
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Given the typical noise intensity levels measures for inverters, transformers, and
switchgear and the distance from noise sensitive uses at which the equipment would be
located, the proposed project would not generate noise that exceeds Merced County
Code standards at the project site property lines. Therefore, the proposed project would
not result in a significant impact from generation of noise levels in excess of established
thresholds.
The project would result in an incremental increase in daytime noise levels. However,
the change in noise conditions may not be readily discernable from and may be fully or
partially masked by noise generated by traffic on State Route 59. This will be especially
true the closer the sensitive receptor is to the highway. Further, noise generated by
project equipment will be generated only during daytime hours when traffic volumes on
the highway are greatest. As a result, the proposed project would not result in a
substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project and this impact would be less than significant.
b.

The proposed project would not result in ground-borne vibration or ground-borne noise
during the operational phase. During the construction phase, a small mobile pile driver
would be utilized to install the steel posts on which racks would be mounted that hold
PV panels. Ground vibration for this activity is not expected to be significant at the
source. The closest sensitive receptors to the array field are the homes located
approximately 300 feet to the south off of Vassar Avenue and the homes located
approximately 500 feet to the west off of State Route 59. At these distances, any
vibration that could be generated would substantially dissipate to the extent that it would
not be noticeable. The proposed project would not result in exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive ground-borne vibration or ground-borne noise levels and would
have no impact.

d.

As noted in item “a” above, the Merced County Code does not set specific standards for
construction noise intensity, but does state:
During construction, the noise level may be temporarily elevated. To
minimize the impact, all construction in or adjacent to urban areas shall
follow the following procedures for noise control: Construction hours
shall be limited to the daytime hours between 7 AM and 6 PM, and all
construction equipment shall be properly muffled and maintained.”
The project site is not within or adjacent to an urban area. Nevertheless, these standards
are assumed to also apply in rural areas if sensitive receptors are in the vicinity.
During the four to five month construction phase, noise would be generated by various
types of construction equipment. None of the construction activities planned or
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construction equipment required is unique or likely to generate noise that is not common
to typical construction processes. Use of heavy construction equipment will not likely be
required for most of the construction period. A majority of the activity will focus on
installation of the H-beams that support the tracker racks, assembly of the tracker racks,
and mounting PV panels on the tracker racks. Use of construction equipment that
generates substantial noise levels would not be required for long durations during the
construction process or during any one day of construction.
Impacts of short-term periodic noise are generally considered in the context of their
potential to impact noise sensitive uses. The closest sensitive receptors to the solar array
field are the three homes located approximately 300 feet to the south off of Vassar
Avenue and the three homes located approximately 500 feet to the west on State Route
59. Construction noise volumes would not be excessively high or continuous, the nearest
sensitive receptors are located at distance from the site (noise intensity generally declines
in intensity with each doubling of distance from the noise source), and construction
activities would be limited to 7 AM to 6 PM as a condition of approval consistent with
the Merced County Code. Construction activities associated with the solar array field
would not result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity; impacts on noise sensitive uses would be less than significant.
e,f.

The project site is located within the area of influence of the public Merced Municipal
Airport. However, the proposed project does not include residential uses or other noise
sensitive uses that could result in exposure of people to noise impacts of aircraft
overflights.
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13. P OPULATION

AND

H OUSING

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (e.g., by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (e.g.,
through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)? (3)









b. Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere? (3,4)









c. Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere? (3,4)









Comments:
a.

The proposed project would not induce substantial population growth. The proposed
project is expected to create short-term construction jobs and several permanent jobs. It is
anticipated that both construction workers and long-term employees already live in
existing communities in the vicinity/region. New population growth resulting from the
project would be minimal. The proposed project would not require construction of
infrastructure that would relieve existing constraints to new development.
The power generated by the proposed project would be added to the state’s electricity
grid, with the intent that it would displace electricity supply generated by fossil fueled
power plants and would augment existing supplies rather than add electricity generation
capacity that relieves an existing constraint to state-wide growth. The proposed project
would not induce substantial population growth directly or indirectly.

b,c.

The project site has historically been farmed and is currently farmed and contains no
dwelling units or other improvements. The proposed project would not displace housing
or people, and would not necessitate the construction of replacement housing.
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14. P UBLIC S ERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
or need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times, or other performance objectives for any of the following public services:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Fire protection? (3)









b. Police protection? (3)









c. Schools? (3)









d. Parks? (3)









e. Other public facilities? (3)









Comments:
a-e.

The proposed project would be constructed consistent with local fire safety code
requirements and would not represent a use with elevated fire hazard characteristics. The
PV panels are manufactured from fire resistant materials and other electrical equipment
would be enclosed in steel conduit mounted on portable equipment skids. All wiring
would be in accordance with current electrical codes, including clear-area setbacks.
Malfunction of equipment leading to a potentially significant increase in fires hazards is
not expected during project operations. The site is not within a high wildland fire hazard
area. Human sources of fire hazard would be largely absent because the project does not
require the full-time, on-site presence of operations or maintenance staff. As a result, the
project would not create significant demand for fire protection services to the extent that
new fire facilities must be constructed to provide added protection capacity.
The proposed project would not result in a substantial increase in demand for police
protection services. Security would be enhanced through installation of an seven-foot
chain link fence topped with barbed-wire fence to be placed around the perimeter of the
facilities, as well as motion-detecting security lights. All equipment will be enclosed and
no equipment or other materials would be stored on-site such that risk from vandalism
would be reduced. As a result, the project would not create significant demand for police
protection services to the extent that new facilities must be constructed to provide added
protection capacity.
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The proposed project would not increase demand for schools, parks, or other public
facilities as it would not be population inducing. No new facilities are required.
Given the above-noted characteristics of the project, it is not expected that the project
would increase demand for public services that in turn results in the need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts.
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15. R ECREATION
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Would the project increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would
occur or be accelerated? (3)









b. Does the project include recreational
facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities, which
might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment? (3)









Comments:
a,b.

The proposed project would not induce population growth and therefore, would place no
demand on existing recreational facilities. The proposed project does not include
recreational facilities.
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16. T RANSPORTATION /T RAFFIC
Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance
or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the
circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and relevant
components of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
(3,4,32,33,34)









b. Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other standards
established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or
highways? (3,4,32,33,34)









c. Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or
a change in location that results in
substantial safety risks? (3)









d. Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses
(e.g., farm equipment)? (3)









e. Result in inadequate emergency access? (3)









f. Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decreased
the performance or safety of such facilities?
(3)









Comments:
a,b.

Traffic generation data has not yet been developed specifically for the proposed project.
However, based on projects of similar size that have been proposed in the County, it is
expected that the proposed project would generate from about 20 to 25 vehicle trips per
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day during the four to five month construction period. An average of about 20 workers
per day would be needed during this period. It can be assumed that some workers would
carpool, resulting in approximately 16 worker trips per day. Approximately 64 materials
delivery vehicle trips with trip origins in the project vicinity (about 3.0 per week) and up
to 50 transport trucks (about 2.5 per week) primarily carrying solar PV panels with the
trip origin assumed to be the Stockton or San Jose areas.
Trip generation during the operation phase of the project would be minimal.
Approximately four maintenance worker trips would be generated per month.
It is expected that the majority of construction worker vehicle trips will originate in the
vicinity of the site (e.g. City of Merced and City of Los Banos) and use local access
routes to access State Route 59 and Vassar Avenue. Trips with more regional origin (e.g.
heavy truck trips that deliver solar panels, tracker racks, etc.), may travel State Route 99
to the East Mission Avenue interchange, then travel west to State Route 59.
State Route 59 provides access between State Route 152 in the City of Los Banos to the
south and the City of Merced (and points north of the City of Merced). The highway
terminates in the City of Snelling. It is a two-lane, stripped, paved facility that currently
carries approximately 8,200 average vehicle trips per day based on traffic volumes
estimated by Caltrans in 2011 (Caltrans 2011). The State Route 59 “T” intersection with
Vassar Avenue is stop controlled at Vassar Avenue. Vassar Avenue is a two-lane rural
road that carries minimal traffic volume. The intersection configuration includes an
southbound deceleration lane on State Route 59 for left turns onto Vassar Avenue, a
northbound deceleration lane on State Route 59 for right turns onto Vassar Avenue, a
northbound acceleration lane on State Route 59 to enable merging of right-turns from
Vassar Avenue onto the highway, and a southbound left-turn acceleration lane on State
Route 59 to enable merging of left turns from Vassar Avenue onto the highway.
Based on review of aerial photos, ingress and egress conditions at the State Route
59/Vassar Avenue intersection, conditions appear to be adequate to accommodate large
trucks that would utilize this intersection during the construction phase of the project to
deliver solar panels and other equipment/materials. The intersection is currently used by
large agricultural vehicles.
The County does not have level of service thresholds for construction traffic impacts on
local roadways. Due to their short-term nature, construction traffic effects for typical
construction projects are considered temporary and do not require mitigation. No new
transportation facilities or improvements to existing facilities are deemed necessary other
than construction of a standard driveway approach from Vassar Avenue into the site as is
proposed by the applicant and required by Merced County Public Works as a standard
condition of approval.
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Given the existing low traffic volumes on Vassar Avenue and the adequacy of
intersection conditions at the State Route 59/Vassar Avenue intersection, the temporary
addition of up to approximately 25 construction phase trips per day to the existing road
network is not expected to reduce or adversely affect the performance of the roadway
network. At about four trips per month during the operational phase of the project,
existing operations of the network would be essentially unaffected. Consequently, the
proposed project would not conflict with roadway performance standards contained in
existing traffic plans or programs.
The Merced County Department of Public Works Road Division was consulted to
discuss the proposed project and its potential effects (Email communication with Steven
Lyons, Merced County Public Works Road Division, May 21, 2013). Given the project
type and its vehicle trip type and generation characteristics, County staff did not expect
that the project would have a significant impact on the road network. The Road Division
submitted comments on the Conditional Use Permit application. Conditions of approval
requested include paving of the proposed driveway approach on Vassar Avenue and
dedication of 10 feet of right-of-way along the project site frontage on Vassar Avenue
(Merced County Department of Public Works 2013).
c.

The proposed project would not affect air traffic or air traffic patterns. Please also refer to
the discussion of glare effects included in the Aesthetics section.

d.

The proposed project requires no new circulation improvements other than standard
driveway approaches to the site. As described it item “a,b” above, the intersection
configuration at the State Route 59/Vassar Avenue intersection appears sufficient to
accommodate the short-term construction traffic volumes. Consequently, the proposed
project would not create circulation hazards, nor require use of equipment that would
create circulation hazards on existing transportation facilities.

e.

The project site is not located adjacent to an existing emergency access route. Further, it
would not create traffic volumes during construction or operations, require the use of
equipment, nor result in improvements that could obstruct movement of vehicles along
any existing transportation route that may function as an emergency access route.

f.

The proposed project would not generate demand for public transit, nor does it include
transit facilities. There are no existing bicycle or pedestrian facilities in the vicinity of the
project site, nor are such facilities designated for development in the vicinity of the
project site. Therefore, the proposed project would not conflict with policies or standards
related to alternative transportation modes.
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17. U TILITIES

AND

S ERVICE S YSTEMS

Would the project:
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board? (3)









b. Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects? (3)









c. Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental
effects? (3)









d. Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements
and resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed? (3)









e. Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider, which serves or may
serve the project that it has inadequate
capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments? (3)









f. Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid-waste disposal needs? (3,35)









g. Comply with federal, state, and local statues
and regulations related to solid waste? (3,35)









Comments:
a.

The proposed project would not generate wastewater during operations. As a result, the
proposed project would not exceed wastewater treatment requirements.

b.

The proposed project would not result in demand for new water or wastewater service.
Construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities would not be required.
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c.

As described in the Hydrology and Water Quality section, the proposed project would
not generate new sources of stormwater runoff. Consequently, the proposed project
would not require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects.

d.

The project site is currently in agricultural use. Cultivated agricultural crops commonly
generate higher demand for water than do many developed urban uses. In case of the
proposed project, its annual operational water demand will be a fraction of the existing
agricultural use water demand. For example, cotton crops typically use about 2.5 acrefeet of water per acre per year in the Merced County area. If the project were to be in
cotton production, which is was during the period 2008 to 2010, the 29.1-acre portion of
the site that would be converted to non-agricultural use would have a water demand of
approximately 73 acre-feet per year. During the operational phase, the proposed project
would use about 4,000 gallons of water per year for panel washing, or about 0.01 acrefoot of water. Therefore, the proposed project would result in a significantly lower water
demand than the current use. Regardless of the source of water to be used during
operations, the volume of demand is minimal.

e.

The proposed project would create no demand for wastewater treatment services other
than that generated during the construction phase. A portable bathroom will be on-site
during the construction phase; wastewater volumes generated would be insignificant and
would not adversely affect the capacity of existing wastewater treatment providers.

f,g

The Billy Wright landfill located approximately eighteen miles west of the project site at
17173 South Billy Wright Road, is the closest public solid waste disposal facility. Merced
County also operates the Highway 59 landfill located north of the City of Merced. The
Billy Wright landfill has a capacity of approximately 14,800,000 cubic yards. As of 2000,
the landfill had a remaining capacity of 11,370,000 cubic yards. The landfill is expected
to have capacity until year 2054 (CalRecycle August 2011). The Billy Wright landfill
accepts general refuse and limited types of hazardous materials. The County accepts
business-generated hazardous materials several times per year at the Highway 59 landfill.
Both the Billy Wright landfill and the Highway 59 landfill have recycling programs.
During the construction and operation phases, the proposed project would generate
nominal quantities of solid waste including construction debris and waste from
construction workers and packaging materials. Upon decommissioning of the project,
the majority of project improvements/facilities would be dissembled and reused or
recycled.
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Decommissioning would first involve removing the panels for sale into a secondary solar
PV panel market. Module component materials lack toxic metals such as mercury, lead,
or gallium, and the majority of the components of the solar installation are made of
materials that can be readily recycled. If the panels can no longer be used in a solar
array, the silicon can be recovered, the aluminum resold, and the glass recycled. The
modules contain two plastic materials (polyvinyl fluoride and ethyl vinyl acetate) that
may not be easily recycled. In that event, other waste generated would be disposed of at
the Billy Wright Landfill. Other components of the solar installation including array
structures can also be recycled because they are made from galvanized steel. Equipment
such as inverters, transformers, and switchgear can also either be reused or recycled. The
extensive recycling potential of decommissioned equipment would enable the County to
comply with waste diversion and recycling regulations.
Given the nominal demand that the proposed project would place on remaining landfill
capacity and the substantial recycling potential of project components, the proposed
project would have a less than significant impact on landfill capacity and would not
hinder the County’s ability to meet its waste diversion/recycling goals.
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18. M ANDATORY F INDINGS

OF

S IGNIFICANCE
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-Significant
Impact with Mitigation
Measures Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Does the project have the potential to
degrade the quality of the environment;
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species; cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining
levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community; substantially reduce the number
or restrict the range of an endangered, rare,
or threatened species; or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California
history or prehistory? (1, 2, 3,4, 27,28)









b. Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable”
means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects,
the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects) (1, 2, 3, 4)









c. Does the project have environmental effects,
which will cause substantial adverse effects
on human beings, either directly or
indirectly? (3,4)









Comments:
a.

As discussed in the Biological Resources section above, the proposed project is not
expected to have significant impacts on biological resources, including special status
species, either individually or cumulatively with the implementation of mitigation
measures. However, it is possible that pre-construction surveys for special status species
(Swainson’s hawk and nesting raptor/migratory birds) could identify their presence; if
so, the project has potential to significantly impact such species. With the
implementation of mitigation measures, potential impacts would be reduced to a less
than significant level.
As described in the Cultural Resources section above, the proposed project site is not
known to contain important examples of major periods of California history or
prehistory. However, it is possible that such resources could be uncovered during site
preparation and project construction activities. Potential impacts on such resources
would be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of proposed
mitigation measures.
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b.

The proposed project would not have cumulatively considerable impacts. The project
would result in the conversion of approximately 20 acres of productive agricultural land
to non-agricultural use. However, the magnitude of such conversion is extremely low
relative to the acreage of productive farmland that has already been converted by past
projects, or may be converted by current and probable future projects. Mitigation
measure AG-1 requires the applicant to place a permanent agricultural conservation
easement on about 20 acres of productive farmland. Implementation of the mitigation
measure will contribute to a reduction in potential for future conversion of productive
farmland in the County.

c.

The proposed project would not create significant hazards or health safety concerns. It
would be constructed to meet required building codes and codes for power generation
facilities. The facility will not create significant hazards from fire or explosion and would
not involve the routine use or transport of hazardous materials. No hazardous emissions
or waste outputs will be generated. The facility will be fenced. Gated, lit with motion
detection lighting, and security cameras will be installed to reduce potential for
vandalism and related hazards to the operation of the facility. The project site is not
located within an area that is subject to unusual hazards from seismic or flood events
where such hazards cannot be adequately mitigated. Consequently, the proposed project
is not anticipated to have environmental effects which have adverse effects on human
beings, nor would it exposure human beings to significant direct safety hazards.
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Project Manager

APPENDIX A

V ASSAR R OAD P ROPERTY A G F EASIBILITY E VALUATION

Vassar Road property, Ag feasibility evaluation
I spoke with the owner of the property; he gave me a little history and background
on the property.
The 40 acres was split off from the piece on the corner, where a John Deere tractor
supply company sits. Before the building was built, 4” of topsoil was scrapped off
the farmland and moved to build up the building site, to prevent flooding, as this
area tends to have a shallow water table.
Several crops have been planted on the acreage. Corn and cotton have been the only
ones that were profitable. Cotton has its challenges. With the large alkali area in the
middle of the field, uneven maturity and delayed harvest dates, made timely harvest
difficult. Also the alkali spot tends to hold more moisture, which limits when heavy
harvest or cultivation equipment could be run through the field. Tomatoes have
been tried unsuccessfully, due to the large alkali spot in the middle of the field; Poor
growth in alkali areas and uneven ripening made it difficult to schedule harvest.
Corn is probably the best crop to be grown on it.
The field is currently planted to corn; the center of the field, in the alkali soil is
struggling.
There is no Agricultural well on the property. Irrigation is limited to the supply of
district water available, which can vary year to year. Without an assured water
source every year permanent, high value crops are not feasible.
There is also a relatively shallow water table in the area, at 10 feet in the summer
time. This tends to move up in the wintertime and would make permanent crops or
even deep‐rooted perennials like alfalfa, not feasible without installing expensive
tiling for drainage.
I took soil samples of each of the three distinct soil types on the property. Yokohl
clay loam, is approximately 18 acres in the NW part of the field. Lewis Silty clay
Loam mostly an alkali strip diagonally from Ne to SW down the middle of about 13
acres, Landlow Silty clay Loam about 9 acres in the SE corner. I took composite
samples at 2 depths from several locations in each soil type. The first samples were
taken from a depth of 0” to 18” the second depth was from 18” to 36” , Most of these
samples I could not physically get below a dry zone or hard zones to get to 40” . So
the deepest most samples were taken to 36”. These composite samples were mixed
together, bagged and sent to a commercial analytical Lab.
Results: the deeper samples had higher Ph and salts especially sodium.
Yokohl clay loam: 45% of the field was heavy soil to about 3 ft, below that was sand.
This looks like the best soil in the field, good ph and salt balance. This soil falls
within the requirement for Prime farmland. Based on soil analysis.

Lewis Silty clay Loam: 32% of the field was heavy wet soil, to 3 ft then got hard and
dry. This is the where the major problems are, it has a ph of 8.5 in the lower zone,
and that is only to 36”. The soil ph increases with depth and seems to get saltier the
deeper it is. At 40” it would be even saltier. A pH of 8.5 would not qualify this soil
for prime farmland. The exchangeable sodium percentage is 24 and 33 at 0‐18” and
18‐36” respectively. This is much higher than the minimum of 15 required tor
prime farmland or 25 to qualify it for farmland of statewide importance. In order to
qualify soils must meet all of these requirements.

Landlow Silty clay Loam: 23% of the field heavy wet soil to 28” then Dry heavy
layer. This soil has higher than desired Ph and salts, but falls within the requirement
for Prime farmland. Based on soil analysis.
Requirements for Prime farmland
Acid Alkali Balance: Ph between 4.5 and 8.4 in all horizons within a depth of 40
inches.
Water table: The soils have no water table or have a water table that is maintained
at sufficient depth during the growing season to allow cultivated crops common to
the area to be grown.
Soil Sodium content: The soils can be managed so that, in all horizons within a depth
of 40 inches during part of each year the conductivity if the saturation extract is less
than 4 mmhos/cm and exchangeable sodium percentage is less than 15.
Rooting depth: soils have a minimum rooting depth of 40 inches.

Requirements for Farmland of statewide importance
Acid Alkali Balance: Ph between 4.5 and 9.0 in all horizons within a depth of 40
inches
Water table: The soils have no water table or have a water table that is maintained
at sufficient depth during the growing season to allow cultivated crops common to
the area to be grown.
Soil Sodium content: The soils can be managed so that, in all horizons within a depth
of 40 inches during part of each year the conductivity if the saturation extract is less
than 16 mmhos/cm and exchangeable sodium percentage is less than 25.
Rooting depth: soils have a minimum rooting depth of 40 inches.
Unique farmland:
Used for specific high value crops

Conclusion
32% of the field, the soils of Lewis Silty clay Loam do not qualify for either Prime
farmland or Farmland of statewide importance because The pH is over 8.4, and the
exchangeable sodium percentage of the soil above the 40” depth is more than 15 or
25.
The questionable water table would also prevent qualification, but I could not get a
probe down 10 ft.

Ken Schneider
Alluvial Agricultural Consulting
559‐787‐3700 Office
559‐259‐0335 Cell
Alluvialag.com
kens@alluvialag.com
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%
Mg
%
Na %
K %
H
%

C.E.C.
meq/100g

1. Landow SCL 0-18" 4533
2.
18-36" 3613

-

64.3
49.9

1379
2036

-

32.6
46.9
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79

-

1.0
1.4

247 222 -

1.8
1.6

1
1

-

0.3
0.3

35.2
36.2

3. Lewis SCL
4.

0-18" 2981
18-36" 1935

-

44.9
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26.3
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2484

-

27.9
44.5

222 166 -

1.7
1.2

1
1

-

0.3
0.3
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5. Yokohl CL
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0-18" 2523
18-36" 3549

-
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1251

-

36.5
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-

3.2
1.9

175 186 -

2.0
1.6

3
1

-

1.4
0.3
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29.3

>75%

100

DESIRED RANGES

10-20% <150

RED = LOW BLUE = HIGH

IF YOU SHOULD HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL. THANK YOU.
Joe O'Brien - Soil Technologist

<5.0%

>4.0%

DOMINANT SOLUBLE SALT IS UNDERLINED. SEE ENCLOSED INTERPRETATION GUIDES.

IMPORTANT FARMLAND MAPPING CATEGORIES
AND SOIL TAXONOMY TERMS
The following definitions are used in preparing the Important Farmland Maps and the Farmland
Conversion Report. Soil-specific terms, such as xeric, ustic, aridic, etc., are defined at the end of
this document.
The definitions for Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland,
Farmland of Local Importance, and Urban Built-up Land were developed by the USDA-SCS as
part of their nationwide Land Inventory and Monitoring (LIM) system.
These LIM definitions have been modified for use in California. The most significant modification
is that Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance must be irrigated. Farmland of
Local Importance has been identified by local advisory committees and vary from county to
county, as intended by the LIM. Mapping of Grazing Land as part of an Important Farmland Map
is unique to California. The minimum mapping unit is 10 acres unless otherwise specified. Units
of land smaller than 10 acres will be incorporated into the surrounding map classifications.

Prime Farmland
Prime Farmland is land which has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics
for the production of crops. It has the soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed
to produce sustained high yields of crops when treated and managed, including water
management, according to current farming methods. Prime Farmland must have been used for
the production of irrigated crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping
date. It does not include publicly owned lands for which there is an adopted policy preventing
agricultural use.
Prime Farmland must meet all the following criteria:
a.

Water
The soils have xeric, ustic, or aridic (torric) moisture regimes in which the available water
capacity is at least 4.0 inches (10 cm) per 40 to 60 inches (1.02 to 1.52 meters) of soil,
and a developed irrigation water supply that is dependable and of adequate quality. A
dependable water supply is one which is available for the production of the commonly
grown crops in 8 out of 10 years; and

b.

Soil Temperature Range
The soils have a temperature regime that is frigid, mesic, thermic, or hyperthermic
(pergelic and cryic regimes are excluded). These are soils that, at a depth of 20 inches
(50.8 cm), have a mean annual temperature higher than 32oF (0o C). In addition, the
mean summer temperature at this depth in soils with an O horizon is higher than 47o F
(8o C); in soils that have no O horizon, the mean summer temperature is higher than 59o
F (15o C); and

c.

Acid-Alkali Balance
The soils have a pH between 4.5 and 8.4 in all horizons within a depth of 40 inches (1.02
meters); and

d.

Water Table

The soils have no water table or have a water table that is maintained at a sufficient
depth during the cropping season to allow cultivated crops common to the area to be
grown; and
e.

Soil Sodium Content
The soils can be managed so that, in all horizons within a depth of 40 inches (1.02
meters), during part of each year the conductivity of the saturation extract is less than 4
mmhos/cm and the exchangeable sodium percentage is less than 15; and

f.

Flooding
Flooding of the soil (uncontrolled runoff from natural precipitation) during the growing
season occurs infrequently, taking place less often than once every two years; and

g.

Erodibility
The product of K (erodibility factor) multiplied by the percent of slope is less than 2.0; and

h.

Permeability
The soils have a permeability rate of at least 0.06 inch (0.15 cm) per hour in the upper 20
inches
(50.8 cm) and the mean annual soil temperature at a depth of 20 inches
(50.8 cm) is less than 59o F (15o C); the permeability rate is not a limiting factor if the
mean annual soil temperature is 59o F
(15o C) or higher; and

i.

Rock Fragment Content
Less than 10 percent of the upper 6 inches (15.24 cm) in these soils consists of rock
fragments coarser than 3 inches (7.62 cm); and

j.

Rooting depth
The soils have a minimum rooting depth of 40 inches (1.02 meters).

Farmland of Statewide Importance
Farmland of Statewide Importance is land other than Prime Farmland which has a good
combination of physical and chemical characteristics for the production of crops. It must have
been used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to
the mapping date. It does not include publicly owned lands for which there is an adopted policy
preventing agricultural use.
Farmland of Statewide Importance must meet all the following criteria:
a.

Water
The soils have xeric, ustic, or aridic (torric) moisture regimes in which the available water
capacity is at least 3.5 inches (8.89 cm) within a depth of 60 inches (1.52 meters) of soil;
or within the root zone if it is less than 60 inches (1.52 meters) deep. They have a
developed irrigation supply that is dependable and of adequate quality. A dependable
water supply is one which is available for the production of the commonly grown crops in
8 out of 10 years; and

b.

Soil Temperature Range
The soils have a temperature regime that is frigid, mesic, thermic, or hyperthermic
(pergelic and cryic regimes are excluded). These are soils that, at a depth of 20 inches
(50.8 cm), have a mean annual temperature higher than 32o F (0o C). In addition, the
mean summer temperature at this depth in soils with an O horizon is higher than 47o F
(8o C); in soils that have no O horizon, the mean summer temperature is higher than 59o
F (15o C); and

c.

Acid-Alkali Balance
The soils have a pH between 4.5 and 9.0 in all horizons within a depth of 40 inches (1.02
meters) or in the root zone if the root zone is less than 40 inches (1.02 meters) deep; and

d.

Water Table
The soils have no water table or have a water table that is maintained at a sufficient
depth during the cropping season to allow cultivated crops common to the area to be
grown; and

e.

Soil Sodium Content
The soils can be managed so that, in all horizons within a depth of 40 inches (1.02
meters), or in the root zone if the root zone is less than 40 inches (1.02 meters) deep,
during part of each year the conductivity of the saturation extract is less than 16
mmhos/cm and the exchangeable sodium percentage is less than 25; and

f.

Flooding
Flooding of the soil (uncontrolled runoff from natural precipitation) during the growing
season occurs infrequently, taking place less often than once every two years; and

g.

Erodibility
The product of K (erodibility factor) multiplied by the percent of slope is less than 3.0; and

h.

Rock Fragment Content
Less than 10 percent of the upper 6 inches (15.24 cm) in these soils consists of rock
fragments coarser than 3 inches (7.62 cm).

Farmland of Statewide Importance does not have any restrictions regarding permeability or
rooting depth.

Unique Farmland
Unique Farmland is land which does not meet the criteria for Prime Farmland or Farmland of
Statewide Importance, that has been used for the production of specific high economic value
crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping date. It has the special
combination of soil quality, location, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce
sustained high quality and/or high yields of a specific crop when treated and managed according
to current farming methods. Examples of such crops may include oranges, olives, avocados,
rice, grapes, and cut flowers. It does not include publicly owned lands for which there is an
adopted policy preventing agricultural use.

Characteristically Unique Farmland:
a.

Is used for specific high value crops; and

b.

Has a moisture supply that is adequate for the specific crop; the supply is from stored
moisture, precipitation or a developed irrigation system; and

c.

Combines favorable factors of soil quality, growing season, temperature, humidity, air
drainage, elevation, exposure, or other conditions, such as nearness to market, that favor
growth of a specific food or fiber crop; and

d.

Excludes abandoned orchards or vineyards, dryland grains, and extremely low yielding
crops, such as irrigated pasture, as determined in consultation with the County
Cooperative Extension Director and Agricultural Commissioner.

High-value crops are listed in California Agriculture, an annual report of the California Department
of Food and Agriculture. In order for land to be classified Unique Farmland, the crop grown on
the land must have qualified for the list at some time during the two update cycles prior to the
mapping date.

Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Importance is either currently producing crops, has the capability of production,
or is used for the production of confined livestock. Farmland of Local Importance is land other
than Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance or Unique Farmland. This land may be
important to the local economy due to its productivity or value. It does not include publicly owned
lands for which there is an adopted policy preventing agricultural use. In a few counties the local
advisory committee has elected to additionally define areas of Local Potential (LP) farmland. This
land includes soils which qualify for Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance, but
generally are not cultivated or irrigated. For reporting purposes, Local Potential and Farmland of
Local Importance are combined in the acreage tables, but are shown separately on the Important
Farmland Map.
Farmland of Local Importance is initially identified by a local advisory committee (LAC) convened
in each county by FMMP in cooperation with the USDA-SCS and the county board of supervisors.
LAC membership is very similar to the map reviewers list on page 6 of this document. Authority
to recommend changes to the category of Farmland of Local Importance rests with the board of
supervisors in each county. The FMMP presents each draft map to the board of supervisors for
their review. After the presentation of this map, the board of supervisors has a 90-day review
period in which to request any needed modifications. An extension may be granted upon
request. The board of supervisors may then approve or disapprove the Farmland of Local
Importance category. The FMMP will accept the recommendation of the board of supervisors if it
is consistent with the general program guidelines.
If no action is initiated by the county to identify or adopt a Farmland of Local Importance definition
within a year of contact by FMMP, the county will be deemed to have no adopted definition for
Farmland of Local Importance.
Any revision to the initial board of supervisors' action on Farmland of Local Importance will
require 30-day written notice to FMMP and members of the LAC. This process may require
reconvening of the LAC.
County definitions of Farmland of Local Importance are contained in Appendix C.

Grazing Land
Grazing Land is defined in Government Code §65570(b)(3) as:
"...land on which the existing vegetation, whether grown naturally or through
management, is suitable for grazing or browsing of livestock."
The minimum mapping unit for Grazing Land is 40 acres.
Grazing Land does not include land previously designated as Prime Farmland, Farmland of
Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Local Importance, and heavily brushed,
timbered, excessively steep, or rocky lands which restrict the access and movement of livestock.
The FMMP convenes a grazing land advisory committee in each project county to help identify
grazing lands. The committees consist of members of the local livestock ranching community,
livestock ranching organizations, and the U. C. Cooperative Extension livestock advisor. The
FMMP works with the president of the local Cattlemen's Association and the U.C. Cooperative
Extension livestock advisor in selecting members of these committees.

Urban and Built-up Land
Urban and Built-up Land is used for residential, industrial, commercial, construction, institutional,
public administrative purposes, railroad yards, cemeteries, airports, golf courses, sanitary
landfills, sewage treatment plants, water control structures, and other development purposes.
Highways, railroads, and other transportation facilities are mapped as a part of Urban and
Built-up Land if they are a part of the surrounding urban areas.
Units of land smaller than 10 acres will be incorporated into the surrounding map classifications.
The building density for residential use must be at least 1 structure per 1.5 acres (or
approximately 6 structures per 10 acres). Urban and Built-up Land must contain man-made
structures or buildings under construction, and the infrastructure required for development (e.g.,
paved roads, sewers, water, electricity, drainage, or flood control facilities) that are specifically
designed to serve that land. Parking lots, storage and distribution facilities, and industrial uses
such as large packing operations for agricultural produce will generally be mapped as Urban and
Built-up Land even though they may be associated with agriculture.
Urban and Built-up Land does not include strip mines, borrow pits, gravel pits, farmsteads, ranch
headquarters, commercial feedlots, greenhouses, poultry facilities, or road systems for freeway
interchanges outside of areas classified as Urban and Built-up Land areas.
Within areas classified as Urban and Built-up Land, vacant and nonagricultural land which is
surrounded on all sides by urban development and is less than 40 acres in size will be mapped
as Urban and Built-up. Vacant and nonagricultural land larger than 40 acres in size will be
mapped as Other Land.

Other Land
Other Land is that which is not included in any of the other mapping categories. The following
types of land are generally included:
a.

rural development which has a building density of less than 1 structure per 1.5 acres, but
with at least 1 structure per 10 acres;

b.

brush, timber, wetlands, and other lands not suitable for livestock grazing;

c.

government lands not available for agricultural use;

d.

road systems for freeway interchanges outside of Urban and Built-up Land areas;

e.

vacant and nonagricultural land larger than 40 acres in size and surrounded on all sides
by urban development;

f.

confined livestock, poultry, or aquaculture facilities, unless accounted for by the county's
Farmland of Local Importance definition;

g.

strip mines, borrow pits, gravel pits, and ranch headquarters, or water bodies smaller
than 40 acres;

h.

a variety of other rural land uses.

Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use is land that is permanently committed by local elected
officials to nonagricultural development by virtue of decisions which cannot be reversed simply by
a majority vote of a city council or county board of supervisors.
County boards of supervisors and city councils will have the final authority to designate lands in
this category. The FMMP will work with city and county planning staffs to obtain this information.
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use will be shown on an overlay to Important and Interim
Farmland Maps. The current land use will be indicated on the base map, with the overlay
indicating the areas that are Committed to Nonagricultural Use.
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use must be designated in an adopted, local general plan for
future nonagricultural development. The resulting development must meet the requirements of
Urban and Built-up Land or the rural development density criteria of Other Land.
Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use must also meet the requirements of either (a) or (b)
below:
a.

It must have received one of the following final discretionary approvals:
1.

Tentative subdivision map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act);

2.

Tentative or final parcel map (approved per the Subdivision Map Act);

3.

Recorded development agreement (per Government Code §65864);

4.

Other decisions by a local government which are analogous to items #1-3 above
and which exhibit an element of permanence. Zoning by itself does not qualify
as a permanent commitment.

Or
b.

It must be the subject of one of the final fiscal commitments to finance the capital
improvements specifically required for future development of the land in question as
shown below:
1.

Recorded Resolution of Intent to form a district and levy an assessment;

2.

Payment of assessment;

3.

Sale of bonds;

4.

Binding contract, secured by bonds, guaranteeing installation of infrastructure;

5.

Other fiscal commitments which are analogous to items #1-4 above and exhibit
an element of permanence.

Land Committed to Nonagricultural Use is mapped when the respective local government notifies
FMMP that the land meets these criteria and submits 1:24,000 maps identifying the area and
showing its boundaries. The information provided is subject to verification by FMMP. In some
cases, the local government must also provide FMMP with documentation of the permanent
commitment.

Soil Taxonomy Terms
Soils are classified based on their physical and chemical characteristics using systems outlined
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil Survey Manual and the National Cooperative Soil
Survey's Soil Taxonomy.
Soil horizons are layers of soils approximately parallel to the land surface and differing from
adjacent, genetically related layers in physical, chemical, and biological properties. Examples of
such properties include color, texture, acid-alkali balance, and organic matter content.
Soil moisture regimes are used in defining soil classes at various levels in the soil taxonomy
system:
Xeric - typically found in Mediterranean-type climates where winters are moist and cool,
and summers are warm and dry.
Ustic - involves the concept of limited, but effective, soil moisture. Though implying
dryness, moisture is available at a time when other conditions are suitable for plant
growth.
Aridic (torric) - soils with this moisture regime are generally found in arid climates with
hot and dry summers.
Soil temperature regimes are used in defining soil classes at a depth of 19.7 inches (50 cm or to
the depth of rock if it is shallower) which is analogous to plant rooting depth.
Frigid - mean annual soil temperature is less than 47o F (8o C) and the difference
between mean winter and mean summer temperature is more than 9o F (5o C).

Mesic - mean annual soil temperature is between 47o F (8o C) and 59o F (15o C) and the
difference between mean summer and mean winter soil temperature is more than 9o F
(5o C).
Thermic - mean annual soil temperature is between 59o F (15o C) and 72o F (22o C), and
the difference between mean summer and mean winter soil temperature is more than 9o
F (5o C).
Hyperthermic - mean annual soil temperature is greater than 72o F (22o C) and the
difference between mean winter and mean summer temperature is more than 9o F (5o C).
Pergelic - mean annual soil temperature is lower than 32o F (0o C). Permafrost is
present.
Cryic - mean annual temperature is higher than 32o F (0o C) but lower than 47o F (8o C)
and the difference between mean summer and mean winter soil temperature is more
than 9o F
(5o C).
Soil salinity may be expressed in terms of the electrical conductivity of the water in contact with
the soil.
mmhos/cm - a unit of electrical conductivity, which is a measure of the salinity of soil.
Soil acid-alkali balance is expressed in terms of pH.
pH - a numerical measure of acidity or hydrogen ion activity. Neutral is pH 7.0. All pH
values below 7.0 are acid, and all above 7.0 are alkaline.
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In April of 2013 Precision Ag Consulting (PAC) performed a soil survey and analysis for Ecos
Renewables of an approximately 30 acre parcel just northwest of Hollister, California. The
development into a solar farm is called the Merced Solar Project (hereinafter “the project”).
This investigation involved the collection of soil samples at three different locations within the
approximately 40 acres of the project location and performing an analysis of the physical and
chemical properties of the samples in order to determine if the soils should be considered
“Prime” farm land.
Prime farm land has many different definitions and different ways to being determined it. The
most common methods are: 1) the National Resource Conservation Services (NRCS) – Land
Use Capability Classification System (LCC) and 2) the University of California’s Storie Index (SI).
Generally land with a LCC of I or II, and/or a SI of greater than 80 is classified as “Prime” farm
land. This report uses the NRCS system.
It is also important to understand that the designation of prime farm land can be related to the
potential crops that can be grown on the site. Some crops, such as wine grapes, actually
produce better quality fruit when grown on “poorer” soils; therefore what is prime for most
crops (which are what the LCC and SI determine) may not be prime for all crops.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
“The cost of good advice is infinitesimal to the amount of money wasted without it.”

Figure 1 – The project site

The project is proposed to be located just south of the city of Merced, California, about ½ mile
to the east of the municipal airport. The site is slightly east of Highway 59 and south of Mission
Avenue.

A review of potential soils occurring at the project site indicated that the area would be
characterized by three different soil types. This information was determined by visiting
http://casoilresource.lawr.ucdavis.edu/soilweb/ - an interactive soil information projection
hosted by University of California at Davis
Figure 2 – Extent of soil series at the Merced project site.

The soil series identified in the map include: YbA – Yokohl clay loam, LeA – Landlow silty clay
loam and LoA – Lewis silty clay. Based on this information soil samples were collected in areas
representative of the mapped soil series.
The approximate locations of the three sampling sites are indicated in figure 3. The surface and
subsurface soils were sampled at all three locations. The surface samples were from the top 12
inches and the subsurface samples were from below 12 inches.
Samples were dried and sent a agricultural analytical laboratory (JM Lord, Inc) in Fresno,
California for analysis of chemical and physical properties.

Figure 3 – Soil Sample Sites

The results of the analysis are included in the following section. Items that are in red indicate
some type of limitation and will be discussed individually. Items in black are within normally
acceptable limits for most crops and will not be discussed unless they warrant special mention.

North Sampling Site Laboratory Analysis Information
Table 1 – North Site Soil Analysis Data
80258001
5/10/2013
Ecos - Merced
North
0-12

SAMPLEID
SAMPLEDATE
CLIENTID
FIELD/LOCATION
DEPTH
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5/10/2013
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%
%
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40.35
7.67
13.80

40.15
8.07
18.20

0.46
0.81
0.22
1.19
0.07

0.44
0.99
0.26
1.39
0.11

2.27
5.77
110.00
14.04
1690
61.10
527
31.40

1.25
6.94
116.00
12.74
2360
64.70
649
29.30

3.2

3.6

0.34
3.23
16.90
4.22

0.27
1.22
7.46
2.79

34
37
29
Clay Loam

54
34
12
Loam

6.0 - 8.0

0.5 - 2.0
0.0 - 5.0

1.0 - 3.0
5.0 - 30
15 - 25
150 - 250
0.0 - 100
60 - 80
10 - 15
1.0 - 20
0.7 - 1.5
0.8 - 1.2
5.0 - 15
2.0 - 10

Discussion
This site is located on the northern area of the site. The pH of the subsoil is slightly elevated
and would indicate a potential saline-sodic condition which could impact crop growth. This
concern is not supported by the ECe nor the SAR information however.
Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium, Boron and Zinc are low in both the surface and subsurface at
this location. This is not of major concern as these are commonly added during farming
practices.
Copper is high in both the surface and subsurface samples and Iron is high in the surface
sample. The degree of elevation is not of agronomic concern.
The textural class for the surface sample is clay loam, and this is typical for the Yokohl series
and the subsurface sample texture is loam. This is untypical for Yokohl soils and indicates that
the sample collected from the site represents a soil type other than Yokohl. This is not an
uncommon finding, as a soil mapping unit is predominately that mapping unit indicated but
there are always inclusions of other soil types within a mapping unit.
The land use capability class is IVs for both irrigated and non-irrigated conditions. This rating
indicates severe limitation for farming. The limitation with this soil is that shallow depth to a
restricting layer

Middle Sampling Site Laboratory Analysis Information
Table 2 – Middle Site Soil Analysis Data
80258003
5/10/2013
Ecos - Merced
Middle
0-12

SAMPLEID
SAMPLEDATE
CLIENTID
FIELD/LOCATION
DEPTH

80258004
5/10/2013
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Middle
> 12
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%
%
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75.75
8.76
23.90

98.35
9.15
24.00

1.77
19.00
1.13
18.40
0.23

1.37
15.57
0.67
14.00
0.24

0.37
14.39
171.00
197.93
2050
42.80
567
19.50

0.66
12.91
121.00
179.73
1590
33.10
427
14.60

3.6

3.7

0.56
3.59
23.60
4.79

2.11
0.94
5.37
3.03

22
30
48

22
29
49

Clay

Clay

6.0 - 8.0

0.5 - 2.0
0.0 - 5.0

1.0 - 3.0
5.0 - 30
15 - 25
150 - 250
0.0 - 100
60 - 80
10 - 15
1.0 - 20
0.7 - 1.5
0.8 - 1.2
5.0 - 15
2.0 - 10

Discussion
This site is located on the middle area of the site. The pH of the subsoil is significantly elevated
and would indicate a potential saline-sodic condition which could impact crop growth. This
concern is not supported by the ECe data, meaning the soil is not highly saline, but the SAR is
greatly elevated .
Nitrogen and Phosphorus are low in the surface and subsurface and Potassium is low in the
subsurface. Sulfate is very high in the surface and subsurface samples indicating that a common
chemical in this soil would be sodium sulfate.
Calcium as a percentage of the base saturation complex is low and this is mostly like due to the
high concentration of sodium in the soil. The level of magnesium as a percentage of the base
saturation complex is high.
Zinc levels are low in the surface whereas zinc in the subsurface and both copper and iron are
high. The level of elevation is not of major concern however.
The textural class of both the surface and subsurface samples is clay. The elevated level of
sodium can cause severe structural issues with soils high in clay and crop production on this soil
will be severely limited. This conclusion is supported by the lack of growth of vegetation at the
site and by aerial images which show reduced growth.
The soil type for this area is identified as Lewis clay loam and the data from this analysis,
although not exactly correlated to the Lewis soil series, is very close and the sample results
support identifying this are as having the Lewis soil type.
The land use capability class for this soils is 3-s for irrigated and 6-s for non-irrigated. The 3-s for
irrigated land is due to the presence of high levels of toxic compounds (sodium) which would
severely limit crop selection. The 6-s for non-irrigated is also related to the high level of sodium
but also to the sparse vegetation cover due to crop growth restrictions caused by the sodium.

Southeast Sampling Site Laboratory Analysis Information
Table 3 – Southeast Site Soil Analysis Data
80258005
5/10/2013
Ecos - Merced
Southeast
0-12
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SAMPLEDATE
CLIENTID
FIELD/LOCATION
DEPTH

80258006
5/10/2013
Ecos - Merced
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56.47
8.02
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45.20
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0.49
2.29
0.18
2.75
0.05

0.50
2.57
0.25
2.99
0.05

2.57
6.44
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19.64
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937
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1.51
6.71
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14.27
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2.5
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0.29
3.29
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0.37
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19
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45
Clay

43
33
24
Loam

6.0 - 8.0

0.5 - 2.0
0.0 - 5.0

1.0 - 3.0
5.0 - 30
15 - 25
150 - 250
0.0 - 100
60 - 80
10 - 15
1.0 - 20
0.7 - 1.5
0.8 - 1.2
5.0 - 15
2.0 - 10

Discussion
This site is located on the southeastern area of the site. The pH of the soil samples are slightly
(surface) to moderately (subsoil) elevated and would indicate a potential calcareous and/or
saline condition. This concern is not supported by the ECe data or the SAR information. This
indicates that other than nutrient availability issue caused by elevated pH, there should be few
other limitations to crop production.
Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and boron are low in both the surface and subsurface at this
site. This is not a major concern as these nutrients are commonly added during a farming
operation.
The level of calcium as a component of the base saturation complex is slightly low and the
magnesium level is elevated. This is true for both the surface and subsurface samples. The
calcium levels are not of major concern but the elevated magnesium levels can lead to an
imbalance in base uptake by crops
Zinc levels are low in both the surface and subsurface samples whereas copper and iron are
elevated. The degree of that these nutrients are outside optimum range is not of major
concern, but zinc would most likely be required for successful crop production.
The textural class for this location is clay in the surface soil and loam in the subsurface. The soil
type at this location is identified as Landlow clay. The physical and chemical properties of the
surface support this designation; however the physical properties of the subsurface do not
support the designation (soil textural class is to coarse). The chemical properties (elevated pH)
do support this designation.
The land use capability class for Landlow clay is 2-w for irrigated and 4-w for non-irrigated. The
main reason for the class (2 or 4) and subclass (w) ratings is due to the soils being somewhat
poorly drained condition of the soil. Poor drainage is not a major issue if the soil texture is
lighter (sandy loam) and drains can be installed, but with fine textured soils, like Landlow the
remediation.

Appendix 1
Official Series Descriptions
LANDLOW SERIES
The Landlow series have dark grayish brown clay A horizons, dark grayish brown mottled,
calcareous B2 horizons and pale brown, firm, strongly calcareous clay C horizons.
TAXONOMIC CLASS: Fine, smectitic, thermic Aquic Haploxerolls
TYPICAL PEDON: Landlow clay (Pasture). (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated)
A1--0 to 12 inches; dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay, very dark brown (10YR 2/2) moist;
strong very coarse subangular blocky structure with fine to medium subangular blocky
structure at the immediate surface when dry; very hard, firm, very sticky and very plastic;
common very fine roots; common very fine tubular pores; moderately low organic matter;
neutral (pH 7.2); gradual smooth boundary (6 to 11 inches thick).
B2--12 to 34 inches; dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay, very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2)
moist, with few fine distinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles in lower part of horizon, weak
medium and coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, very firm, very sticky and very
plastic; very few fine roots; few very fine tubular pores; few thin clay films lining pores; strongly
effervescent; mildly alkaline (pH 7.8); clear smooth boundary. (16 to 28 inches thick).
B3ca--34 to 46 inches; grayish brown (10YR 5/2) light clay, dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) moist
with few distinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles; massive; hard, firm, very sticky, very plastic;
very few very fine tubular pores; few thin clay films lining pores; strongly effervescent, lime
occurs in small concretions and in seams; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); abrupt slightly wavy
boundary. (10 to 20 inches thick).
Clca--45 to 56 inches; pale brown (10YR 6/3) clay, brown (10YR 5/3) moist; massive; hard, firm,
very sticky, very plastic; violently effervescent, lime segregated but less calcareous in lower part
of horizon; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); gradual smooth boundary. (8 to 12 inches thick).
C2g--56 to 64 inches; light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2) clay loam, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) moist,
with few fine distinct strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles; massive; very hard, very firm; strongly
effervescent; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3).
TYPE LOCATION: Merced County, California; south side of Duck slough, Sec. 29, T.8S., R.13E.
RANGE IN CHARACTERISTICS: The mean annual soil temperature is about 62 to 64 degrees F.
and usually is not below 47 degrees at any time. The soil at depths of 4 to 12 inches is usually

dry all of the time from late April to May until November or early December and is moist in
some or all parts all the rest of the year. The mollic epipedon is 12 to 20 inches thick and the
organic matter is 1 to 2 percent. The A horizons are dark grayish brown, dark brown, dark gray
and gray in hues of 10YR and 7.5YR. Textures include clay loam, silty clay loam, clay and silty
clay. The B horizons are dark brown, dark grayish brown, gray and light gray in hues of 10YR and
7.5YR. Dry and moist chromas are 1 and 2. Strong brown to olive brown mottles occur at depths
of less than 30 inches. Textures are clays, and silty clays in the upper B horizon and include
clays, silty clays, clay loams, and silty clay loams in the lower B horizon. Structure is coarse
prismatic or medium and coarse subangular blocky. They are moderately to strongly
effervescent with lime disseminated, as concretions and in seams. Reaction is mildly to strongly
alkaline. The C horizons are brown, pale brown, gray and light gray in hues of 10YR. Textures
range from clays to silty clay loams. Chromas are 1 to 3 moist. Mottles are common to many
and distinct or prominent with olive brown to strong brown colors. They are weakly to
moderately cemented and firm or very firm moist.
COMPETING SERIES: These are the Chino, Clear Lake, Hildreth, Myers and Sacramento series.
Chino soils have less than 35 percent clay in their control section. Clear Lake soils have
slickensides. Myers soils have slickensides and lack low chroma mottles at depths of less than
30 inches. Sacramento soils have over 60 percent clay in their control section and have mottles
in their mollic epipedon. Hildreth soils have mottles in their mollic epipedon.
SETTING: Landlow soils are on nearly level basins of valley plains at elevations of 25 to 150 feet.
They formed in moderately fine textured alluvium. The climate is subhumid, mesothermal with
warm dry summers and cool moist winters. Mean annual precipitation is 12 to 18 inches.
Average January temperature is 44 degrees F.; average July temperature is 78 degrees F.; mean
annual temperature is 61 degrees F. The frost-free season is 230 to 290 days.
PRINCIPAL ASSOCIATED SOILS: These are the Burchell, Lewis, Marvin and Yokohl series.
Burchell soils lack a mollic epipedon and have a fine loamy control section. Lewis and Yokohl
soils have ochric epipedons, and argillic horizons underlain by a duripan. Marvin soils have
argillic horizons.
DRAINAGE AND PERMEABILITY: Somewhat poorly drained; slow runoff; slow permeability.
USE AND VEGETATION: These soils are used for rice, field crops, row crops and housing.
DISTRIBUTION AND EXTENT: Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys and coastal valleys of
Southern California. The soils are moderately extensive in MLRA 17.
MLRA SOIL SURVEY REGIONAL OFFICE (MO) RESPONSIBLE: Davis, California
SERIES ESTABLISHED: Butte County (Chico Area) California, 1925.

REMARKS: This soil was formerly classified as a Humic Gley soil. Where rice has been grown on
these soils the upper 6 to 10 inches has distinct strong brown mottles which persist many years
after the land use has changed to other crops.
LEWIS SERIES
The Lewis series consists of moderately deep to a duripan, moderately well drained soils that
formed in alluvium from mixed rock sources. Lewis soils are on terraces, basin like areas and
valley plains and have slopes of 0 to 5 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 11
inches and the mean annual air temperature is about 63 degrees F.
TAXONOMIC CLASS: Fine, smectitic, thermic Natric Durixeralfs
TYPICAL PEDON: Lewis clay loam - pasture. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise noted.)
A--0 to 4 inches; pale brown (10YR 6/3) light clay loam, dark brown (10YR 4/3) moist; weak
medium subangular blocky structure; hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots;
common fine tubular pores; slightly effervescent, carbonates disseminated; strongly alkaline
(pH 8.5); abrupt smooth boundary. (2 to 6 inches thick)
Btn--4 to 11 inches; grayish brown (10YR 5/2) clay loam, dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) moist;
moderate medium prismatic structure parting to strong medium angular blocky; very hard,
firm, sticky and plastic; thick continuous clay films of dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) on faces of
peds and lining pores, very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) moist; strongly effervescent,
carbonates disseminated; very strongly alkaline (pH 9.5); gradual smooth boundary. (6 to 9
inches thick)
Btkn--11 to 28 inches; brown (10YR 5/3) clay, dark brown (10YR 4/3) moist; very hard, firm,
sticky and plastic; strong medium and fine subangular blocky structure; weaker in structure and
slightly coarser in texture in the lower part; moderately thick nearly continuous clay films on
faces of peds; violently effervescent with carbonates segregated into common nodules and soft
masses; strongly alkaline (pH 9.0); abrupt smooth boundary. (12 to 25 inches thick)
2Bqkm--28 to 32 inches; brown (10YR 5/3) weakly cemented duripan, dark brown (10YR 4/3)
moist; very hard segregations of carbonates in seams and filaments; clear smooth boundary. (2
to 24 inches thick)
2Bqk--32 to 60 inches; yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) loam, dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4)
moist; massive but slightly stratified and weakly cemented in places; hard, firm, slightly sticky
and slightly plastic; slightly effervescent with disseminated and segregated carbonates
decreasing with depth; moderately alkaline in the upper part becoming less alkaline with depth.

TYPE LOCATION: Merced County, California; east side of Los Banos Highway, 1/4 mile north of
the SW corner sec. 19, T. 8 S., R. 14 E.
RANGE IN CHARACTERISTICS:
Soil Temperature: 64 to 67 degrees F.
Depth to duripan: 20 to 40 inches.
A horizon--10YR 5/2, 6/2, 6/3, 7/2 dry; 10YR 3/2, 3/3, 4/2, 4/3, 5/2 moist.
Texture: Clay loam, silty clay loam, fine sandy loam, loam
Structure: Subangular blocky or platy.
Consistence: Slightly hard to very hard, very friable to friable moist.
Carbonates: Slightly effervescent to strongly effervescent.
Reaction: Moderately alkaline to very strongly alkaline.
Btn and Btkn horizons--10YR 5/2, 5/3, 5/4, 6/2, 6/3, 6/4 and 7.5YR 5/6, 6/4 dry; 10YR 3/2, 3/3,
3/4, 4/2, 4/3, 4/4, 5/4 and 7.5YR 4/4 moist.
Texture: Clay loam or clay.
Clay content: 35 to 60 percent.
Structure: Columnar or prismatic in the upper part but often becoming subangular blocky or
angular blocky in the lower part.
Carbonates: Matrix is noneffervescent to violently effervescent. Segregated carbonates occur
as thin coats on ped faces to soft masses and concretions.
Secondary Silica: 0 to 20 percent durinodes.
Sodium Adsorption Ratio: Greater than 13.
Reaction: Strongly alkaline to very strongly alkaline.
Other features: Some pedons have BC horizons that are similar in color to the Btn horizon but is
sandy clay loam or clay loam.
2Bqkm horizon--10YR 4/3, 5/3, 5/4, 6/2, 6/3, 6/4 dry; 10YR 3/3, 3/4, 4/2, 4/3, 4/4 moist.
Consistence: Very hard or extremely hard;
very firm to extremely firm moist.
Structure: Platy or it is massive.
Carbonates: Noneffervescent to violently effervescent.
Silica cementation: Weak, strong or it is indurated.
3Bq and 3Bqk horizons--Texture: Ranges from sandy loam to clay loam.
Clay content: 8 to 35 percent.
Secondary silica: 10 to 80 percent weak silica cementation, 0 to 20 percent durinodes, and 0 to
40 percent strong silica cementation.
Carbonates: Strongly effervescent to violently effervescent.
Reaction: Moderately alkaline to very strongly alkaline.

COMPETING SERIES: There are no competing series in this family.
GEOGRAPHIC SETTING: Lewis soils are on terraces, basin like areas, and valley plains. Lewis
soils formed in alluvium from mixed rock sources. In some places the surface is fairly smooth
while in others the surface has a hummocky microrelief. Slopes are 0 to 5 percent. Elevations
are 100 to 600 feet. The climate is semiarid mesothermal having hot, dry summers and cool,
moist winters. Mean annual precipitation is 9 to 12 inches. Average January temperature is
about 45 degrees F.; average July temperature is about 80 degrees F.; mean annual
temperature is 62 to 65 degrees F. Frost-free season is about 250 to 300 days.
GEOGRAPHICALLY ASSOCIATED SOILS: These are the Exeter, Dinuba, Landlow, Madera, Traver
and Yokohl soils. Exeter, Dinuba, Landlow, Madera and Yokohl soils lack a natric horizon.
Landlow soils lack an argillic horizon. Traver soils have a natric horizon but have less than 18
percent clay in the control section.
DRAINAGE AND PERMEABILITY: Moderately well drained. A water table is present above the
duripan for a short time in the winter during wetter years or after excessive irrigation. Runoff is
medium or high. Water accumulates on the surface for a short time during the winter.
Permeability of the profile above the duripan is slow.
USE AND VEGETATION: Used mainly for pasture. Vegetation is mainly alkali tolerant grass such
as saltgrass and weeds. Barren spots are common in some areas.
DISTRIBUTION AND EXTENT: East side of Central San Joaquin Valley, California. The soils are
moderately extensive.
MLRA SOIL SURVEY REGIONAL OFFICE (MO) RESPONSIBLE: Davis, California
SERIES ESTABLISHED: Visalia Area, Tulare County, California, 1935.
REMARKS: Diagnostic features and horizons recognized in this pedon are:
1.0 Ochric epipedon--The zone from the soil surface to a depth of about 4 inches (A horizon).
2.0 Natric horizon--The zone from a depth of 4 inches to about 28 inches (Btn and Btkn
horizons).
3.0 Duripan--The zone from a depth of about 28 inches to a about 32 inches (2Bqkm horizon).
4.0 Fine particle size family--greater than 35 percent clay in the upper 20 inches of the Btn and
Btkn horizons.

YOKOHL SERIES
The Yokohl Series is a member of a fine, montmorillonitic, thermic family of Typic Durixeralfs.
The soils have reddish brown, clay loam A horizons, reddish brown, clay Bt horizons abruptly
overlying reddish brown duripans. The soils are developed on alluvium from basic igneous
rocks.
TAXONOMIC CLASS: Fine, smectitic, thermic Typic Durixeralfs
TYPICAL PEDON: Yokohl clay loam - annual grass pasture (Colors for dry conditions unless
otherwise noted).
A1--0 to 12 inches; Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) clay loam containing slight amounts of gravel, dark
reddish brown (5YR 3/3 moist; massive; hard, friable, plastic and sticky; many fine roots; many
fine pores; neutral (pH 6.9 to 7.1); abrupt smooth boundary. (6 to 15 inches thick).
B2t--12 to 20 inches; Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) clay containing slight amount of gravel, reddish
brown (5YR 4/3) moist; strong medium blocky structure; very hard, very firm, very plastic and
very sticky; thick continuous clay films; neutral (pH 7.2); abrupt boundary. (4 to 12 inches thick).
C1m--20 to 23 inches; Between reddish brown (5YR 4/4) and yellowish red (5YR 5/5) strongly
cemented iron-silica duripan, reddish brown (5YR 4/5) when moist; intermittently slightly
calcareous, the lime mainly segregated in thin light colored seams; purplish black manganese
stains in seams; few fine gravel; moderately alkaline (pH 8.2); clear smooth boundary. (2 to 4
inches thick).
C2m--23 to 48 inches; Light brown (7.5YR 6/4) weakly to moderately cemented iron-silica
duripan, brown (7.5 YR 5/4) moist; massive; very hard, very firm; moderately calcareous with
lime concentrated in seams; moderately alkaline (pH 8.2); gradual smooth boundary. (14 to 18
inches thick).
C3--48 inches+; Pale brown (10YR 6/3) gravelly loam, stratified; brown (10YR 5/3) moist;
massive; hard, firm; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); calcareous. (Several feet thick).
TYPE LOCATION: Tulare County, California, SE1/4 Sec. 32, T. 18 S., R. 27 E.
RANGE IN CHARACTERISTICS: The soils have ochric epipedons (massive and hard dry and/or
chromas of 4 or more) argillic horizon and duripan. The soils are usually moist but dry for 60
consecutive days in the summer. The mean annual soil temperature is 59 degrees to 72 degrees
F. Mineralogy is montmorillonitic. The solum thickness is 10 to 27 inches to the duripan.
Differences in thickness and texture of the profile correspond to differences in micro-relief. The
soils on the mounds are thicker and slightly coarser in texture than soils in the intermound
areas. Depth to the hardpan is variable in color from brown, dark brown, reddish brown to dark

reddish brown (7.5YR 5/4, 4/3; 5YR 3/4, 4/4, 4/3); in texture from fine sandy loam to heavy
loam; in reaction from medium acid to mild alkaline (pH 6.0-7.4). Structure is massive to blocky
and consistence is hard to very hard. The B2t horizon ranges in color from reddish brown and
dark reddish brown in 5YR and 2.5YR hues with values of 3 and 4 and chromas of 4 to 6; in
texture from heavy clay loam and clay to gravel and/or cobbly clay; in reaction from medium to
mildly alkaline (pH 6.0-7.4). Structure is strong blocky medium to strong prismatic and
consistence is very hard to extremely hard. The Cm horizons range in color from light brown to
light red and dark red (7.5YR to 2.5YR). The Cm is indurated and contains seams of lime and is
usually gravelly. It ranges in color from light brown, reddish yellow, to dark red in 7.5YR to
2.5YR hues. Reaction is neutral to moderately alkaline. The parent material usually consists of
moderately coarse or medium textured
stratified alluvium.
COMPETING SERIES: These include in the same family Jesbel, Keyes, Madera and Tuscan. The
Jesbel soils have dark grayish brown A horizons, dark brown sandy clay Bt horizons and white
duripans which are lime-silica cemented. The Keyes soils have grayish brown A and B horizons.
The Madera soils have light yellowish brown to yellowish brown A and B horizons. The Tuscan
soils lack abrupt AB boundary and are slightly to medium acid throughout. Similar soils in
another subgroup are Redding, San Joaquin, Gloria and Palo Cedro. These soils have abrupt AB
boundaries With 15 percent clay increase within 1 inch, and Bt horizons have more than 35
percent clay in all parts.
GEOGRAPHIC SETTING: The Yokohl soils occur on gently sloping old fans and terraces on
alluvium from dominately basic igneous rock. They occur at elevations of less than 500 feet, in a
semiarid, mesothermal climate with mean annual rainfall of 10 to 15 inches, with hot, dry
summers and cool, moist winters. Mean annual temperature is about 63 degrees F., average
January temperature about 45 degrees F., and average July temperature about 79 degrees F.
Frost-free
season averages about 260 days.
GEOGRAPHICALLY ASSOCIATED SOILS: Academy, Cajalco, Honcut, Ryer, Wyman and
Porterville. The Cajalco soils are on the uplands underlain by basic igneous rock. The Honcut,
Wyman, and Porterville soils are on recent alluvium. The Academy and Ryer soils are on old
terraces and fans.
DRAINAGE AND PERMEABILITY: Soils are well drained. Runoff is very slow to rapid and
permeability ia slow to very slow.
USE AND VEGETATION: Mostly for annual range but also for irrigated pasture. Vegetation ia
annual grasses, forbs, and weeds.
DISTRIBUTION AND EXTENT: Eastern edge of San Joaquin Valley and intermountain Valleys of
southern California. The soils are of moderate extent.

MLRA SOIL SURVEY REGIONAL OFFICE (MO) RESPONSIBLE: Davis, California
SERIES ESTABLISHED: Visalia Area, California, 1935. Source of name is Yokohl Creek, Tulare
County.
REMARKS: The soils were formerly classified in the (maximal) Noncalcic Brown group.
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FOREWORD
Since soil surveys are based on all of the characteristics of soils that influence their use and
management, interpretations are needed for each of the many uses. Among these interpretations
the grouping of soils into capability units, subclasses, and classes is one of the most important.
This grouping serves as an introduction of the soil map to farmers and other land users
developing conservation plans.
As we have gained experience in this grouping, the definitions of the categories have improved.
It is the purpose of this publication to set forth these definitions. In using the capability
classification, the reader must continually recall that it is an interpretation. Like other
interpretations, it depends on the probable interactions between the kind of soil and the
alternative systems of management. Our management systems are continually changing.
Economic conditions change. Our knowledge grows. Land users are continually being offered
new things, such as new machines, chemicals, and plant varieties.
The new technology applies unevenly to the various kinds of soil. Thus the grouping of any one
kind of soil does not stay the same with changes in technology. That is, new combinations of
practices increase the productivity of some soils more than others, so some are going up in the
scale whereas others are going down, relatively. Some of our most productive soils of today were
considered poorly suited to crops a few years ago. On the other hand, some other soils that were
once regarded as good for cropping are now being used more productively for growing
pulpwood. These facts in no way suggest that we should not make interpretations. In fact, they
become increasingly important as technology grows. But these facts do mean that soils need to
be reinterpreted and regrouped after significant changes in economic conditions and technology.
Besides the capability classification explained in this publication, other important interpretations
are made of soil surveys. Examples include groupings of soils according to crop-yield
predictions, woodland suitability, range potentiality, wildlife habitat, suitability for special crops,
and engineering behavior. Many other kinds of special groupings are used to help meet local
needs.
CHARLES E. KELLOGG
Assistant Administrator for Soil Survey
Soil Conservation Service

LAND-CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION
By A.A. Klingebiel and P.H. Montgomery,
Soil Scientists, Soil Conservation Service
The standard soil-survey map shows the different kinds of soil that are significant and their
location in relation to other features of the landscape. These maps are intended to meet the needs

of users with widely different problems and, therefore, contain considerable detail to show
important basic soil differences.
The information on the soil map must be explained in a way that has meaning to the user. These
explanations are called interpretations. Soil maps can be interpreted by (1) the individual kinds
of soil on the map, and (2) the grouping of soils that behave similarly in responses to
management and treatment. Because there are many kinds of soil, there are many individual soil
interpretations. Such interpretations, however, provide the user with all the information that can
be obtained from a soil map. Many users of soil maps want more general information than that of
the individual soil-mapping unit. Soils are grouped in different ways according to the specific
needs of the map user. The kinds of soil grouped and the variation permitted within each group
differ according to the use to be made of the grouping.
The capability classification is one of a number of interpretive groupings made primarily for
agricultural purposes. As with all interpretive groupings, the capability classification begins with
the individual soil-mapping units, which are building stones of the system (table 1). In this
classification, the arable soils are grouped according to their potentialities and limitations for
sustained production of the common cultivated crops that do not require specialized site
conditioning or site treatment. Nonarable soils (soils unsuitable for longtime sustained use for
cultivated crops) are grouped according to their potentialities and limitations for the production
of permanent vegetation and according to their risks of soil damage if mismanaged.
Table 1. Relationship of soil-mapping unit to capability classification
Soil-mapping unit

Capability unit

A soil mapping unit is a portion of the
landscape that has similar characteristics and
qualities whose limits are fixed by precise
definitions. Within the cartographic limitations
and considering the purpose for which the map
is made, the soil mapping unit is the unit about
which the greatest number of precise statements
and predictions can be made.

A capability unit is a grouping of one or more
individual soil mapping units having similar
potentials and continuing limitations or
hazards. The soils in a capability unit are
sufficiently uniform to (a) produce similar
kinds of cultivated crops and pasture plants
with similar management practices. (b) require
similar conservation treatment and
management under the same kind and
condition of vegetative cover. (c) have
comparable potential productivity.

The soil mapping units provide the most
detailed soils information. The basic mapping
units are the basis for all interpretive groupings
of soils. They furnish the information needed
for developing capability units, forest site
groupings, crop suitability groupings, range site
groupings, engineering groupings, and other
interpretive groupings. The most specific
management practices and estimated yields are
related to the individual mapping unit.

The capability unit condenses and simplifies
soils information for planning individual tracts
of land, field by field. Capability units with the
class and subclass furnish information about
the degree of limitation, kind of conservation
problems, and the management practices
needed.

Capability subclass
Subclasses are groups of capability units which
have the same major conservation, such as:
e - Erosion and runoff
w - Excess water
s - Root-zone limitations
c - Climatic limitations
The capability subclass provides information as
to the kind of conservation problem or
limitations involved. The class and subclass
together provide the user information about
both the degree of limitation and kind of
problem involved for broad program planning,
conservation need studies, and similar
purposes.

Capability class
Capability classes are groups of capability
subclasses or capability units that have the
same relative degree of hazard or limitation.
the risks of soil damage or limitation in use
become progressively greater from class I to
class VIII.
The capability classes are useful as a means of
introducing the map user to the more detailed
information on the soil map. The classes show
the location, amount, and general suitability of
the soils for agricultural use. Only information
concerning general agricultural limitations in
soil user are obtained at the capability class
level

The individual mapping units on soil maps show the location and extent of the different kinds of
soil. One can make the greatest number of precise statements and predictions about the use and
management of the individual mapping units shown on the soil map. The capability grouping of
soils is designed (1) to help landowners and others use and interpret the soil maps, (2) to
introduce users to the detail of the soil map itself, and (3) to make possible broad generalizations
based on soil potentialities, limitations in use, and management problems.
The capability classification provides three major categories of soil groupings: (1) capability
unit, (2) capability subclass, and (3) capability class.
The first category, capability unit, is a grouping of soils that have about the same responses to
systems of management of common cultivated crops and pasture plants. Soils in any one
capability unit are adapted to the same kinds of common cultivated and pasture plants and
require similar alternative systems of management for these crops. Longtime estimated yields of
adapted crops for individual soils within the unit under comparable management do not vary
more than about 25 percent 1.
The second category, the subclass, is a grouping of capability units having similar kinds of
limitations and hazards. Four general kinds of limitations or hazards are recognized: (1) erosion
hazard, (2) wetness, (3) rooting-zone limitations, and (4) climate.
The third and broadest category in the capability classification places all the soils in eight
capability classes. The risks of soil damage or limitations in use become progressively greater
from class I to class VIII. Soils in the first four classes under good management are capable of
producing adapted plants, such as forest trees or range plants, and the common cultivated field
crops 2 and pasture plants. Soils in classes V, VI, and VII are suited to the use of adapted native
plants. Some soils in classes V and VI are also capable of producing specialized crops, such as

certain fruits and ornamentals, and even field and vegetable crops under highly intensive
management involving elaborate practices for soil and water conservation. 3 Soils in class VIII
do not return on-site benefits for inputs of management for crops, grasses, or trees without major
reclamation.
The grouping of soils into capability units, subclasses, and classes is done primarily on the basis
of their capability to produce common cultivated crops and pasture plants without deterioration
over a long period of time. To express suitability of the soils for range and woodland use, the
soil-mapping units are grouped into range sites and woodland-suitability groups.

ASSUMPTIONS
In assigning soils to the various capability groupings a number of assumptions are made. Some
understanding of these assumptions is necessary if the soils are to be grouped consistently in the
capability classification and if the groupings are to be used properly. They are:
1. A taxonomic (or natural) soil classification is based directly on soil characteristics. The
capability classification (unit, subclass, and class) is an interpretive classification based on the
effects of combinations of climate and permanent soil characteristics on risks of soil damage,
limitations in use, productive capacity, type of clay minerals, and the many other similar features
are considered permanent soil qualities and characteristics. Shrubs, trees, or stumps are not
considered permanent characteristics.
2. The soils within a capability class are similar only with respect to degree of limitations in soil
use for agricultural purposes or hazard to the soil when it is so used. Each class includes many
different kinds of soil, and many of the soils within any one class require unlike management and
treatment. Valid generalizations about suitable kinds of crops or other management needs cannot
be made at the class level.
3. A favorable ratio of output to input 4 is one of several criteria used for placing any soil in a
class suitable for cultivated crop, grazing, or woodland use, but no further relation is assumed or
implied between classes and output-input ratios. The capability classification is not a
productivity rating for specific crops. Yield estimates are developed for specific kinds of soils
and are included in soil handbooks and soil-survey reports.
4. A moderately high level of management is assumed -- one that is practical and within the
ability of a majority of the farmers and ranchers. The level of management is that commonly
used by the "reasonable" men of the community. The capability classification is not, however, a
grouping of soils according to the most profitable use to be made of the land. For example, many
soils in class III or IV, defined as suitable for several uses including cultivation, may be more
profitably used for grasses or trees than for cultivated crops.
5. Capability classes I through IV are distinguished from each other by a summation of the
degree of limitations or risks of soil damage that affect their management requirements for

longtime sustained use for cultivated crops. Nevertheless, differences in kinds of management or
yields of perennial vegetation may be greater between some pairs of soils within one class than
between some pairs of soils from different classes. The capability class is not determined by the
kind of practices recommended. For example, class II, III, or IV may or may not require the
same kind of practices when used for cultivated crops, and classes I through VII may or may not
require the same kind of pasture, range, or woodland practices.
6. Presence of water on the surface or excess water in the soil; lack of water for adequate crop
production; presence of stones; presence of soluble salts or exchangeable sodium, or both; or
hazard of overflow are not considered permanent limitations to use where the removal of these
limitations is feasible. 5
7. Soils considered feasible for improvement by draining, by irrigating, by removing stones, by
removing salts or exchangeable sodium, or by protecting from overflow are classified according
to their continuing limitations in use, or the risks of soil damage, or both, after the improvements
have been installed. Differences in initial costs of the systems installed on individual tracts of
land do not influence the classification. The fact that certain wet soils are in classes II, III, and IV
does not imply that they should be drained. But it does indicate the degree of their continuing
limitation in use or risk of soil damage, or both, if adequately drained. Where it is considered not
feasible to improve soils by drainage, irrigation, stone removal, removal of excess salts or
exchangeable sodium, or both, or to protect them from overflow, they are classified according to
present limitations in use.
8. Soils already drained or irrigated are grouped according to the continuing soil and climatic
limitations and risks that affect their use under the present systems or feasible improvements in
them.
9. The capability classification of the soils in an area may be changed when major reclamation
projects are installed that permanently change the limitations in use or reduce the hazards or risks
of soil or crop damage for long periods of time. Examples include establishing major drainage
facilities, building levees or flood-retarding structures, providing water for irrigation, removing
stones, or large-scale grading of gullied land. (Minor dams, terraces, or field conservation
measures subject to change in their effectiveness in a short time are not included.)
10. Capability groupings are subject to change as new information about the behavior and
responses of the soils becomes available.
11. Distance to market, kinds of roads, size and shape of the soil areas, locations within fields,
skill or resources of individual operators, and other characteristics of land-ownership patterns are
not criteria for capability groupings.
12. Soils with such physical limitations that common field crops can be cultivated and harvested
only by hand are not placed in classes I, II, III, and IV. Some of these soils need drainage or
stone removal, or both, before some kinds of machinery can be used. This does not imply that
mechanical equipment cannot be used on some soils in capability classes V, VI, and VII.

13. Soils suited to cultivation are also suited to other uses such as pasture, range, forest, and
wildlife. Some not suited to cultivation are suited to pasture, range, forest, or wildlife; others are
suited only to pasture or range and wildlife; others only to forest and wildlife; and a few suited
only to wildlife, recreation, and water-yielding uses. Groupings of soils for pasture, range,
wildlife, or woodland may include soils from more than one capability class. Thus, to interpret
soils for these uses, a grouping different from the capability classification is often necessary.
14. Research data, recorded observations, and experience are used as the bases for placing soils
in capability units, subclasses, and classes. In areas where data on response of soils to
management are lacking, soils are placed in capability groups by interpretation of soil
characteristics and qualities in accord with the general principles about use and management
developed for similar soils elsewhere.

CAPABILITY CLASSES
Land Suited to Cultivation and Other Uses
Class I -- Soils in class I have few limitations that restrict their use.
Soils in this class are suited to a wide range of plants and may be used safely for cultivated crops,
pasture, range, woodland, and wildlife. The soils are nearly level 6 and erosion hazard (wind or
water) is low. They are deep, generally well drained, and easily worked. They hold water well
and are either fairly well supplied with plant nutrients or highly responsive to inputs of fertilizer.
The soils in class I are not subject to damaging overflow. They are productive and suited to
intensive cropping. The local climate must be favorable for growing many of the common field
crops.
In irrigated areas, soils may be placed in class I if the limitation of the arid climate has been
removed by relatively permanent irrigation works. Such irrigated soils (or soils potentially useful
under irrigation) are nearly level, have deep rooting zones, have favorable permeability and
water-holding capacity, and are easily maintained in good tilth. Some of the soils may require
initial conditioning including leveling to the desired grade, leaching of a slight accumulation of
soluble salts, or lowering of the seasonal water table. Where limitations due to salts, water table,
overflow, or erosion are likely to recur, the soils are regarded as subject to permanent natural
limitations and are not included in class I.
Soils that are wet and have slowly permeable subsoils are not placed in class I. Some kinds of
soil in class I may be drained as an improvement measure for increased production and ease of
operation.
Soils in class I that are used for crops need ordinary management practices to maintain
productivity -- both soil fertility and soil structure. Such practices may include the use of one or

more of the following: fertilizers and lime, cover and green-manure crops, conservation of crop
residues and animal manures, and sequences of adapted crops.
Class II -- Soils in class II have some limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require
moderate conservation practices.
Soils in class II require careful soil management, including conservation practices, to prevent
deterioration or to improve air and water relations when the soils are cultivated. The limitations
are few and the practices are easy to apply. The soils may be used for cultivated crops, pasture,
range, woodland, or wildlife food and cover.
Limitations of soils in class II may include singly or in combination the effects of (1) gentle
slopes, (2) moderate susceptibility to wind or water erosion or moderate adverse effects of past
erosion, (3) less than ideal soil depth, (4) somewhat unfavorable soil structure and workability,
(5) slight to moderate salinity or sodium easily corrected but likely to recur, (6) occasional
damaging overflow, (7) wetness correctable by drainage but existing permanently as a moderate
limitation, and (8) slight climatic limitations on soil use and management.
The soils in this class provide the farm operator less latitude in the choice of either crops or
management practices than soils in class I. They may also require special soil-conserving
cropping systems, soil conservation practices, water-control devices, or tillage methods when
used for cultivated crops. For example, deep soils of this class with gentle slopes subject to
moderate erosion when cultivated may need one of the following practices or some combination
of two or more: terracing, stripcropping, contour tillage, crop rotations that include grasses and
legumes, vegetated water disposal areas, cover or green-manure crops, stubble mulching,
fertilizers, manure, and lime. The exact combinations of practices vary from place to place,
depending on the characteristics of the soil, the local climate, and the farming system.
Class III -- Soils in class III have severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants or
require special conservation practices, or both.
Soils in class III have more restrictions than those in class II and, when used for cultivated crops,
the conservation practices are usually more difficult to apply and to maintain. They may be used
for cultivated crops, pasture, woodland, range, or wildlife food and cover.
Limitations of soils in class III restrict the amount of clean cultivation; timing of planting, tillage,
and harvesting; choice of crops; or some combination of these limitations. The limitations may
result from the effects of one or more of the following: (1) moderately steep slopes; (2) high
susceptibility to water or wind erosion or severe adverse effects of past erosion; (3) frequent
overflow accompanied by some crop damage; (4) very slow permeability of the subsoil; (5)
wetness or some continuing waterlogging after drainage; (6) shallow depths to bedrock, hardpan,
fragipan, or claypan that limit the rooting zone and the water storage; (7) low moisture-holding
capacity; (8) low fertility not easily corrected; (9) moderate salinity or sodium; or (10) moderate
climatic limitations.

When cultivated, many of the wet, slowly permeable but nearly level soils in class III require
drainage and a cropping system that maintains or improves the structure and tilth of the soil. To
prevent puddling and to improve permeability, it is commonly necessary to supply organic
material to such soils and to avoid working them when they are wet. In some irrigated areas, part
of the soils in class III have limited use because of high water table, slow permeability, and the
hazard of salt or sodic accumulation. Each distinctive kind of soil in class III has one or more
alternative combination of use and practices required for safe use, but the number of practical
alternatives for average farmers is less than that for soils in class II.
Class IV -- Soils in class IV have very severe limitations that restrict the choice of plants,
require very careful management, or both.
The restrictions in use for soils in class IV are greater than those in class III and the choice of
plants is more limited. When these soils are cultivated, more careful management is required and
conservation practices are more difficult to apply and maintain. Soils in class IV may be used for
crops, pasture, woodland, range, or wildlife food and cover.
Soils in class IV may be well suited to only two or three of the common crops or the harvest
produced may be low in relation to inputs over a long period of time. Use for cultivated crops is
limited as a result of the effects of one or more permanent features such as (1) steep slopes, (2)
severe susceptibility to water or wind erosion, (3) severe effects of past erosion, (4) shallow
soils, (5) low moisture-holding capacity, (6) frequent overflows accompanied by severe crop
damage, (7) excessive wetness with continuing hazard of waterlogging after drainage, (8) severe
salinity or sodium, or (9) moderately adverse climate.
Many sloping soils in class IV in humid areas are suited to occasional but not regular cultivation.
Some of the poorly drained, nearly level soils placed in class IV are not subject to erosion but are
poorly suited to inter-tilled crops because of the time required for the soil to dry out in the spring
and because of low productivity for cultivated crops. Some soils in class IV are well suited to
one or more of the special crops, such as fruits and ornamental trees and shrubs, but this
suitability itself is not sufficient to place a soil in class IV.
In subhumid and semiarid areas, soils in class IV may produce good yields of adapted cultivated
crops during years of above average rainfall; low yields during years of average rainfall; and
failures during years of below average rainfall. During the low rainfall years the soil must be
protected even though there can be little or no expectancy of a marketable crop. Special
treatments and practices to prevent soil blowing, conserve moisture, and maintain soil
productivity are required. Sometimes crops must be planted or emergency tillage used for the
primary purpose of maintaining the soil during years of low rainfall. These treatments must be
applied more frequently or more intensively than on soils in class III.
Land Limited in Use -- Generally Not Suited to Cultivation 7
Class V -- Soils in class V have little or no erosion hazard but have other limitations
impractical to remove that limit their use largely to pasture, range, woodland, or wildlife
food and cover.

Soils in class V have limitations that restrict the kind of plants that can be grown and that prevent
normal tillage of cultivated crops. They are nearly level but some are wet, are frequently
overflowed by streams, are stony, have climatic limitations, or have some combination of these
limitations. Examples of class V are: (1) soils of the bottom lands subject to frequent overflow
that prevents the normal production of cultivated crops, (2) nearly level soils with a growing
season that prevents the normal production of cultivated crops, (3) level or nearly level stony or
rocky soils, and (4) ponded areas where drainage for cultivated crops is not feasible but where
soils are suitable for grasses or trees. Because of these limitations, cultivation of the common
crops is not feasible but pastures can be improved and benefits from proper management can be
expected.
Class VI -- Soils in class VI have severe limitations that make them generally unsuited to
cultivation and limit their use largely to pasture or range, woodland, or wildlife food and
cover.
Physical conditions of soils placed in class VI are such that it is practical to apply range or
pasture improvements, if needed, such as seeding, liming, fertilizing, and water control with
contour furrows, drainage ditches, diversions, or water spreaders. Soils in class VI have
continuing limitations that cannot be corrected, such as (1) steep slope, (2) severe erosion hazard,
(3) effects of past erosion, (4) stoniness, (5) shallow rooting zone, (6) excessive wetness or
overflow, (7) low moisture capacity, (8) salinity or sodium, or (9) severe climate. Because of one
or more of these limitations, these soils are not generally suited to cultivated crops. But they may
be used for pasture, range, woodland, or wildlife cover or for some combination of these.
Some soils in class VI can be safely used for the common crops provided unusually intensive
management is used. Some of the soils in this class are also adapted to special crops such as
sodded orchards, blueberries, or the like, requiring soil conditions unlike those demanded by the
common crops. Depending upon soiI features and local climate, the soils may be well or poorly
suited to woodlands.
Class VII -- Soils in class VII have very severe limitations that make them unsuited to
cultivation and that restrict their use largely to grazing, woodland, or wildlife.
Physical conditions of soils in class VII are such that it is impractical to apply such pasture or
range improvements as seeding, liming, fertilizing, and water control with contour furrows,
ditches, diversions, or water spreaders. Soil restrictions are more severe than those in class VI
because of one or more continuing limitations that cannot be corrected, such as (1) very steep
slopes, (2) erosion, (3) shallow soil, (4) stones, (5) wet soil, (6) salts or sodium, (7) unfavorable
climate, or (8) other limitations that make them unsuited to common cultivated crops. They can
be used safely for grazing or woodland or wildlife food and cover or for some combination of
these under proper management.
Depending upon the soil characteristics and local climate, soils in this class may be well or
poorly suited to woodland. They are not suited to any of the common cultivated crops; in unusual
instances, some soils in this class may be used for special crops under unusual management

practices. Some areas of class VII may need seeding or planting to protect the soil and to prevent
damage to adjoining areas.
Class VIII -- Soils and landforms in class VIII have limitations that preclude their use for
commercial plant production and restrict their use to recreation, wildlife, or water supply
or to esthetic purposes.
Soils and landforms in class VIII cannot be expected to return significant on-site benefits from
management for crops, grasses, or trees, although benefits from wildlife use, watershed
protection, or recreation may be possible.
Limitations that cannot be corrected may result from the effects of one or more of the following:
(1) erosion or erosion hazard, (2) severe climate, (3) wet soil, (4) stones, (5) low moisture
capacity, and (6) salinity or sodium.
Badlands, rock outcrop, sandy beaches, river wash, mine tailings, and other nearly barren lands
are included in class VIII. It may be necessary to give protection and management for plant
growth to soils and landforms in class VIII in order to protect other more valuable soils, to
control water, or for wildlife or esthetic reasons.

CAPABILITY SUBCLASSES
Subclasses are groups of capability units within classes that have the same kinds of dominant
limitations for agricultural use as a result of soil and climate. Some soils are subject to erosion if
they are not protected, while others are naturally wet and must be drained if crops are to be
grown. Some soils are shallow or droughty or have other soil deficiencies. Still other soils occur
in areas where climate limits their use. The four kinds of limitations recognized at the subclass
level are: risks of erosion, designated by the symbol (e); wetness, drainage, or overflow (w);
rooting-zone limitations (s); and climatic limitations (c). The subclass provides the map user
information about both the degree and kind of limitation. Capability class I has no subclasses.
Subclass (e) erosion is made up of soils where the susceptibility to erosion is the dominant
problem or hazard in their use. Erosion susceptibility and past erosion damage are the major soil
factors for placing soils in this subclass.
Subclass (w) excess water is made up of soils where excess water is the dominant hazard or
limitation in their use. Poor soil drainage, wetness, high water table, and overflow are the criteria
for determining which soils belong in this subclass.
Subclass (s) soil limitations within the rooting zone includes, as the name implies, soils that
have such limitations as shallowness of rooting zones, stones, low moisture-holding capacity,
low fertility difficult to correct, and salinity or sodium.

Subclass (c) climatic limitation is made up of soils where the climate (temperature or lack of
moisture) is the only major hazard or limitation in their use. 8
Limitations imposed by erosion, excess water, shallow soils, stones, low moisture-holding
capacity, salinity, or sodium can be modified or partially overcome and take precedence over
climate in determining subclasses. The dominant kind of limitation or hazard to the use of the
land determines the assignment of capability units to the (e), (w), and (s) subclasses. Capability
units that have no limitation other than climate are assigned to the (c) subclass.
Where two kinds of limitations that can be modified or corrected are essentially equal, the
subclasses have the following priority: e, w, s. For example, we need to group a few soils of
humid areas that have both an erosion hazard and an excess water hazard; with them the e takes
precedence over the w. In grouping soils having both an excess water limitation and a rootingzone limitation, the w takes precedence over the s. In grouping soils of subhumid and semiarid
areas that have both an erosion hazard and a climatic limitation, the e takes precedence over the
c; and in grouping soils with both rooting-zone limitations and climatic limitations, the s takes
precedence over the c.
Where soils have two kinds of limitations, both can be indicated, if needed, for local use; the
dominant one is shown first. Where two kinds of problems are shown for a soil group, the
dominant one is used for summarizing data by subclasses.

CAPABILITY UNITS
The capability units provide more specific and detailed information than the subclass for
application to specific fields on a farm or ranch. A capability unit is a grouping of soils that are
nearly alike in suitability for plant growth and responses to the same kinds of soil management.
That is, a reasonably uniform set of alternatives can be presented for the soil, water, and plant
management of the soils in a capability unit, not considering effects of past management that do
not have a more or less permanent effect on the soil. Where soils have been so changed by
management that permanent characteristics have been altered, they are placed in different soil
series. Soils grouped into capability units respond in a similar way and require similar
management although they may have soil characteristics that put them in different soil series.
Soils grouped into a capability unit should be sufficiently uniform in the combinations of soil
characteristics that influence their qualities to have similar potentialities and continuing
limitations or hazards. Thus the soils in a capability unit should be sufficiently uniform to (a)
produce similar kinds of cultivated crops and pasture plants with similar management practices,
(b) require similar conservation treatment and management under the same kind and condition of
vegetative cover, and (c) have comparable potential productivity. (Estimated average yields
under similar management systems should not vary more than about 25 percent among the kinds
of soil included within the unit.)

OTHER KINDS OF SOIL GROUPINGS
Other kinds of interpretive soil groupings are necessary to meet specific needs. Among these are
groupings for range use, woodland use, special crops, and engineering interpretation.
The range site is a grouping of soils with a potential for producing the same kinds and amounts
of native forage. The range site for rangeland is comparable to the capability unit for cultivated
land. The purpose of such a grouping is to show the potential for range use and to provide the
basis for which the criteria for determining range condition can be established. The soils grouped
into a single range site may be expected to produce similar longtime yields and respond similarly
to alternative systems of management and to such practices as seeding, pitting, and water
spreading.
Soils suitable for range but not for common cultivated crops may be placed in capability classes
V and VI if they are capable of returning inputs from such management practices as seeding,
fertilizing, or irrigating; and in class VII if they are not. If these soils do not give economic
returns under any kind of management when used for cultivated crops, pasture, woodland or
range, they fall in class VIII.
Soil-woodland site index correlations are essential for interpreting the potential wood production
of the individual soil units that are mapped. Woodland-site indices are commonly developed for
individual kinds of soils. Soil-mapping units can be placed in woodland groupings according to
site indices for adapted species and other responses and limitations significant to woodland
conservation. Such groupings do not necessarily parallel those for capability units or range sites;
however, in some areas capability units may be grouped into range sites and woodland-suitability
groups.
Rice has soil requirements unlike those of the common cultivated crops requiring well-aerated
soils. Some fruits and ornamentals do not require clean cultivation. Therefore, these crops are not
given weight in the capability grouping. Instead, special groupings of the soils for each of these
crops are made in the areas where they are significant.
With a good basic table of yields and practices, the soils can be placed in any number of
suitability groups. Commonly, five groups -- unsuited, fairly suited, moderately suited, well
suited, and very well suited -- are sufficient.
Kinds of soil shown on the soil map are also grouped according to need for applying engineering
measures including drainage, irrigation, land leveling, land grading; determining suitability as
subgrade for roads; and constructing ponds and small dams. Such groupings may be unlike those
made for other purposes.

CRITERIA FOR PLACING SOILS IN CAPABILITY CLASSES

Soil and climatic limitations in relation to the use, management, and productivity of soils are the
bases for differentiating capability classes. Classes are based on both degree and number of
limitations affecting kind of use, risks of soil damage if mismanaged, needs for soil management,
and risks of crop failure. To assist in making capability groupings, specific criteria for placing
soils in units, subclasses, and classes are presented here. Because the effects of soil
characteristics and qualities vary widely with climate, these criteria must be for broad soil areas
that have similar climate.
Capability groupings are based on specific information when available information about the
responses of the individual kinds of soil to management and the combined effect of climate and
soil on the crops grown. It comes from research findings, field trials, and experiences of farmers
and other agricultural workers. Among the more common kinds of information obtained are soil
and water losses, kinds and amounts of plants that can be grown, weather conditions as they
affect plants, and the effect of different kinds and levels of management on plant response. This
information is studied along with laboratory data on soil profiles. Careful analysis of this
information proves useful not only in determining the capability of these individual kinds of soil
but also in making predictions about the use and management of related kinds of soil.
Basic yield estimates of the adapted crops under alternative, defined systems of management are
assembled in a table. Where data are few, the estimates should be reasonable when tested against
available farm records and studies of the combinations of soil properties.
Where information on response of soils to management is lacking, the estimates of yields and the
grouping of soils into capability units, subclasses, and classes are based on an evaluation of
combinations of the following:
1. Ability of the soil to give plant response to use and management as evidenced by organicmatter content, ease of maintaining a supply of plant nutrients, percentage base saturation,
cation-exchange capacity, kind of clay mineral, kind of parent material, available water holding
capacity, response to added plant nutrients, or other soil characteristics and qualities.
2. Texture and structure of the soil to the depth that influences the environment of roots and the
movement of air and water.
3. Susceptibility to erosion as influenced by kind of soil (and slope) and the effect of erosion on
use and management.
4. Continuous or periodic waterlogging in the soil caused by slow permeability of the underlying
material, a high water table, or flooding.
5. Depth of soil material to layers inhibiting root penetration.
6. Salts toxic to plant growth.
7. Physical obstacles such as rocks, deep gullies, etc.

8. Climate (temperature and effective moisture).
This list is not intended to be complete. Although the soils of any area may differ from one
another in only a few dozen characteristics, none can be taken for granted. Extreme deficiencies
or excesses of trace elements, for example, can be vital. Commonly, the underlying geological
strata are significant to water infiltration, water yield, and erosion hazard.
Any unfavorable fixed or recurring soil or landscape features may limit the safe and productive
use of the soil. One unfavorable feature in the soil may so limit its use that extensive treatment
would be required. Several minor unfavorable features collectively may become a major problem
and thus limit the use of the soil. The combined effect of these in relation to the use,
management, and productivity of soils is the criterion for different capability units.
Some of the criteria used to differentiate between capability classes are discussed in the
following sections. The criteria and ranges in characteristics suggested assume that the effects of
other soil characteristics and qualities are favorable and are not limiting factors in placing soils in
capability classes.
Arid and Semiarid, Stony, Wet, Saline-Sodic, and Overflow Soils
The capability-class designations assigned to soils subject to flooding, poorly or imperfectly
drained soils, stony soils, dry soils needing supplemental water, and soils having excess soluble
salts or exchangeable sodium are made on the basis of continuing limitations and hazards after
removal of excess water, stones, salts, and exchangeable sodium.
When assessing the capability class of any soil the feasibility of any necessary land
improvements must be considered. Feasible as used here means (1) that the characteristics and
qualities of the soil are such that it is possible to remove the limitation, and (2) that over broad
areas it is within the realm of economic possibility to remove the limitation. The capability
designation of these areas is determined by those practices that are practical now and in the
immediate future.
The following kinds of soil are classified on the basis of their present continuing limitations and
hazards: (1) dry soils (arid and semiarid areas) now irrigated, (2) soils from which stones have
been removed, (3) wet soils that have been drained, (4) soils from which excess quantities of
soluble salts or exchangeable sodium have been removed, and (5) soils that have been protected
from overflow.
The following kinds of soil are classified on the basis of their continuing limitations and hazards
as if the correctable limitations had been removed or reduced: (1) dry soils not now irrigated but
for which irrigation is feasible and water is available, (2) stony soils for which stone removal is
feasible, (3) wet soils not now drained but for which drainage is feasible, (4) soils that contain
excess quantities of soluble salts or exchangeable sodium feasible to remove, and (5) soils
subject to overflow but for which protection from overflow is feasible. Where desirable or
helpful, the present limitation due to wetness, stoniness, etc., may be indicated.

The following kinds of soil are classified on the basis of their present continuing limitations and
hazards if the limitations cannot feasibly be corrected or removed: (1) dry soils, (2) stony soils,
(3) soils with excess quantities of saline and sodic salts, (4) wet soils, or (5) soils subject to
overflow.
Climatic Limitations
Climatic limitations (temperature and moisture) affect capability. Extremely low temperatures
and short growing seasons are limitations, especially in the very northern part of continental
United States and at high altitudes.
Limited natural moisture supply affects capability in subhumid, semiarid, and arid climates. As
the classification in any locality is derived in part from observed performance of crop plants, the
effects of the interaction of climate with soil characteristics must be considered. In a subhumid
climate, for example, certain sandy soils may be classified as class VI or class VII, whereas soils
with similar water-holding capacity in a more humid climate are classified as class III or IV. The
moisture factor must be directly considered in the classification in most semiarid and arid
climates. The capability of comparable soils decreases as effective rainfall decreases.
In an arid climate, the moisture from rain and snow is not enough to support crops. Arid land can
be classed as suited to cultivation (class I, II, III, or IV) only if the moisture limitation is
removed by irrigation. Wherever the moisture limitation is removed in this way, the soil is
classified according to the effects of other permanent features and hazards that limit its use and
permanence, without losing sight of the practical requirements of irrigation farming.
Wetness Limitations
Water on the soil or excess water in the soil presents a hazard to or limits its use. Such water may
be a result of poor soil drainage, high water table, overflow (includes stream overflow, ponding,
and runoff water from higher areas), and seepage. Usually soil needing drainage has some
permanent limitation that precludes placing it in class I even after drainage.
Wet soils are classified according to their continuing soil limitations and hazards after drainage.
In determining the capability of wet areas, emphasis is placed on practices considered practical
now or in the foreseeable future. The vast areas of marshland along the seacoast or high-cost
reclamation projects not now being planned or constructed are not classified as class I, II, or III.
If reclamation projects are investigated and found to be feasible, the soils of the area are
reclassified based on the continuing limitations and hazards after drainage. This places the
classification of wet soils on a basis similar to that of the classification of irrigated, stony, saline,
or overflow soils. Some large areas of bottomland subject to overflow are reclassified when
protected by dikes or other major reclamation work. There are examples of these along streams
where levees have been constructed. Land already drained is classified according to the
continuing limitations and hazards that affect its use.
Needs for initial conditioning, such as for clearing of trees or swamp vegetation, are not
considered in the capability classification. They may be of great importance, however, in making

some of the land-management decisions. Costs of drainage, likewise, are not considered directly
in the capability classification, although they are important to the land manager.
Toxic Salts
Presence of soluble salts or exchangeable sodium in amounts toxic to most plants can be a
serious limiting factor in land use. Where toxic salts are the limiting factor, the following ranges
are general guides until more specific criteria are available:
•

Class II -- Crops slightly affected. In irrigated areas, even after salt removal, slight
salinity or small amounts of sodium remains or is likely to recur.

•

Class III -- Crops moderately affected. In irrigated areas, even after salt removal,
moderate salinity or moderate amounts of sodium remains or is likely to recur.

•

Classes IV-VI -- Crops seriously affected on cultivated land. Usually only salt-tolerant
plants will grow on noncultivated land. In irrigated areas, even after leaching, severe
salinity or large amounts of sodium remains or is likely to recur.

•

Class VII -- Satisfactory growth of useful vegetation impossible, except possibly for
some of the most salt-tolerant forms, such as some Atriplexes that have limited use for
grazing.

Slope and Hazard of Erosion
Soil damage from erosion is significant in the use, management, and response of soil for the
following reasons:
1. An adequate soil depth must be maintained for moderate to high crop production. Soil depth is
critical on shallow soils over nonrenewable substrata such as hard rock. These soils tolerate less
damage from erosion than soils of similar depth with a renewable substrata such as the raw loess
or soft shale that can be improved through the use of special tillage, fertilizer, and beneficial
cropping practices.
2. Soil loss influences crop yields. The reduction in yield following the loss of each inch of
surface soil varies widely for different kinds of soil. The reduction is least on soils having little
difference in texture, consistence, and fertility between the various horizons of the soil. It is
greatest where there is a marked difference between surface layers and subsoils, such as among
soils with claypans. For example, corn yields on soils with dense, very slowly permeable
subsoils may be reduced 3 to 4 bushels per acre per year for each inch of surface soil lost. Yield
reduction is normally small on deep, moderately permeable soils having similar textured surface
and subsurface layers and no great accumulation of organic matter in the surface soil.

3. Nutrient loss through erosion on sloping soils is important not only because of its influence on
crop yield but also because of cost of replacement to maintain crop yields. The loss of plant
nutrients can be high, even with slight erosion.
4. Loss of surface soil changes the physical condition of the plow layer in soils having finer
textured layers below the surface soil. Infiltration rate is reduced; erosion and runoff rates are
increased; tilth is difficult to maintain; and tillage operations and seedbed preparation are more
difficult.
5. Loss of surface soil by water erosion, soil blowing, or land leveling may expose highly
calcareous lower strata that are difficult to make into suitable surface soil.
6. Water-control structures are damaged by sediments due to erosion. Maintenance of open
drains and ponds becomes a problem and their capacity is reduced as sediment accumulates.
7. Gullies form as a result of soil loss. This kind of soil damage causes reduced yields, increased
sediment damage, and physical difficulties in farming between the gullies.
The steepness of slope, length of slope, and shape of slope (convex or concave) all directly
influence the soil and water losses from a field. Steepness of slope is recorded on soil maps.
Length and shape of slopes are not recorded on soil maps; however, they are often characteristic
of certain kinds of soil, and their effects on use and management can be evaluated as a part of the
mapping unit.
Where available, research data on tons of soil loss per acre per year under given levels of
management are used on sloping soils to differentiate between capability classes.
Soil Depth
Effective depth includes the total depth of the soil profile favorable for root development. In
some soils, this includes the C horizon; in a few only the A horizon is included. Where the effect
of depth is the limiting factor, the following ranges are commonly used: class I, 36 inches or
more; class II, 20-36 inches; class III, 10-20 inches; and class IV, less than 10 inches. These
ranges in soil depth between classes vary from one section of the country to another depending
on the climate. In arid and semiarid areas, irrigated soils in class I are 60 or more inches in depth.
Where other unfavorable factors occur in combination with depth, the capability decreases.
Previous Erosion
On some kinds of soil previous erosion reduces crop yields and the choice of crops materially; on
others the effect is not great. The effect of past erosion limits the use of soils (1) where subsoil
characteristics are unfavorable, or (2) where soil material favorable for plant growth is shallow to
bedrock or material similar to bedrock, in some soils, therefore, the degree of erosion influences
the capability grouping.
Available Moisture-Holding Capacity

Water-holding capacity is an important quality of soil. Soils that have limited moisture-holding
capacity are likely to be droughty and have limitations in kinds and amounts of crops that can be
grown; they also present fertility and other management problems. The ranges in water-holding
capacity for the soils in the capability classes vary to a limited degree with the amount and
distribution of effective precipitation during the growing season. Within a capability class, the
range in available moisture-holding capacity varies from one climatic region to another.

FOOTNOTES
1

Yields are significant at the capability-unit level and are one of the criteria used in establishing
capability units within a capability class. Normally, yields are estimated under the common
management that maintains the soil resource. The main periods for such yield estimates are 10 or
more years in humid areas or under irrigation and 20 or more years in subhumid or semiarid
areas. The 25 percent allowable range is for economically feasible yields of adapted cultivated
and pasture crops.
2

As used here the common crops include: corn, cotton, tobacco, wheat, tame hay and pasture,
oats, barley, grain sorghum, sugarcane, sugar beets, peanuts, soybeans, field-grown vegetables,
potatoes, sweet potatoes, field peas and beans, flax, and most clean-cultivated fruit, nut, and
ornamental plants. They do not include: rice, cranberries, blueberries, and those fruit, nut, and
ornamental plants that require little or no cultivation.
3

Soil and water conservation practices is a general expression for all practices including but not
limited to those for erosion control.
4

Based on longtime economic trends for average farms and farmers using moderately high level
management. May not apply to specific farms and farmers but will apply to broad areas.
5

Feasible as used in this context means (1) that the characteristics and qualities of the soil are
such that it is possible to remove the limitation, and (2) that over broad areas it is within the
realm of present-day economic possibility to remove the limitation.
6

Some rapidly permeable soils in class I may have gentle slopes.

7

Certain soils grouped into classes V, VI, VII, and VIII may be made fit for use for crops with
major earthmoving or other costly reclamation.
8

Especially among young soils such as alluvial soils, although not limited to them, climatic
phases of soil series must be established for proper grouping into capability units and into other
interpretive groupings. Since the effects result from interactions between soil and climate, such
climatic phases are not defined the same in terms of precipitation, temperature, and so on, for
contrasting kinds of soil.

GLOSSARY
Alluvial soils -- Soils developing from transported and relatively recently deposited material
(alluvium) with little or no modification of the original materials by soil-forming processes.
(Soils with well-developed profiles that have formed from alluvium are grouped with other soils
having the same kind of profiles, not with the alluvial soils.)
Available nutrient in soils -- The part of the supply of a plant nutrient in the soil that can be
taken up by plants at rates and in amounts significant to plant growth.
Available water in soils -- The part of the water in the soil that can be taken up by plants at rates
significant to their growth; usable; obtainable.
Base saturation -- The relative degree to which soils have metallic cations absorbed. The
proportion of the cation-exchange capacity that is saturated with metallic cations.
Cation-exchange capacity -- A measure of the total amount of exchangeable cations that can be
held by the soil. It is expressed in terms of milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil at neutrality
(pH 7) or at some other stated pH value. (Formerly called base-exchange capacity.)
Clay mineral -- Naturally occurring inorganic crystalline material in soils or other earthy
deposits of clay size-particles less than 0.002 mm in diameter.
Deep soil -- Generally, a soil deeper than 40 inches to rock or other strongly contrasting material.
Also, a soil with a deep black surface layer; a soil deeper than about 40 inches to the parent
material or to other unconsolidated rock material not modified by soil-forming processes; or a
soil in which the total depth of unconsolidated material, whether true soil or not, is 40 inches or
more.
Drainage, soil -- (1) The rapidity and extent of the removal of water from the soil by runoff and
flow through the soil to underground spaces. (2) As a condition of the soil, soil drainage refers to
the frequency and duration of periods when the soil is free of saturation. For example, in welldrained soils, the water is removed readily, but not rapidly; in poorly drained soils, the root zone
is waterlogged for long periods and the roots of ordinary crop plants cannot get enough oxygen;
and in excessively drained soils, the water is removed so completely that most crop plants suffer
from lack of water.
Drought -- A period of dryness, especially a long one. Usually considered to be any period of
soil-moisture deficiency within the plant root zone. A period of dryness of sufficient length to
deplete soil moisture to the extent that plant growth is seriously retarded.
Erosion -- The wearing away of the land surface by detachment and transport of soil and rock
materials through the action of moving water, wind, or other geological agents.

Fertility, soil -- The quality of a soil that enables it to provide compounds, in adequate amounts
and in proper balance, for the growth of specified plants, when other growth factors such as light,
moisture, temperature, and the physical condition of the soil are favorable.
Field capacity -- The amount of moisture remaining in a soil after the free water has been
allowed to drain away into drier soil material beneath; usually expressed as a percentage of the
ovendry weight of soil or other convenient unit. It is the highest amount of moisture that the soil
will hold tinder conditions of free drainage after excess water has drained away following a rain
or irrigation that has wet the whole soil. For permeable soils of medium texture, this is about 2 or
3 days after a rain or thorough irrigation. Although generally similar for one kind of soil, values
vary with previous treatments of the soil.
First bottom -- The normal flood plain of a stream, subject to frequent or occasional flooding.
Parent material -- The unconsolidated mass of rock material (or peat) from which the soil
profile develops.
Permeability, soil -- The quality of a soil horizon that enables water or air to move through it. It
can be measured quantitatively in terms of rate of flow of water through a unit cross section in
unit time under specified temperature and hydraulic conditions. Values for saturated soils usually
are called hydraulic conductivity. The permeability of a soil may be limited by the presence of
one nearly impermeable horizon even though the others are permeable.
Phase, soil -- The subdivision of a soil type or other classificational soil unit having variations in
characteristics not significant to the classification of the soil in its natural landscape but
significant to the use and management of the soil. Examples of the variations recognized by
phases of soil types include differences in slope, stoniness, and thickness because of accelerated
erosion.
Profile (soil) -- A vertical section of the soil through all its horizons and extending into the
parent material.
Range (or rangeland) -- Land that produces primarily native forage plants suitable for grazing
by livestock, including land that has some forest trees.
Runoff -- The surface flow of water from an area; or the total volume of surface flow during a
specified time.
Saline soil -- A soil containing enough soluble salts to impair its productivity for plants but not
containing an excess of exchangeable sodium.
Series, soil -- A group of soils that have soil horizons similar in their differentiating
characteristics and arrangement in the soil profile, except for the texture of the surface soil, and
are formed from a particular type of parent material. Soil series is an important category in
detailed soil classification. Individual series are given proper names from place names near the
first recorded occurrence. Thus names like Houston, Cecil, Barnes, and Miami are names of soil

series that appear on soil maps and each connotes a unique combination of many soil
characteristics.
Sodic soil (alkali) -- Soil that contains sufficient sodium to interfere with the growth of most
crop plants; soils for which the exchangeable-sodium-percentage is 15 or more.
Soil -- (1) The natural medium for the growth of land plants. (2) A dynamic natural body on the
surface of the earth in which plants grow, composed of mineral and organic materials and living
forms. (3) The collection of natural bodies occupying parts of the earth's surface that support
plants and that have properties due to the integrated effect of climate and living matter acting
upon parent material, as conditioned by relief, over periods of time.
A soil is an individual three-dimensional body on the surface of the earth unlike the adjoining
bodies. (The area of individual soils ranges from less than 1/2 acre to more than 300 acres.)
A kind of soil is the collection of soils that are alike in specified combinations of characteristics.
Kinds of soil are given names in the system of soil classification. The terms "the soil" and "soil"
are collective terms used for all soils, equivalent to the word "vegetation" for all plants.
Soil characteristic -- A feature of a soil that can be seen and/or measured in the field or in the
laboratory on soil samples. Examples include soil slope and stoniness as well as the texture,
structure, color, and chemical composition of soil horizons.
Soil management -- The preparation, manipulation, and treatment of soils for the production of
plants, including crops, grasses, and trees.
Soil quality -- An attribute of a soil that cannot be seen or measured directly from the soil alone
but which is inferred from soil characteristics and soil behavior under defined conditions.
Fertility, productivity, and erodibility are examples of soil qualities (in contrast to soil
characteristics).
Soil survey -- A general term for the systematic examination of soils in the field and in the
laboratories, their description and classification, the mapping of kinds of soil, and the
interpretation of soils according to their adaptability for various crops, grasses, and trees, their
behavior under use or treatment for plant production or for other purposes, and their productivity
under different management systems.
Structure, soil -- The arrangement of primary soil particles into compound particles or clusters
that are separated from adjoining aggregates and have properties unlike those of an equal mass of
unaggregated primary soil particles. The principal forms of soil structure are platy, prismatic,
columnar (prisms with rounded tops), blocky (angular or subangular), and granular. Structureless
soils are (1) single grain -- each grain by itself, as in dune sand; or (2) massive -- the particles
adhering together without any regular cleavage as in many claypans and hardpans. ("Good" or
"bad" tilth are terms for the general structural condition of cultivated soils according to particular
plants or sequences of plants.)

Subsoil -- The B horizons of soils with distinct profiles. In soils with weak profile development,
the subsoil can be defined as the soil below the plowed soil (or its equivalent of surface soil), in
which roots normally grow. Although a common term, it cannot be defined accurately. It has
been carried over from early days when "soil" was conceived only as the plowed soil and that
under it as the "subsoil."
Surface soil -- The soil ordinarily moved in tillage, or its equivalent in uncultivated soil, about 5
to 8 inches in thickness.
Texture, soil -- The relative proportions of the various size groups of individual soil grains in a
mass of soil. Specifically, it refers to the proportions of sand, silt, and clay.
Type, soil -- A subgroup or category under the soil series based on the texture of the surface soil.
A soil type is a group of soils having horizons similar in differentiating characteristics and
arrangement in the soil profile and developed from a particular type of parent material. The name
of a soil type consists of the name of the soil series plus the textural class name of the upper part
of the soil equivalent to the surface soil. Thus Miami silt loam is the name of a soil type within
the Miami series.
Water table -- The upper limit of the part of the soil or underlying rock material that is wholly
saturated with water. In some places an upper, or perched, water table may be separated from a
lower one by a dry zone.
Water-holding capacity -- The capacity (or ability) of soil to hold water against gravity (see
Field capacity). The water-holding capacity of sandy soils is usually considered to be low while
that of clayey soils is high. It is often expressed in inches of water per foot depth of soil.
Waterlogged -- A condition of soil in which both large and small pore spaces are filled with
water. (The soil may be intermittently waterlogged because of a fluctuating water table or
waterlogged for short periods after rain.
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July 19, 2013

Oksana Newmen
Planner III
Merced County Community and Economic Development Department
2222 M Street
Merced, CA 95340
Re: Biological Resource Evaluation Survey Report - Vassar Solar Project
Dear Ms. Newmen:
This letter has been prepared to report the results of a reconnaissance-level biological
resource evaluation survey conducted for the proposed Vassar Solar project in Merced
County, California, and to summarize the results of three subsequent focused Swainson’s
hawk surveys conducted for the project. The applicant, Ecos Energy, LLC, has submitted
Conditional Use Permit No. CUP13-001 to construct a 3.0 megawatt photovoltaic solar
facility on 29.1 acres of a 39.9-acre property. The project site is located on the north side of
Vassar Avenue, about 650 feet east of State Route 59 and just south of the City of Merced.
The site is identified as APN 066-061-013 (Figure 1, Site Location).
Proposed Project. The project includes construction of an array of 14,976 solar photovoltaic
modules mounted on tracking assemblies supported by H-beam posts driven into the ground.
Construction activities include trenching for electrical conduit, driving H-beam foundation
posts, mounting of tracking assemblies, module installation, equipment pad installation,
construction of an aggregate access driveway, and assembly of a chain-link perimeter fence.
Once constructed, operational phase activities at the site will be minimal. Approximately
two to three single truck trips will be made to the site each month for electrical or
landscaping maintenance. Once a year, water will be trucked in to wash dust from the
module surfaces. Annual washing is anticipated to use 4,000 gallons of water.
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Methods and Survey Limitations
Prior to the reconnaissance site visit, a background data search was conducted to determine
the potential for sensitive habitats and special-status species to occur in the project area and
vicinity. These data were obtained from the following sources:


Available property information (i.e., maps, aerial photos, etc.).



Letter to Oksana Newman, Merced County, Jeffrey Single, California Department of
Fish and Wildlife, dated February 14, 2013, Ecos Energy, LLC Vassar Solar Project
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) Application Number (No.) CUP 13-001; previously CUP 12-009.



California Natural Diversity Data Base (Merced and surrounding 8 USGS topographic
quadrangles). California Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2013.



Recovery Plan for Upland Species of the San Joaquin Valley, California. United States Fish and
Wildlife Service. 1998.



Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California. California Native Plant
Society. 2001.



Special Vascular Plants, Bryophytes and Lichens List. California Department of Fish and
Wildlife. 2004.



Special Animals (898 Taxa). California Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2011.

The project site and surrounding area was originally surveyed on April 20, 2013 by Bill
Goggin, Senior Biologist with EMC Planning Group Inc. The weather was predominantly
sunny, with temperatures ranging in the high 70s (Fahrenheit). Winds ranged from 15 to 20
miles per hour. Plant and wildlife species identified were recorded in a field notebook, along
with plant communities present and an assessment of habitat.

Reconnaissance Survey Results
Environmental Setting. At the time of the site visit, the project site consisted of a freshly
disced agricultural field surrounded by grasslands, agricultural uses, rural residential
development, commercial development and roadways (Figure 2, Aerial Photograph and
Figure 3, Site Photographs). The site has historically been in agricultural use, with cotton,
corn and tomatoes being the primary crops grown over time. Unlined irrigation canals are
located along the west, north, and south sides of the agricultural field. No water was present
within the on site irrigation canals, however obligate and seasonal freshwater vegetation,
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including giant reed (Arundo donax), rush (Juncus sp.), cattail (Typha sp.), and oxtongue (Picris
sp.), indicate that the irrigation canals are periodically inundated. Other species found within
the canals include mustard (Brassica sp.), oat (Avena sp.) and Italian thistle (Carduus
pycnocephalus). Ruderal/disturbed vegetation present along an unpaved access road
paralleling the irrigation canals included numerous non-native grasses, including multiple
brome (Bromus spp.) species. One willow (Salix sp.) tree, approximately 40 feet tall and 18
inches in diameter at breast height, is located along Vassar Avenue.
No rodent burrows or ground squirrel activity was noted as occurring at the site. Wildlife
species observed included loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), and several Swainson’s
hawk (Buteo swainsoni) soaring over the site. In addition, ruderal areas such as those found
along the irrigation canals and roadways generally provide marginal wildlife habitat, but
theoretically could support small populations of lizards and small mammals, including mice,
which could provide an available prey base for raptors, snakes, and other predators in the
area.
Special-Status Species. Special-status species include species listed or proposed for listing by
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), and/or the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) as threatened,
endangered, or “Species of Special Concern." The likelihood of special-status species
occurring at the site and potential impacts of the project were considered and are listed in
Table 1, Special-status Species with the Potential to Occur in the Project Vicinity (see
attached).
Swainson’s hawks were observed soaring above the project site during the April 20th
reconnaissance survey and an active Swainson’s hawk nest was observed approximately 0.33
miles from the project site, as shown in Figure 2, Aerial Photograph.

Project Impact Analysis and Mitigation and Monitoring Requirements
California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (CEQA) Appendix G indicates that a
project may have a significant effect on biological resources if it would:


Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS;
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Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or
USFWS;



Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section
404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means;



Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites;



Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance; and/or



Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan.

The above criteria were used to determine whether significant biological resources in the
project area could be potentially impacted by the proposed project.
Special-status Plant Species. Special-status species known to occur within the project
vicinity typically occur in areas with relatively limited disturbance, such as vernal pools,
native grasslands, and riparian habitats. Although the reconnaissance-level survey occurred
outside of many of the blooming periods of the species listed in Table 1, there are no
undisturbed areas within the project boundary (the entire project area consisted of disked and
furrowed agricultural land) and therefore, special-status plant species are not expected to
have potential to occur on site.
Special-status Wildlife Species. Of the species listed in Table 1, two wildlife species have the
potential to occur within the project boundary: San Joaquin kit fox and Swainson’s hawk.
These species are discussed in more detail, below.
San Joaquin kit fox. The San Joaquin kit fox is a federally listed endangered species and a
state listed threatened species. San Joaquin kit fox typically inhabits annual grasslands or
grassy open spaces with scattered shrubby vegetation, but can also be found in some
agricultural habitats and urban areas. San Joaquin kit foxes need loose-textured sandy soils
for burrowing, and they also need areas that provide a suitable prey base, including blacktailed hare, desert cottontails, and California ground squirrels, as well as birds, reptiles, and
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carrion. The nearest recorded observation of this species was documented approximately
seven miles southwest of the site in 1986. Based on the site’s location and the distribution of
kit fox occurrences in the site’s vicinity, the site is not essential to the regional movement of
kit fox populations. Suitable breeding habitat on the site is considered absent; however the
species may forage or migrate through the area.
The loss of low quality migration and foraging habitat found at the site is not considered
significant; however, impacts to this species as a result of construction are considered
potentially significant. Implementation of the following measure will reduce this potential
impact to less than significant.
BIO-1. Prior to commencement of grading activities, the developer will arrange for a
qualified biologist to inform workers of the potential presence of San Joaquin kit fox,
their protected status, work boundaries, and measures to be implemented to avoid loss of
these species during construction activities. Avoidance and minimization measures may
include, but not be limited to measures identified in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Standardized Recommendations for Protection of the San Joaquin Kit Fox Prior to or During
Ground Disturbance (United States Fish and

Wildlife Service 1999) including the

following measures:
a. Any trench or pit deeper than two feet will include ramps of either fill or planks to
prevent kit fox from becoming trapped in the trench or pit.
b. Pipes, culverts, and other hollow materials greater than four inches in diameter will
be stored in a manner that will prevent kit foxes from using these materials as
temporary refuge. In addition, these materials will be inspected for kit foxes daily,
prior to the onset of construction activities.
c. During construction activities, all food-related trash items will be enclosed in sealed
containers and regularly removed from the project site to avoid attracting wildlife to
the project site, and pets will not be allowed on the construction site.
d. No firearms shall be allowed on the project site.
e. To prevent harassment, mortality of kit foxes, or destruction of dens by dogs or cats,
no pets are permitted on the site during construction.
f.

Use of rodenticides or rodent traps shall be prohibited on the project site during
project construction to avoid the potential for secondary poisoning of kit foxes and
other predators and scavengers or prey species. Information about the ban of
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rodenticides and rodent traps, and their potential effects on sensitive wildlife species
in the region, shall be provided as part of the education program. No rodent trapping
(live or lethal) is permitted on the project site. If rodent control is conducted, zinc
phosphide should be used because of proven lower risk to kit fox.
g. Any contractor, employee, or military or agency personnel who inadvertently kills or
injures a kit fox shall immediately report the incident to their representative. This
representative shall contact the CDFW immediately in the case of a dead, injured, or
entrapped kit fox.
BIO-2. To prevent excluding the San Joaquin kit fox (and other migratory wildlife species)
from utilizing the site during operation, fencing surrounding the proposed project shall be
designed to allow passage by kit fox and their prey species. Fencing specifications shall
be indicated on all constructions plans submitted with the construction permit package
and be approved by the Merced County Planning and Community Development
Department. At a minimum, fencing shall be installed with a five- to seven- inch
separation from the bottom of the fence and the ground. The bottom edge of the fence
will be wrapped back to form a smooth edge and avoid injury to wildlife moving under
the fence.
Swainson’s Hawk. Swainson’s hawks are listed as endangered by the CDFW. The Swainson’s
hawk is a large, broad winged raptor that typically breeds in riparian areas, oak savannas,
and isolated tree stands. This species is commonly seen foraging in agricultural fields with
alfalfa, fallow fields, beet, tomato, pasture, rice land, and cereal grain crops. The Swainson’s
hawk is a migratory bird (South America) that nests in Canada, the western U.S., and
Mexico.
Swainson's hawks require large, open grasslands with abundant prey in association with
suitable nest trees. Suitable foraging areas include native grasslands or lightly grazed
pastures, alfalfa and other hay crops, and certain grain and row croplands. In the Central
Valley, Swainson's hawks are commonly seen foraging in agricultural fields and are generally
associated with riparian habitat for nesting sites. Eighty-five percent of Swainson’s hawk
territories in the Central Valley are associated with riparian systems, or lone trees or groves
of trees in agricultural fields. Preferred prey items include voles (Microtus spp.), gophers
(Thomomys spp.), small birds and insects such as grasshoppers (Estep 1989). Agricultural land
used to grow crops such as cotton, corn, rice, orchard crops, and vineyard grapes does not
generally represent suitable foraging habitat because it either lack suitable prey, or the prey is
unavailable (e.g. physically inaccessible, not visible, etc.) due to crop structure.
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Prior to the April 20th reconnaissance-level site evaluation, a desktop review of satellite
imagery of the project site and surrounding lands was conducted in order to evaluate
potential nesting habitat within one mile of the project site. The original site reconnaissance
survey and three additional focused Swainson’s hawk surveys conducted at the site, as
discussed below, comprised an abbreviated protocol nest search survey per the
recommendations established in the Recommended Timing and Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk
Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley (Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee
2000) (hereinafter “2000 survey protocol”).
As part of the original April 20, 2013 reconnaissance survey, a nesting Swainson’s hawk was
identified in a location approximately .33 miles to the north of the project site. In response to
this detection, three additional focused Swainson’s hawk surveys were conducted to further
assess the status of the detected nest and to determine at a higher level of detail whether
other Swainson’s hawks may be nesting within one mile of the project site. The surveys were
timed to coincide with key life history time periods for the Central Valley population of
Swainson’s hawks. The first focused survey was conducted on June 2, 2013, the second on
June 26, 2013, and the third on July 15, 2013. The nest search and nest monitoring surveys
were conducted by performing opportunistic visual scanning searches (using a pair of
handheld 8x42-power binoculars) within suitable raptor habitats. Surveys were conducted
from various vantage points in the landscape to identify potentially present Swainson’s hawk
nests or other nesting raptor habitat features (i.e. activity centers, roost sites, foraging areas).
The first focused survey on June 2, 2013 re-confirmed the presence of the active Swainson’s
hawk nest originally observed .33 miles to the north during the April 20th reconnaissance
survey. During the second focused survey on June 26, 2013 and the third focused survey on
July 15, 2013 the nesting Swainson’s hawk previously observed on the nest located .33 miles
to the north was not observed at the nest (or in the area). Therefore, it is assumed that
nesting activity at this location has failed.
During the July 15 focused survey, the area of a previous Swainson’s hawk observation
made approximately 1.0 mile southeast of the site was revisited. This resulted in the
discovery of a previously undetected Swainson’s hawk nest with a juvenile. The nest was
located within a linear riparian (slough) area located 1.17 miles southeast of the project site.
The location of these two Swainson’s hawk nests, along with other relevant raptor
observational data collected in the vicinity of the site (Figure 4, Swainson’s Hawk
Observations Within 1 Mile of Project Site).
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Potential impacts to nesting Swainson’s hawks from new development generally arise
indirectly from the conversion of land used by the species as foraging habitat or directly from
effects of disturbance such as noise or physical disturbance. Suitable foraging habitat is
necessary to provide an adequate energy source for breeding adults, including support of
nestlings and fledglings. Loss of foraging habitat from conversion due to development
activities can; therefore, significantly impact the species. Intensive disturbances to nesting
Swainson’s hawks, such as those from use of heavy equipment, cranes or draglines, rock
crushing, etc., have the potential to cause nest abandonment or forced fledging and
significantly impact the species.
Early consultation with CDFW was conducted to determine the potential value of the site as
foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawk and to discuss the need for Swainson’s hawk surveys
(Email and telephone communications with Craig Bailey, CDFW, May 9, 2013, May 29,
2013, June 5, 2013, and June 27, 2013).
Indirect Impacts – Loss of Foraging Habitat. Regarding potential impacts from loss of foraging
habitat, the site has been in agricultural use for at least the past 30 years. The primary factor
in evaluating the potential value of agricultural land as foraging habitat is the types of
agricultural crop grown on the site over time. As described above, some crop types such as
alfalfa are highly preferred and utilized by Swainson’s hawks as foraging habitat, while other
crop types such as cotton are considered poor foraging habitat. Since 2005, the primary crops
grown on the site have been corn (2005), tomatoes (2006 and 2007), cotton (2008, 2009. and
2010), and corn (2011, 2012, and current) (Email communication from Brad Wilson, Ecos
Energy, May 22, 2013). CDFW reviewed the cropping history and project information, and
preliminarily acknowledged that Swainson’s hawks are unlikely to forage in cotton or mature
corn crops, but that Swainson’s hawks may forage in tomato crops (Email communication
with Craig Bailey, CDFW, June 27, 2013). Given the cropping history on the site, the
dominant crop types grown since 2005 would not constitute valuable foraging habitat.
Further, low value foraging habitat crops have been grown for the most recent six
consecutive years. Given these facts, indirect impacts to Swainson’s hawk from loss of
foraging habitat would be less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.
As a point of reference, in cases where conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural use
results in loss of valuable Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat, CDFW has specified mitigation
requirements in the Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks in the
Central Valley of California (California Department of Fish and Game, 1994). This document
includes habitat mitigation ratios based on the distance between a project site where foraging
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habitat loss would occur and an active nest tree, specifications regarding the type of land
preservation, and the requirements to obtain Management Authorization (approval to
proceed with construction). For projects resulting in foraging habitat loss located within one
mile of an active nest tree, one acre of known Swainson’s hawk occupied habitat shall be
preserved at an off-site location for every one acre removed by the proposed project (1:1
mitigation ratio) or, if the preserved area is actively managed for prey production, a 0.5:1
mitigation ratio may be permitted. For projects within five miles of an active nest tree, a
0.75:1 mitigation ratio is required. For projects within 10 miles of an active nest tree, a 0.5:1
mitigation is required. Any off-site mitigation areas are to include a management
endowment to ensure the long-term success of the land as foraging habitat.
Direct Impacts – Construction Activities. Regarding potential direct impacts on Swainson’s hawk
from construction activities, as described in guidance contained in the Staff Report Regarding
Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks in the Central Valley of California (California
Department of Fish and Game, 1994), intensive disturbances from use of heavy equipment
during project construction or operations within 0.5 miles of a Swainson’s hawk nest have
potential to disrupt nesting success. Intensive use of heavy equipment will not be required
during the site preparation or solar equipment construction installation process.
Nevertheless, if construction were to be proposed during the Swainson’s hawk nesting period
from March 1 to September 15 and active Swainson’s hawk nests are located within 0.5
miles of the site, construction activities would have some potential to disrupt nesting success.
As described above, based on the biological site reconnaissance and three subsequent focused
Swainson’s hawk surveys, no active Swainson’s hawk nests have been observed within 0.5
miles of the site. The nearest known nest is located 1.17 miles to the southwest.
Consequently, construction activities would not have a significant impact on nesting
Swainson’s hawks given the results of current surveys.
Though direct impacts on nesting Swainson’s hawks are not expected given existing survey
information, it is possible that prior to the start of construction activities, Swainson’s hawks
could establish active nests within 0.5 mile of the project site. In order to detect whether this
has occurred, mitigation measure BIO-3 below identifies the need to conduct preconstruction surveys and to implement impact minimization measures to reduce potential
construction impacts to a less than significant level if those surveys result in nesting
Swainson’s hawk detections within 0.5 miles.
The project applicant has noted that is may be possible to construct the proposed project
outside the Swainson’s hawk nesting season based on the anticipated project schedule.
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Construction that requires the uses of noise generating equipment could be completed within
the September 2014 to late February 2015 timeframe if project approvals and other preconstruction requirements are completed as currently scheduled (Email communication with
Brad Wilson, Ecos Energy, May 30, 2013).
BIO-3. The project applicant shall be responsible for avoiding, minimizing, and/or
mitigating for potential impacts to Swainson’s hawk during construction. One or more
of the following measures shall be implemented, depending on construction timing and
pre-construction survey results, if such surveys are required:
a. If construction of the proposed project will occur outside of the nesting season
(September 16 to February 28) for Swainson’s hawk, no additional surveys or
mitigation measures are required.
b. If construction is proposed during the nesting season (March 1 to September 15), a
qualified raptor biologist shall conduct pre-construction surveys for Swainson’s hawk
nests. If new, active nests are found and located within a 0.5 mile of heavy
equipment operations or construction activities, the applicant shall consult with the
CDFW to determine the appropriate course of action, based on the guidance
provided in the Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks in the
Central Valley of California (CDFG 1994) to reduce potential impacts on nesting
Swainson’s hawks and to determine under what circumstances equipment operation
and construction activities can occur. Possible measures to reduce potential impacts
could include creation of buffers, limits on the timing or location of use of
equipment, limits on the types of equipment used to reduce noise intensity, etc.
Equipment operation and construction activities shall be suspended until CDFW
provides direction.
If no nests are identified within 0.5 miles during the pre-construction surveys, no
additional surveys or mitigation measures are required.
Nesting Migratory Birds and Raptors. Trees and shrubs located within and adjacent to the
project area have the potential to provide nesting habitat for raptors and migratory birds. No
evidence of nesting activity was observed during site investigations. However, if active nest(s)
of protected bird species should occur in the trees, any construction and site preparation
activities, if conducted during the nesting season, could result in the direct loss of nests,
including eggs and young, or the abandonment of an active nest by the adults. State and
federal law protect most birds. These include state protections established under the
California Endangered Species Act of 1985 and the California Fish and Game Code Section
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3503.5, which prohibits the take or destruction of any bird or nest in the order of
Falconiformes (falcons, kites, and hawks) and Strigiformes (owls). Additionally, migratory
birds, raptors and their nests are federally protected under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty
Act (MBTA). The MBTA: 16 U.S.C., sec. 703, Supp. I, 1989) prohibits killing, possessing, or
trading in migratory birds,. This act encompasses whole birds, parts of birds, bird nests, and
eggs. The loss of individuals of these species or abandonment of their nests would be a
significant impact. Implementation of the following measure would reduce the potential
impact to a less than significant level.
BIO-4. If construction activities will occur during the breeding season (March 1st through
mid-September), the project applicant will retain a qualified biologist to conduct a
tree survey to determine if active nest(s) of birds are present within 250 feet of trees
located within or adjacent to the project area. Survey will occur no more than 14
days prior to commencement of grading or construction activities. Areas within 250
feet of the construction zone that are not within the control of the applicant will be
visually assessed from the project area. If project activities are delayed or suspended
for more than 14 days during the breading season, the survey shall be repeated. If
active passerine (perching birds and songbirds) nest(s) are found, clearing and
construction within 250 feet of the tree will be postponed or halted. If an active nonlisted raptor nest is found, a 500-foot buffer will be maintained. If an active listed
(i.e., protected) bird nest is found, a 0.5-mile buffer will be maintained. Buffers will
be maintained until the nest(s) are vacated and juveniles have fledged and there is no
evidence of a second attempt at nesting, at the discretion of the biologist in
coordination with the CDFW.
Natural Communities. No riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community as
identified in the Merced County General Plan (Merced County 1990) or Draft Merced County
General Plan Update (Merced County 2011), or by CDFW or USFWS is present on the site.
Impacts to riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities will not occur as a result
of the project.
Federally Protected Wetlands and Waters. Natural drainage channels and wetlands are
considered Waters of the United States (also referred to as federally protected wetlands or
jurisdictional waters). Irrigation canals are located on three sides of the property. However
these canals are only periodically inundated for agricultural purposes and are not
hydrologically connected to a jurisdictional water feature. The aerial photograph (Figure 2)
reveals soil staining and changes in vegetation indicating a relic water feature. A review of
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historical aerial photographs indicate that the site has been used for agricultural production
since before 1999 (Google Earth 2013) and no wetland or water features are visible. There
are; therefore, no features considered potentially jurisdictional waters within the project
boundary. Impacts to federally protected wetlands or waters will not occur as a result of the
project.
Wildlife Movement. Wildlife movement is limited by agricultural, rural residential, and
commercial development surrounding the project site, however limited migration habitat for
wildlife is present along the irrigation canals and wildlife may move through the site.
Ruderal grasses may provide cover for small mammals and other prey species preferred by
raptor species in the area. Measure BIO-2, above, addresses potential barriers to wildlife
movement as a result of the proposed project. Additional measures are not required.
Local Policies and Adopted Habitat Conservation Plans. The single tree located on the
project site will not be removed as a result of construction and there are no tree preservation
policies or ordinances applicable to the project. The project site is located within the
boundaries of the Recovery Plan for Upland Species of the San Joaquin Valley, California (USFWS
1998). Of the 11 species covered in the plan, one species, the San Joaquin kit fox, has a low
potential to occur on the project site. Discussion regarding San Joaquin kit fox, above,
includes measures designed to mitigate potential impacts to this species. No additional
measures are required. There are no other adopted Habitat Conservation Plans, Natural
Community Conservation Plans, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plans applicable to the site.
I hope that this letter adequately addresses your needs at this time.
questions, please call Ron Sissem at your convenience.

If you have any

Sincerely,

Bill Goggin
Senior Biologist

Ron Sissem
Principal Planner

Attachments:
Figure 1, Site Location
Figure 2, Aerial Photograph
Figure 3, Site Photographs

Figure 4, Swainson’s Hawk Observations Within
1 Mile of Project Site
Table 1, Special-status Species with the Potential
to Occur within the Project Vicinity
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Table 1

Special Status Species with the Potential to Occur in the Project Vicinity

Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

grassland. North-facing slopes, sometimes on

higher elevations than at the project site

sandstone, 60-460m elevation. Blooming Period:

(~47m).

CNPS)
Plants
Beaked clarkia

--/--/1B.3

(Clarkia rostrata)

April - May
Boggs Lake hedge-hyssop

--/CE/1B.2

(Gratiola heterosepala)

Marshes and swamps (freshwater), vernal pools.

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

Clay soils, usually in vernal pools, sometimes along

habitat not present at the project site.

lake margins, 5-2,400m elevation. Blooming Period:
April - August

Colusa grass

FT/SE/1B.1

(Neostapfia colusana)
Delta button-celery

(Downingia pusilla)

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

bottoms, adobe soils, 5-110m elevation. Blooming

habitat not present at the project site.

Period: May - August
--/CE/1B.1

(Eryngium racemosum)
Dwarf downingia

Vernal pools, usually in large or deep vernal pool

--/--/2.2

Riparian scrub, seasonally inundated floodplain on

Unlikely. Suitable seasonally inundated

clay soils, 3-75m elevation Blooming Period: June -

riparian scrub habitat not present at the

August

project site.

Valley and foothill grassland (mesic sites), vernal

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

pools. Vernal lake and pool margins with a variety

habitat not present at the project site.

of associates. In several types of vernal pools, 1485m elevation. Blooming Period: March - May
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Valley and foothill grassland, cismontane

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

woodland. In openings. Gravelly roadsides to loam

higher elevations than at the project site

soil to dry clay, not known from serpentine, 50-

(~47m).

CNPS)
Forked hare-leaf

--/--/2.2

(Lagophylla dichotoma)

760m elevation. Blooming Period: April September
Greene's tuctoria

FE/Rare/1B.1

(Tuctoria greenei)

Vernal pools, valley and foothill grassland. Dry

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

bottoms of vernal pools in open grasslands, 30-

habitat not present at the project site.

1,065m elevation. Blooming Period: May September

Hairy orcutt grass

FE/CE/1B.1

(Orcuttia pilosa)
Hartweg's golden sunburst

FE/CE/1B.1

(Pseudobahia bahiifolia)

Vernal pools, 25-125m elevation. Blooming Period:

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

May - September

habitat not present at the project site.

Valley and foothill grassland, cismontane

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool or

woodland. Clay soils, often acidic. Predominantly

sloped habitats not present at the project

on the northern slopes of knolls, but also along

site.

shady creeks or near vernal pools, 15-150m
elevation. Blooming Period: March - April
Heartscale
(Atriplex cordulata)

--/--/1B.2

Chenopod scrub, valley and foothill grassland,

Unlikely. Suitable alkaline habitat not

meadows. Alkaline flats and scalds in the Central

present at the project site.

Valley, sandy soils, 1-150m elevation. Blooming
Period: April - October
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools. Little

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

information exists, moist places in grassland or

higher elevations than at the project site

vernal pool habitat, 70-305m elevation. Blooming

(~47m).

CNPS)
Henderson's bent grass

--/--/3.2

(Agrostis hendersonii)

Period: April - May
Hoover's calycadenia

--/--/1B.3

(Calycadenia hooveri)
Keck's checkerbloom

FE/--/1B.1

(Sidalcea keckii)
Lesser saltscale

--/--/1B.1

(Atriplex minuscula)

Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

grassland. On exposed, rocky, barren soil, 65 - 260m

higher elevations than at the project site

elevation. Blooming Period: July - September

(~47m).

Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

grassland. Grassy slopes in blue oak woodland, 180-

higher elevations than at the project site

425m elevation. Blooming Period: April - May

(~47m).

Chenopod scrub, playas, valley and foothill

Unlikely. Suitable alkaline habitat not

grassland. In alkali sink communities in sandy,

present at the project site.

alkaline soils, 20-100m elevation. Blooming Period:
May - October

Merced phacelia

--/--/3.2

(Phacelia cillata var. opaca)
Pincushion navarretia
(Navarretia mysersii ssp.
myersii)

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .

--/--/1B.1

Valley and foothill grassland. Adobe or clay soils of

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

valley floors, open hills, or alkaline flats, 60-150m

higher elevations than at the project site

elevation. Blooming Period: February - May

(~47m).

Vernal pools, valley and foothill grassland. Clay

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

soils within non-native grassland, 20-330m

habitat not present at the project site.

elevation. Blooming Period: May
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Chenopod scrub, cismontane woodland, valley and

Unlikely. Suitable alkaline habitat not

foothill grassland / alkaline, 3-750m elevation

present at the project site.

CNPS)
Recurved larkspur

--/--/1B.2

(Delphinium recruvatum)
Round-leaved filaree

Blooming Period: March - May
--/--/1B.2

(California macrophylla)

Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill grassland

Unlikely. Suitable woodland or grassland

/ clay, elevation 15 - 1200m Blooming Period:

habitats not present at the project site.

March - May
San Joaquin Valley orcutt

Vernal pools, endemic to the San Joaquin Valley,

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

grass

30-755m elevation. Blooming Period: April -

habitat not present at the project site.

(Orcuttia inaequalis)

September

Sanford's arrowhead

FT/SE/1B.1

--/--/1B.2

(Sagittaria sanfordii)
Shining navarretia

--/--/1B.2

radians)

(Eryngium spinosepalum)

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat not

moving freshwater ponds, marshes, and ditches, 0-

present at the project site.

610m elevation. Blooming Period: May - October

(Navarretia nigelliformis ssp.
Spiny-sepaled button celery

Marshes and swamps. Found in standing or slow-

--/--/1B.2

Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

grassland, vernal pools, 200-1000m elevation

higher elevations than at the project site

Blooming Period: May - July

(~47m).

Vernal pools, valley and foothill grassland. Some

Unlikely. Species typically occurs at

sites on clay soil of granitic origin; vernal pools,

higher elevations than at the project site

within grassland, 100-420m elevation. Blooming

(~47m).

Period: April - May
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Valley and foothill grassland. Little information

Unlikely. grassland habitat not present at

available. Madrono vol. 44 no. 2 only source

the project site.

CNPS)
Subtle orache

--/--/1B.2

(Atriplex subtilis)

currently listed, 40-100m elevation. Blooming
Period: August - October

Succulent owl's clover

FT/CE/1B.2

(Castilleja campestris ssp.

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

places, often in acidic soils, 25-750m elevation.

habitat not present at the project site.

Blooming Period: April - May

succulenta)
Vernal pool smallscale

Vernal pools, valley and foothill grassland. Moist

--/--/1B.2

(Atriplex persistens)

Vernal pools, alkaline soils, 10-115m elevation

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

Blooming Period: July - October

habitat not present at the project site.

Most abundant in drier open stages of most shrub,

Unlikely. Project site is frequently

forest, and herbaceous habitats, with friable soils.

disturbed and managed for agricultural

Need sufficient food, friable soils, and open,

purposes. Suitable open habitats are not

uncultivated ground. Prey on burrowing rodents

present.

Wildlife
American badger

--/CSC

(Taxidea taxus)

and dig burrows.
Bald eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Delisted/CE

Ocean shore, lake margins, and rivers for both

Unlikely. Suitable nesting or roosting

nesting and wintering. Most nests within one mile of habitat not present within project area.
water. Nests in large, old-growth, or dominant live
tree with open branches, especially Ponderosa pine.
Roosts commonly in winter.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Open, dry, annual or perennial grasslands, desert or

Unlikely. Suitable open habitats with

scrubland, available burrows.

available burrows not found at project site.

Seasonal pools in unplowed grasslands with old

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

alluvial soils underlain by hardpan or in sandstone

habitats not found at project site.

CNPS)
Burrowing owl

--/CSC

(Athene cunicularia)
California linderiella

FSC/--

(Linderiella occidentalis)

depressions. Water in the pools typically has very
low alkalinity, conductivity, and total dissolved
solids.

California tiger salamander

FT/ CT

(Ambystoma californiense)
Conservancy fairy shrimp

FE/--

Grasslands, open oak woodlands, and seasonal

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/seasonal pool

pools or stock ponds in central California.

habitats not found at project site.

Endemic to the grasslands of the northern two-thirds Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool
of the central valley, found in large, turbid pools.

(Branchinecta conservatio)

habitats not found at project site.

Swales formed by old, braided alluvium filled by
winter/spring rains, last until June.

Ferruginous hawk

--/CSC

(Wintering) Open grasslands, sagebrush flats, desert

Possible. Species may forage on site.

scrub, low foothills and fringes of pinyon-juniper

(Buteo regalis)

habitats. Mostly consumes flat lagomorphs, ground
squirrels, and mice.

Giant garter snake
(Thamnophis gigas)

FT/ CT

Prefers freshwater marsh and low gradient streams.

Unlikely. Irrigation canals found at site

Adapted to drainage canals and irrigation ditches.

are not likely to be inundated for long

The most aquatic garter snake in California.

enough periods to support suitable aquatic
habitat for this species.
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Low to mid-elevation streams in the Sacramento-

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat not

San Joaquin drainage. Also present in the Russian

found at project site.

CNPS)
Hardhead

--/SSC

(Mylopharodon conocephalus)

River. Clear, deep pools with sand-gravel-boulder
bottoms and slow water velocity. Not found where
exotic centrarchids predominate.

Hoary bat

--/CSC

(Lasiurus cinereus)

Prefers open habitats or habitat mosaics, with access

Unlikely. Suitable roosting habitat

to trees for cover and open areas or habitat edges for

adjacent to aquatic habitat not found at

feeding. Roosts in dense foliage of medium to large

project site.

trees. Feeds primarily on moths. Requires water.
Merced kangaroo rat

FSC/--

(Dipodomys heermanni dixoni)

Grassland and savannah communities in eastern

Unlikely. Ruderal areas bordering access

Merced and Stanislaus Counties. Needs fine, deep,

roads and along irrigation canals not likely

well-drained soil for burrowing. Granivorous, but

to support suitable habitat for this species.

also eats forbs and green grasses.
Merlin

--/--

(Falco columbarius)

Seacoast, tidal estuaries, open woodlands,

Unlikely. Suitable roosting habitat not

savannahs, edges of grassland and deserts, farms

found at project site.

and ranches, clumps of trees or windbreaks are
required for roosting in open county.

Midvalley fairy shrimp

--/--

Vernal pools in the Central Valley.

habitats not found at project site.

(Branchinecta mesovallensis)
Molestan blister beetle
(Lytta molesta)

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

--/--

Inhabits the Central Valley of California, from

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

Contra Costa to Kern and Tulare Counties. Adult

habitats not found at or adjacent top
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

meloids are often found on flowers, including
Lupinus sp., Trifolium wormskioldii in dried vernal

project site.

CNPS)

pools, and on Eriodium sp. Species noted as absent
in areas with non-vernal pool vegetation, but a lack
of detailed collecting information makes it unclear
whether the species is always or usually associated
with dried vernal pools.
Mountain plover

--/CSC

(Charadrius montanus)

(Wintering) Short grasslands, freshly plowed fields,

Unlikely. Agricultural activities on site do

newly sprouting grain fields, sometimes sod farms.

not include grain production and evidence

Prefers short vegetation, bare ground and flat

of burrowing rodents was not observed.

topography, grazed areas and areas with burrowing
rodents.
Pallid bat

--/CSC

(Antrozous pallidus)

Deserts, grasslands, shrublands, woodlands and

Unlikely. Suitable roosting habitat not

forests. Most common in open, dry habitats with

found.

rocky areas for roosting. Roosts must protect bats
from high temperatures. Very sensitive to
disturbance of roosting sites.

San Joaquin kit fox
(Vulpes macrotis mutica)

8

FE/CT

Annual grasslands or grassy open stages with

Possible. Denning habitat not found,

scattered shrubby vegetation. Needs loose-textured

however species could migrate or forage

sandy soils for burrowing, and suitable prey base.

through project site.
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Nests in large trees especially in riparian corridors.

Observed. No suitable nesting habitat

Forages in agricultural fields and grasslands.

found on site (excepting a solitary willow

CNPS)
Swainson's hawk

FSC/CT

(Buteo swainsoni)

tree), however species has potential to
forage within narrow linear bands of
ruderal/annual grassland habitat found
along roadways and within irrigation
canals on site, but outside of project’s
disturbance footprint.

Tricolored blackbirds

FSC/--

(Agelaius tricolor)
Vernal pool fairy shrimp

FT/--

(Branchinecta lynchi)

(Nesting) Areas adjacent to open water and access

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat adjacent

to protected nesting substrate

to site not present.

Endemic to the grasslands of the Central Valley,

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

Central Coast Mtns., and South Coast Mtns. in

habitats not found at or adjacent top

astatic rain-filled pools. Inhabit small, clear-water

project site.

sandstone depression pools and grassed swale, earth
slump, or basalt-flow depression pools.
Vernal pool tadpole shrimp
(Lepidurus packardi)

FE/--

Inhabits vernal pools and swales in the Sacramento

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool

Valley containing clear to highly turbid water. Pools

habitats not found at or adjacent top

commonly found in grass-bottomed swales of

project site.

unplowed grasslands.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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Common and Scientific

Status

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

Name

(Fed./State/
--/CSC

Many open, semi-arid habitats, including conifer
and deciduous woodlands, coastal scrub, grasslands,
chaparral, etc. Roosts in crevices in cliff faces, high
buildings, trees and tunnels.

Unlikely. Suitable roosting habitat not
present on site.

--/CSC

A thoroughly aquatic turtle of ponds, marshes,
rivers, streams, and irrigation ditches with aquatic
vegetation. Need basking sites and suitable (sandy
banks or grassy open fields) upland habitat for egglaying.

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool
habitats not found at or adjacent top
project site.

--/--

Roosts primarily in trees, 2-40 feet above the
ground, from sea level up through mixed conifer
forests. Prefers nearby aquatic habitat and habitat
edges and mosaics with trees that are protected from
above and open below with open areas for foraging.

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat adjacent
to site not present.

--/CSC

Occurs primarily in grassland habitats, but can be
found in valley-foothill hardwood woodlands,
breeds in winter and spring (January - May) in quiet
streams and temporary pools

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic/vernal pool
habitats not found at or adjacent top
project site.

--/--

Optimal habitats are open forests and woodlands
with sources of water over which to feed.
Distribution is closely tied to bodies of water.
Maternity colonies in caves, mines, buildings, or
crevices

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat adjacent
to site not present.

CNPS)
Western mastiff bat
(Eumops perotis californicus)

Western pond turtle
(Actinemys marmorata)

Western red bat
(Lasiurus blossevillii)

Western spadefoot
(Scaphiopus hammondii)

Yuma myotis
(Myotis yumanensis)
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Common and Scientific

Status

Name

(Fed./State/

Habitat

Potential to Occur on Site

CNPS)
Communities
Northern Claypan Vernal Pool

Not found. Species composing this plant
community not present on site.

Northern Hardpan Vernal Pool

Not found. Species composing this plant
community not present on site.

Source:

EMC Planning Group 2013, CNDDB 2013

Note:
FE:

Listed as ‘Endangered” by the Federal Endangered Species Act.

FT:

Listed as "Threatened" by the Federal Endangered Species Act.

FC:

A candidate for listing as threatened or endangered under the Federal Endangered Species Act.

FSC:

United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) “Special Concern.” Prior to February 1996, the USFWS identified these species as “Category 2” candidates for listing (taxa for
which information in the possession of the USFWS indicated that proposing to list as endangered or threatened was possibly appropriate, but for which sufficient data on biological
vulnerability and threat were not currently available to support proposed rules). The designation of Category 2 species as candidates resulted in confusion about the conservation
status of these taxa. To reduce that confusion, and to clarify that the USFWS does not regard these species as candidates for listing, the USFWS has discontinued the designation of
Category 2 species as candidates. The USFWS remains concerned about these species, but further biological research and field study are needed to resolve the conservation status of
these taxa.

CE:

Listed as "Endangered" by the California Endangered Species Act.

CT:

Listed as "Threatened" by the California Endangered Species Act.

CSC:

CDFG “Species of Special Concern.” The CDFG “Species of Special Concern” designation does not afford these species any federal or state protection. These species should be
taken into special consideration when decisions are made concerning the future of any land parcel. A species is included as a “Species of Special Concern” when their breeding
populations in California are declining. Species are also included that are not declining worldwide, but in California the population is so low that it is potentially vulnerable to
extirpation.

1B:

Plants considered by California Native Plant Society (CNPS) to be rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere due to their limited or vulnerable habitat, their low
numbers of individuals per population (even though they may be wide ranging), or their limited number of populations.

EMC PL ANNING GROUP INC .
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2:

CNPS listing of plant species that are rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere.

3:

Plants about which more information is needed.

CNPS New Threat Code Extensions:
.1:

Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and immediacy of threat)

.2:

Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened)

.3:

Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known)
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